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n the wake of the new variINarendra
ant Omicron, Prime Minister
Modi on Saturday
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fter agreeing to repeal three
A
farm laws, the Modi
Government has agreed to
meet the protesting farmers’
demand to decriminalise
stubble burning, a major source
of air pollution in the
national Capital.
Announcing this, Union
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar on Saturday
urged farmer groups to end
their agitation as the
Government has listed the
farm laws’ repeal Bill on the
very first day of the Winter
Session of Parliament on
November 29.
On withdrawal of cases
against farmers during the agitation, Tomar said this is in the
domain of the State
Governments and they can
consider withdrawal of cases.
In the note on the farm law
repeal Bill, sent to Parliament
members, Tomar has defended
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the three contentious farm
laws and wrote “the
Government has tried hard to
sensitise the farmers on the
importance of the farm laws
and explain the merits through
several meetings and other
forums. Without taking away
the existing mechanisms available to farmers, new avenues
were provided for trade of
their produce. Besides, farmers
were free to select the avenues
of their choice where they can
get more prices for their pro-

duce without any compulsion”.
“...the farm laws are proposed to be repealed. It is also
proposed to omit sub section (
IA) of section 3 of the Essential
Commodities Act 1955 which
was inserted vide the Essential
Commodities (Amendment)
Act 2020,” the Bill said.
“As we celebrate the 75th
year of Independence — Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav — the
need of the hour is to take
everyone together on the path
of inclusive growth and devel-

opment,” reads the note written
by the Agriculture Minister.
To repeal a law, a new law
has to be enacted and a specific repealing clause is added to
it. Therefore, the amendment
bill for the three farm laws
would have to be tabled in
Parliament the same way as any
other bill. Once both Houses of
Parliament pass the bill, it will
be ratified by the President of
India and the previous Act
would be withdrawn.
Continued on Page 4
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wo days before the tabling
T
of the farm Bill in
Parliament to repeal the three
legislations, protesting farmer
groups on Saturday deferred
their November 29 march to
Parliament and urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
fulfil their six demands.
The march to Parliament
on November 29 was
announced by Bharatiya Kisan
Union
(BKU)
leader
Rakesh Tikait.
The demands include written assurance about giving
legal guarantee to procurement of crops at minimum

5Pa\[TPSTa3PabWP]?P[fXcW^cWTabPSSaTbbTbP?aTbbR^]UTaT]RTPcBX]VWd
Q^aSTaX]=Tf3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh

support price (MSP) by
December 4, sacking and arrest
of Union Minister Ajay Mishra,
and compensations to the
family members of farmers
who lost their lives during
the protests.
Now, the farmer groups
will wait for the Government’s
formal response to their
demands and then meet again

?C8

on December 4 to decide the
further course of action.
The decision of the framers
to defer the march to
Parliament has come as big
relief to the Government,
which is trying to buy peace
with the farmers ahead of the
crucial Assembly elections of
UP, Uttarakhand, and Punjab.
Continued on Page 4
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elhi Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on
Saturday announced that
schools for all classes in the city
will reopen from November 29.
Sisodia, who also holds the
portfolio of Education Minister,
shared an official order on
micro-blogging site Twitter
and wrote, “All the schools in
Delhi will reopen from
November 29, 2011, for
all classes.”
The City Government has
closed all schools and colleges
in view of increased air pollution. Environment Minister
Gopal Rai on November 24
gave orders to reopen schools
mentioning Capital’s air
is improving.
On November 13, Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal
announced to close all schools
and colleges till November 20
in view of the severe air pollution while allowing schools to
conduct the classes in virtual
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Delhi court on Saturday
A
reserved for December 3
its order on whether to suspend

mode from November 15.
Again,
the
City
Government had shut down
schools earlier from November
21, as no improvement in air
quality was observed in the
national Capital. However, the
online classes will continue, the
Directorate of Education (DoE)
had said then.
Meanwhile, Delhi’s air
recorded at the higher end of
the very poor category with
overall air quality index (AQI)
settling at 372 on the National
Ambient Air Quality Index
(NAAQI), due to unfavorable
weather conditions.

the seven-year jail terms
awarded to real estate barons
Sushil and Gopal Ansal for
tampering with evidence in
the 1997 case of Uphaar
cinema fire, which had claimed
59 lives.
Additional Sessions Judge
Anil Antil reserved the order
on appeals filed by the Ansals
against their conviction and jail
terms by a magisterial court.
Besides challenging their conviction and punishment, the
Ansals had urged the sessions
court to suspend their jail
terms till the appeal is decided.
The court heard the arguments of the accused as well as
the victim and police and
reserved the order.
Senior advocate Vikas
Pahwa, appearing for the
Association of Victims of

Uphaar Tragedy (AVUT), had
opposed the appeals and told
the court that the offence of
tampering with evidence is
extremely serious in nature as
it affects the entire criminal
justice system.
The Delhi Police had also
opposed the appeals filed by
the Ansals and told the court
that suspending the jail terms
of the convicts would trigger
the mental trauma and agony
of the victims.
Continued on Page 4

convened a high-level meeting
to review the situation relating
to Covid-19 and vaccination.
Modi urged the officials to
be proactive and maintain
intensive containment and
active surveillance and make
people cautious. He also said
States should be sensitised on
the need to ensure that all those
who have got the first dose are
given the second dose timely.
The Prime Minister also asked
officials to review plans for easing international travel restrictions in the light of the emerging new evidence.
“The PM was briefed about
the global trends on Covid-19
infections and cases. Officials
highlighted that countries
across the world have experienced multiple Covid-19 surges
since the onset of the pandemic. The PM also reviewed
the national situation relating
to Covid-19 cases and test
positivity rates.
“The PM was apprised of
the progress in vaccination

and the efforts being made
under the ‘Har Ghar Dastak’
campaign. The PM directed
that there is a need to increase
the second dose coverage and
that States need to be sensitised
on the need to ensure that all
those who have got the first
dose are given the second dose
timely. The PM was also given
details about the seropositivity in the country from time to
time and its implications in
public health response,” said
the PMO in a statement about
the two-hour-long review
meeting chaired by the PM.
Continued on Page 4
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ours after the Maharashtra
H
Government decided to
screen air passengers arriving
from at least 10 countries
where a deadly new coronavirus variant has been detected, the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC)
on Saturday announced that all
the passengers arriving here
from the Omicron “high-risk
nations” would undergo
compulsor y institutional

quarantine.
Making an announcement

about the civic body’s plans to
quarantine all those passengers
from the ten Omicron-hit
countries,
Additional
Municipal Commissioner
Suresh Kakani said that the
BMC — in consultation with
the Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj International Airport
— would make available a list
of all the passengers who have
arrived from abroad in the past
14 days to the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region.
Continued on Page 4
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Q What is Matsya

Kaand about?
It's basically a
cat and mouse
game between two
equally intelligent
and genius people.
That's Matsya
played by Ravii
Dubey and Ravi
Krishan ji is playing
Tej Raj, the guy is
trying to catch
Matsya. It's just a
brilliant back and
forth, trying to out
wit each other.
Which I think is
fabulous. It's more like
brains over brawn,
which
is
more
interesting to watch and
along with that you have
an incredible ensemble of
cast playing all of these
characters that make the
show come to life.
Q What is your role?

I play Raju, who I think
in some ways the heart of the
show. In the sense that he is
very jugaadu. The trait that
leads him to meet Matsya and
become a part of his team.
The three people team where
Raju is the glue that holds the
team together. He is a little
clumsy, he is very disarming,
full of heart, warmth and
very loyal. That's what
attracted me to this character.
A sweet boy that I don't think
people have had the chance
to see this character before.
That's the main reason why I
wanted to do this.
Q How did you land this

project?
Mr Gautam Talwar,
who is the chief content

officer of MX player was very kind
enough to set up a meeting with me
and Ajay sir. That's because he
thought I was right for the character.
We met and instantly clicked. I love
Ajay sir's energy, the way he is so calm
and incredibly supportive. With him,
it felt free. We had a couple of
meetings and he thought I was right
for the part and I obviously loved it
because I haven't done something like
this before. The show was great and
fantastic people in it from the creators
to the cast.
Q How tough was this role?

More than tough, I would like
to say it was very exciting and fun.
I mean every job is tough in its own
way but for me, because I love
acting so much, they seem like
opportunities rather than obstacles.
This was a team effort. You can
make paintings alone, songs alone,
most of the arts alone but you can't
make a show alone. You need a
great team around you and luckily
we found amazing people that all
just fit like a Legos together. It was
like clockwork and we were
working. It was just a fantastic
experience.
Q How has your experience been
with your co-stars?
Ravi bhaiya and Zoya are so fun
to be with. All three of us bonded
a lot after work. Zoya’s mom was
with us as well.
All of us would go out to so
many dinners and lunches as much
as we could during COVID with the
places that were open. We had a
tremendous time gorging on all
sorts of food.
I always made everyone jealous
of my samosas because I would eat
everything while Ravi bhaiya and
Zoya would watch what they eat.
That was my favourite thing to do.
We had an incredible time. The
whole show has been fantastic.

Q You have been on screen from a
very young age. How did acting
happen?
Acting happened a little late. I
started my career as a dancer. I won
Boogie Woogie back in 1997. After
that me and my father, we all came to
Bombay so that I could have a career.
Through dancing a lot of people
suggested that because I was very
expressive in dance and I should try
acting. I started giving a few auditions
and then my first film was One Two
Ka Four. I got another one with
Salman called Kahi Pyaar Na Hojaye.
So then the acting journey started and
somewhere down the line I felt that
I was a better actor than a dancer. So
around the age of 14 I focused all my
energy into acting and the universe
has been kind. At the age of 18 I was
at the Oscars with Slumdog
Millionaire.
Q You are known for Slumdog
Millionaire and your role and acting
is highly appreciated. How tough
was it to get into that character of
Salim?
For Salim, the main thing was,
before that I had never played a grey
character. Even now, people associate
to that sort of characters. Before that
I was this very timid sort of nice guy.
I was a kid so I played a kid, all of the
things that I had done before, there is
nothing grey about that. So to get
someone like Salim who was more
complicated under the surface. It's not
just a guy who is doing bad things to
get money. There are layers there and
obviously you get to see them as the
film progresses.
It was super intense and luckily
Danny Boyle was a director who sat
down with me because I was a young
actor. We had workshops with him for
couple of months. Almost two and a
half to three months before the film
began. It was very guided, that time I
wasn't even evolved enough as an actor
to bring a lot of myself to the character.

I did my fair share of research like I
went out with some guys who had a
similar vibe like Salim and I realised
that people who do bad things arent
that bad inherently. Things have
happened to them which doesn't
really justify what they do but you can
understand it in a way. That's how I
started approaching that character.
Q What has been the most
challenging role till now?
I think the most challenging role
that I have done was in this Disney
film called Million Dollar Arm. That
was difficult because I had done a
sports film before Slumdog
Millionaire. This was about baseball
and I had no clue about it. I had never
picked up a baseball in my life before,
which was great in a way because the
character also goes through the same
journey. But physically, it was very
enduring because for three months,
we had coaches and rigorous training
programme. I had to put up some
muscle so, it was very physically
demanding and that was one of the
first times I had to do that.
I would say that because of the
physicality of it and the second one
would be this film called Matr which
was was after this life-ending car crash
that I had been through. In which I
had almost completely lost my face.
I had to get multiple surgeries done
to look like myself again. Because of
the accident, I thought I would never
act again. The film was super exciting
but also very scary. That character
took a lot out of me as well.
Q What genre do you prefer?

I will always say yes to a genre that
I haven't had the chance to do yet.
Funny but yeah science- fiction is the
one. A film like Sunshine by Danny
Boyle or like the Arrival. I love films
like that. I almost did get a show like
that but I missed out on it due to date
issues. Something in that realm, I
would absolutely jump up.
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Rc^a BWPaPS <P[W^caP bPhb cWPc WT fPb P
[Xcc[T bZT_cXRP[ PQ^dc cPZX]V WXb [PcTbc
bW^fEXSa^WXfWXRWXbWXbc^aXRP[
5aP]Z[h b_TPZX]V fWT] 8 fPb ^UUTaTS
cWTbW^f8fPbP[Xcc[TbZT_cXRP[PQ^dccPZX]V
Xc Qdc ]^c X] P ]TVPcXeT fPh 8 WPS ]TXcWTa
WTPaS PQ^dc \h RWPaPRcTa 1PZbWX
9PVPQP]SWd]^a\dRWfPbfaXccT]PQ^dcWX\
X]WXbc^ah1dcfWT]8aTbTPaRWTSPQ^dcWX\
8 U^d]S ^dc cWPc WT fPb cWT UXabc \P] X]
WXbc^ahc^WPeTbcPacTSP_T^_[TbaTe^[cX]cWT
R^d]cah 8 WPeT ]^c S^]T c^^ \P]h bW^fb 8
P\eTahRW^^bhPQ^dccWT^]Tb8S^8cbQTT]
[TbbQdcXcWPbQTT]V^^Sf^aZ8WPeTS^]T
Ydbc P WP]SUd[ ^U bW^fb X] cWT [Pbc $ hTPab
Qdc \^bc ^U cWT\ SXS _aTcch fT[[ P]S fTaT
TcRWTSX]_T^_[Tb\T\^aXTbWTbPXS
0RR^aSX]V c^ WX\ TPa[XTa PRc^ab WPS P
ST\PaRPcX^] QTcfTT] P CE PRc^a P]S P UX[\
PRc^afWXRWXb]^ccWTaTP]h\^aT
CWT [X]T WPb Q[daaTS P]S P CE PRc^a Xb
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cV^TbfXcW^dcbPhX]VcWPcb^RXP[\TSXPWPbaTSTUX]TS^da[XeTb
CWX]VbWPeTQTR^\TTPbXTaP]SV^^SU^adbX]\^aTfPhbcWP]
^]T7^fTeTa\P]hUTT[cWPccWTf^a[S^Ub^RXP[\TSXPXbUPZThTc
PccWTbP\TcX\TTeTah^]TfP]cbcWPcPccT]cX^]0Rc^a7PabWP[XIX]T
STR^STbcWTfW^[TcWX]V
°>]TWPbc^
d]STabcP]ScWPc
b^RXP[\TSXPXb]c
UaTTXcR^bcbh^d
h^daU^RdbCWTbT
UaTTP__bPbZU^a
_Ta\XbbX^]c^aTPS
h^daT\PX[bcTgc
\TbbPVTb[XbcT]c^
h^da_W^]TRP[[b
TcRCWT[TbbP__b
h^dPaT^]Xb
QTccTa?aXePRhXbP
\hcWX]cWTPVT^U
b\Pac_W^]TbP]S
b^RXP[\TSXP±bPhb
cWTPRc^aZ]^f]
U^aCEbW^fb283
3XhP0da1PPcX
7d\fTQbTaXTb
1>BB)1PP_^U
B_TRXP[BTaeXRTb
P]S<PaPcWXUX[\
?PPRW=PPa4Z
1TiPPaP\^]V^cWTab
B^RXP[\TSXPWPbQTR^\TP]TV^\PbbPVTc^^[P]SXc
SXbad_cbcWTaTVd[Pa[XUT^UPRc^abPbcWThPaTTg_TRcTSc^_dc]Tf
R^]cT]c^]PSPX[hQPbXb
FWPc³bh^da^_X]X^]^]ca^[[bP]SW^fS^h^dSTP[fXcW
ca^[[X]V.°8S^]ccWX]ZP]hcWX]VPQ^dccWT\CWThbW^d[S]^cQT
VXeT]X\_^acP]RTc^=^Q^ShWPbcWPcZX]S^U_^fTa^eTa\Tc^
PUUTRc\h_TPRT^U\X]S8cbcWT\aTU[TRcX]VcWTXaSXbTPbTS
\T]cP[XchFWhbW^d[S8cPZTXc_Tab^]P[[h.8cWPb]^cWX]Vc^S^
fXcW\T8bT]ScWT\WTP[X]V±bWTaT_[XTb
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f^aZX]V X] fTQ bW^fb P]S UX[\b P]S eXRT
eTabP0bUPaPbbWT[U[XUTXbR^]RTa]TSXcXbP
eTah bdQYTRcXeT \PccTa FWT] 8 bcPacTS
PRcX]V8fP]cTSc^YdbcVXeTXcPbW^c8SXS]c
_[P]^]R^]cX]dX]VU^ab^[^]V8fPbcPZX]V
TPRWSPhPbXcRP\TWTbPXS
8 WPeT QTT] TgcaT\T[h Q[TbbTS c^ QT
VTccX]V [TPS a^[Tb TeT] PUcTa $ hTPab 1dc
cWPc SXS]c WP__T] ^eTa]XVWc 8 WPS c^ f^aZ
c^fPaSbXc8cc^^ZP[^c^UQ[^^SbfTPcP]S
WPaSf^aZc^QTfWTaT8P\c^SPhWTPSSTS
CWT 1WPaPc :P ETTa ?dcaP ® <PWPaP]P
?aPcP_ PRc^a RP[[b WX\bT[U P eTah VaTTSh
PRc^a
0[^c^U\P[TPRc^ab^]CER^\_[PX]^U
cWT bRaTT] b_PRT Pb cWT X]Sdbcah Xb bcX[[
V^eTa]TS Qh f^\T] CE Xb bPXS c^ QT P
\TSXd\ad[TSQhcWTf^\T]U^acWTf^\T]
P]S^UcWTf^\T]1dcPUTf\T]WPeTQTT]
[dRZh T]^dVW c^ ]^c UP[[ X]c^ cWPc RPcTV^ah
WTbPXS

;><>C85;0D=274B8=8=380

WT?d]YPQXWTPaccWa^QP]S
bX]VX]VbT]bPcX^]6dad
AP]SWPfPa^RZTScWTbcPVTPc
cWT[Pd]RW^UDBQPbTS
BW^ac5^a\PcEXST^BWPaX]V
0__;^\^cXU BX]VTaBWXa[Th
BTcXP1XV1^bb5P\T0bX\AXPi
?^_d[PaPRc^ab0SPP:WP]
0]dbWZPBT]P]S1W^Y_daX
bd_TabcPabAPeX:XbWP]
0ZbWPaPBX]VWfTaTP[b^P_Pac
^UcWT[Pd]RW
;^\^cXUWPb\PSTXcb^UUXRXP[
T]cahX]c^8]SXPCTS5Pa]bf^acW
2WPXa\P]P]S2^U^d]STa^U
I0B76[^QP[<TSXPP]S

C

4]cTacPX]\T]c2^a_^aPcX^]
b_TPaWTPSTScWT[Pd]RWX]=Tf
3T[WX>]cWXb^RRPbX^]cWTP__
P[b^d]eTX[TS;^\^cXU8]SXPP
QaP]S]TfRWP]]T[DbTabRP]
P[b^_PacXRX_PcTX];^\^cXU8]SXPb
fTTZ[hRWP[[T]VTbQh_^bcX]V
cWTXaeXST^bc^fX]P\PiX]V
_aXiTb5^d]STSQhBX]VP_^aT
QPbTS?Pd[HP]V;^\^cXUfPb
PR`dXaTSQhI0B7TPa[XTacWXb
hTPa
8cb_PcT]ccTRW]^[^VhP[[^fb
dbTabc^X\\TabTcWT\bT[eTbX]
Pbd_TaT]VPVX]VaTT[U^a\Pc^U
R^]cT]c

B>B0C70AE064CB:83=0??43
^]h B01³b FPV[T :X 3d]XhP ¯

B=PhX ?TTSWX =PhT :XbbTh

R^]cX]dTbc^VPa]TaP\PbbXeTUP]
U^[[^fX]VfXcWXcb[XVWcWTPacTSP]S
aT[PcPQ[T R^]cT]c CWT RdaaT]c
bTaXTb ^U T_Xb^STb QaX]Vb cWT
QXVVTbc cfXbc ^U P[[ cX\T X] cWT
bc^ah Pb cWT FPV[T UP\X[h V^Tb
cWa^dVW WPaa^fX]V[h cahX]V cX\Tb
fXcW 0cWPaeP³b BWTTWP] :P_PWX
ZXS]P__X]V
0cWPaePP]SEP]SP]P³b
?PaXeP?aP]PcXSPhQTVX]bfXcWP
SXb_dcTPbEP]SP]P\XbcPZT][h
Q[P\Tb0cWPaePU^a_aX]cX]V3PZZd³b3TT_PZ?PaTTZ_XRcdaTfXcW
²FP]cTS3TPS^a0[XeT³faXccT]^]Xc6^X]VPQ^dccWTXadbdP[SPhcWT
FPV[TUP\X[hXbR^\_[TcT[h^Q[XeX^db^UcWT\XbU^acd]TfWXRW[^^\b
^eTacWT\>]WXbfPhc^bRW^^[0cWPaePVTcbZXS]P__TSQhcf^
V^^]bFWPcWPbWP__T]TSc^0cWPaePXb^UR^\_[TcT\hbcTahc^cWT
T]cXaTFPV[TUP\X[hPbcWTXabX\_[T[XUTbch[TR^d[S]^c[P]ScWT\X]
ca^dQ[TfXcWV^^]b

F0;C38B=4H0=8<0C8>=BCD38>B24;41A0C4´B%C758;<°4=20=C>

\^eXTb PaT b_TRXP[ P]S WPeT P
3Xb]Th
bda_aXbT T[T\T]c X] cWT\ cWPc cWTh

caP]b_^accWTPdSXT]RTc^cWTf^a[S^U\PVXR
P]S [PdVWcTa FXcW P [TVPRh b_P]]X]V \^aT
cWP](hTPabFP[c3Xb]Th0]X\PcX^]BcdSX^b
WPeTRaTPcTS_WT]^\T]P[\^eXTbfWXRWWPeT
aTRTXeTS \dRW [^eT P]S P__aTRXPcX^] Ua^\
_T^_[T^UP[[PVTbUa^\P[[^eTacWTf^a[SC^
RT[TQaPcTcWXb[^eTP]SY^h3Xb]ThWPbR^\T
d_fXcWXcb%cWP]X\PcTS\dbXRP[¯4]RP]c^
aT[TPbX]VX]h^da]TPaTbccWTPcTabCWXb\^eXT
Xb PQ^dc P UP\X[h fW^ WPb b_TRXP[ _^fTab ^U
\PVXR c^ \PZT cWXb f^a[S P QTccTa _[PRT
7TaT³bP[^^ZQPRZPcb^\TXR^]XR\^eXTbQh
FP[c3Xb]Th0]X\PcX^]BcdSX^b
CWT;X^]:X]V! (8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]Vc^
fPcRW P \^eXT fWXRW Xb UX[[TS fXcW [^eT
PSeT]cdaT P]S \^cXePcX^] cWT] ;X^] :X]V Xb
h^daSTbcX]PcX^]3XaTRcTSQh9^]5PeaTPdcWXb
! (UX[\fPbP\TVPWXcV[^QP[[hCWTVaX__X]V
bc^ah[X]T P\PiX]V \dbXR Pbc^]XbWX]V
P]X\PcX^] ZT_c cWT eXTfTab W^^ZTS aXVWc Ua^\
cWTbcPaccX[[cWTeTahT]S
APhP P]S CWT ;Pbc 3aPV^] !!  5X[[TS
fXcW P fW^[T [^c ^U X]cT]bT SaP\P P]S PRcX^]
cWXb \^eXT fX[[ \PZT cWT fX[STbc P]S
d]X\PVX]PQ[T ^U bRT]PaX^b R^\T cadT  CWT
bc^ah Xb PQ^dc P _[PRT fWTaT SaPV^]b P]S
Wd\P]b[XeTc^VTcWTaX]WPa\^]hd]cX[^]TSPh
fWT]PbX]XbcTa\^]bcTaaTcda]bPUcTa$hTPab
P]S cWaTPcT]b cWXb [P]S APhP Xb VXeT] cWT
aTb_^]bXQX[Xchc^caPRZS^f]cWT[PbcSaPV^]c^
bPeTcWTWd\P]bFX[[APhPQTPQ[Tc^VXeTW^_T
c^P[[P]SaTcda]fXcWPSaPV^].
CP]V[TS !  FP[c 3Xb]Th 0]X\PcX^]
BcdSX^bXbZ]^f]c^cWX]Z^dc^UcWTQ^gFTP[[

Z]^fcWTbc^ah^UAP_d]iT[QdcR^d[SfTWPeT
TeTa X\PVX]TS WTa c^ ZXS]P_ cWT \^bc T[XVXQ[T
QPRWT[^aPZP5[h]]AXSTaX]c^f].3XaTRcTSQh
=PcWP]6aT]^P]S1ha^]7^fPaScWT\^eXTXb
P caTPc c^ cWT eXTfTa³b ThTb fXcW P VaX__X]V
bc^ah[X]TP]SP\PiX]V\dbXR
CPaiP]CWXb\^eXTWPbc^QTX]cWXb[XbcCWT
UP\^dbP]SXR^]XR3Xb]Th³bCPaiP]XbfWPccWT
_T^_[T fW^ PaT X] cWTXa !³b P]S TPa[h "³b
fPcRWTS P]S VaTf d_ fXcW CWXb \PV]XUXRT]c
PSP_cPcX^]^U4SVPaAXRT1daa^dVWbbbc^ah^U

cWTP_T\P]QTVX]bSTT_fXcWX]cWTYd]V[TfWT]
CPaiP] P QPQh fW^³b [^bc WXb _PaT]cb c^ P
[T^_PaSXbPS^_cTSQhPUP\X[h^UV^aX[[PbCWT
_WT]^\T]P[ P]X\PcX^] VaTPc \dbXR P]S
f^]STaUd[ e^XRT^eTa \PST cWXb \^eXT P
Q[^RZQdbcTaV[^QP[[hfXcW_T^_[TUa^\P[[PVTb
[^eX]VcWXb\^eXTP]S]TeTaVTccX]VQ^aTSTeT]
PUcTa fPcRWX]V Xc \d[cX_[T cX\Tb 8c fPb cWT
\^eXT fWXRW aPXbTS cWT QPa U^a FP[c 3Xb]Th
0]X\PcX^] BcdSX^b P]S \PST P \PaZ ^]
_T^_[T³bWTPacbP]S\X]SbU^aTeTa
5a^iT]5a^iT]fPbX]b_XaTSQh7P]b
2WaXbcXP]0]SSTabT]³bUPXahcP[T²CWTB]^f
@dTT]³3XaTRcTSQh2WaXb1dRZP]S9T]]XUTa
;TTcWXb\^eXTST_XRcbP_aX]RTbbfW^bTcb^UU
^]PY^da]ThP[^]VfXcWP]XRT\P]WXb
aTX]STTaP]SPb]^f\P]c^UX]SWTabXbcTa
fW^bT\PVXRP[_^fTaPRcTSPbPRdabT^]cWTXa
ZX]VS^\X]TcTa]P[fX]cTaFXcWPbc^ahP]S
b^d]ScaPRZcWPcbcadRZcWTaXVWcRW^aScWTUX[\
c^^ZPQb^[dcT[h]^cX\Tc^bWPccTaP[[Q^g^UUXRT
aTR^aSbf^a[SfXST8cf^]\d[cX_[T_aTbcXVX^db
PfPaSbQTRPdbT^UW^f\PV]XUXRT]cXcfPbP]S
cWT[^eTcWPcfPbbW^fTaTSQhcWTUP]bP]S
eXTfTab
FP[c3Xb]Th0]X\PcX^]BcdSX^XbP[[VTPaTS
d_U^ahTcP]^cWTacWTPcaXRP[aT[TPbT^U
4]RP]c^3XXaTRcTSQh1ha^]7^fPaSP]S9PaTS
1dbWfWX[TcWTQTPdcXUd[b^]VbUTPcdaTSX]Xc
PaTQh4\\h6aP\\hP]SC^]h0fPaS
fX]]Ta;X]<P]dT[<XaP]SP
?a^SdRTSQhHeTcc<TaX]^cWXb\^eXTXb
VTPaTSd_c^VXeTh^dPVP[PcX\TX]P[P[P[P]S
fWXRWXbUX[[TSfXcWVaTPcb^]VbP]SRP_cXePcX]V
bT`dT]RTb

B0H=>C>3><4BC8201DB4
P] PRc^a³b RPaTTa fT S^]
8]\P]hWPcbQdcaPaT[hS^fTR^\T

PRa^bb RWPaPRcTab cWPc [TPeT db
bWPZT]c^cWTR^aT=^cQTRPdbTXc
[Tcbh^dTg_[^aT\^aTPbP]PacXbc
Qdc Xc fPZTb h^d d_ c^ P aTP[Xch
h^d Z]Tf [Xcc[T PQ^dc CWXb Xb
TgPRc[hfWPcWXc\TfWT]8V^cc^
_^acaPh:^T[X]IXSSX3X[<PP]T=P
PRWPaPRcTabdQYTRcTSc^S^\TbcXR
eX^[T]RT P]S P] PV^]XiX]V _Pbc
cWPc R^]cX]dTb c^ WPd]c WTa P]S
WTa [Xcc[T b^] AT_aXbX]V :^T[ 8
aTP[XiTS W^f W^\T WPb P
R^\_[TcT[h SXUUTaT]c \TP]X]V U^a
\P]h f^\T] PRa^bb cWT V[^QT
P]SW^fQXVP\T]PRTXbS^\TbcXR
PQdbT
8fPb]³c^Q[XeX^dbc^cWXb_TaX[
QTU^aT CWT P[Pa\X]V ]d\QTa ^U
RPbTb U^a S^\TbcXR PQdbT X] ^da
R^d]cah bcPac[TS P]S bW^RZTS \T
Pb fT[[ 1dc fWPc \h RWPaPRcTa
\PST\TPfPaT^UXbcWTX]cT]bXch
^U cWT _a^Q[T\ Xcb aT[TeP]RT

P\^]Vbc\PY^aXch^Uf^\T]P]S
W^fPbPb^RXTchfTP[[WPeT^da
QXcc^S^c^RPdbTRWP]VTH^d
\TP]STeTah^]T
B^
c^SPh
^]
8]cTa]PcX^]P[ 3Ph ^U
4[X\X]PcX^] ^U EX^[T]RT
0VPX]bc F^\T] 8 RW^^bT
R^daPVT c^ cP[Z PQ^dc cWT
VaPeT XbbdT ^U S^\TbcXR
PQdbT P]S P__TP[ TeTah^]T
^dc cWTaT c^ BPh => c^
eX^[T]RT P]S BcP]Sd_
PVPX]bc cWXb b^RXP[ TeX[ 8
f^d[S P[b^ fP]c c^
P__aTRXPcT B^]h B01 U^a
aPXbX]V cWXb XbbdT P]S
b_aTPSX]V PfPaT]Tbb Pa^d]S
cWXbbTaX^dbbdQYTRc
8bWdSSTaX]UTPac^cWX]Z
^UcWTPQdbTP[^c^Uf^\T]
X] cWXb R^d]cah [XeT cWa^dVW
P]ST]SdaTcX[[cWTcX\TcWTh
RP]³c P]h\^aTHTc cWXb Xb
Ydbc cWT cX_ ^U cWT XRTQTaV

0b \dRW Pb fT aTPS bdRW
RPbTbcWTaTPaT\P]h\^aT
[daZX]V X] cWT SPaZ fPXcX]V
c^QTWTPaS8c³bWPaSc^
X\PVX]TcWTcaPd\PcWT
_PX] P]S cWT bcXV\P
bdaa^d]SX]V
cWXb
eXRX^db _aPRcXRT cWPc
RPdbTb f^\T] c^ bcPh
bX[T]c
0b 8 ]PeXVPcT cWT
Y^da]Th ^U \h RWPaPRcTa
:^T[X]cWTbW^f²IXSSX3X[
<PP]T=P³cWTaTP[Xch^U
S^\TbcXR PQdbT Xb
T]eT[^_X]V \T cXVWc <h
WTPac V^Tb ^dc c^ cWT
f^\T] fW^ T]SdaT
cWa^dVWXcP[[TXcWTa^dc^U
WT[_[Tbb]Tbb ^a [PRZ ^U
PfPaT]Tbb ^a Q^cW CWT
b[TT_[Tbb]XVWcbcWTUTPa^U
bdaeXeP[ cWT UTPa ^U h^da
ZXS³bbdaeXeP[Xbb^\TcWX]V
8 RP]]^c TeT] QTVX] c^

\TPbdaT0]S]^cc^U^aVTcTeT]XU
h^dWP__T]c^cXST^eTacWXbRaXbXb
cWTbWP\TP]SbcXV\PcWPccaPX[bP
f^\P]XbWPaSc^_dcX]f^aSb
1dc STPa f^\T] Ydbc [XZT
:^T[ cWPc bW^d[S]³c STcTa h^d
Ua^\ QPcc[X]V cWXb \T]PRT CWT
QadXbTb cWPc h^d RPaah ^] h^da
bZX] WTPac P]S \X]S PaT f^acW
UXVWcX]V U^a 1TRPdbT fT P[[
STbTaeT P f^a[S Ud[[ ^U [^eT
R^\_PbbX^]P]SaTb_TRc
8
d]STabcP]S
cWT
aTb_^]bXQX[Xch ^U _^acaPhX]V h^da
bXST ^U cWT bc^ah Pb PdcWT]cXRP[[h
Pb8RP]8]TTSh^dc^Z]^fcWPc
h^d³aT ]^c P[^]T c^SPh P]S
P[fPhb H^d³aT P `dTT] h^d Ydbc
]TTS c^ PfPZT] P]S cPZT h^da
bcaXST Pb cWT f^a[S PfPXcb h^d
fXcW^_T]Pa\b
8W^_T[XZT:^T[h^dP[b^UX]S
cWTbcaT]VcWc^b_TPZd_P]SUXVWc
U^a h^da aXVWcb 1TRPdbT XU bWT
RP]b^RP]h^d
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ir quality in Delhi recorded in the “very poor” catA
egory with overall air quality
index (AQI) settling at 372
micrograms per cubic on
Sunday.
According to SAFAR
(System of Air Quality and
Weather Forecasting And
Research), values of harmful
pollutants – Particulate Matters
(PM) 10 and 2.5 were record-

ed at 364 and 214 micrograms
per cubic.
In its short range air quality weather forecast, SAFAR
said the AQI indicated
“higher end of very poor” category and likely to be the same
on Sunday. Local surface winds
are likely to increase moderately on 29th and 30th that
increases dispersion of pollutants leading to slight improvement but AQI remains in ‘very
poor’ category. Low mixing

layer height and low winds are
preventing efficient dispersion
of pollutants. The % share of
stubble burning related pollutants in Delhi’s PM2.5 is six
percent.
Meanwhile to keep Delhi’s
air quality under check, Delhi
Government allowed only
CNG-run and electric vehicles
entry into the city from
Saturday, while all the petrol
and diesel transports will
remain banned till December
3. The ban on the entry of vehicles operating on other fuels
will remain till December 3.
On November 17, it had
extended the restrictions,
besides banning the entry of
trucks carrying non-essential
items in Delhi.
The ban on construction
and demolition activities was
lifted on Monday in view of an
improvement in the air quality and inconvenience caused to
workers.

$$3GHPDQGV0&'WR 3_^cdbeSdY_^
UHOHDVHSHQGLQJVDODULHVRI RQ^*")%<
KHDOWKZRUNHUVSURWHVWV g_b[UbcWUd
quarters, demanding immediate release of “pending” salaries
of doctors and paramedical
staff which have reportedly
not been paid for the last several months.
Party in-charge Durgesh
Pathak said that the BJP-ruled
MCD has not paid salaries to
doctors and paramedical staff
for the past several months due
to which everyone has gone on
strike and the general public has
been deprived of health services.
Under the leadership of
Pathak, LOPs of all three
MCDs, all the councilors, and
nominated councilors raised
slogans at the Civic Center
protesting against the nonpayment of salaries to doctors
and paramedical staff.
Leader of Opposition
(LoP) in north Corporation
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he
Dialogue
and
Development Commission
of Delhi (DDC) will organise
‘Raahgiri Day’ in Najafgarh
this Sunday on the theme of
‘Yuddh Pradushan Ke Viruddh’.
The event will be organised
on November 28, 2021 from
7:30 am to 10:30 in partnership
with Raahgiri Foundation and
WRI India. The event will be
held in the presence of
Transport Minister Kailash
Gahlot as the chief guest.
Transport Minister Kailash
Gahlot said, “Delhi roads
belong to all, and we want to

T

give it back to pedestrians and
cyclists.
Creating accessible and
safe public spaces is something Delhi Government has
been focusing on, with projects
like ‘Tactical Urbanism’ and the
redesigning of Delhi roads
already underway.”Areas like
Najafgarh, still have a village
quality to them and the sense
of community and belongingness is very strong. Being the
elected representative of this
constituency, I know that once
the right awareness is created,
residents of Najafgarh will be
active stakeholders in this fight
against pollution,” he added.

n a fresh setback for the
Delhi Congress, senior party
leader and five time Councillor
in north Corporation Mukesh
Goyal joined Aam Aadmi Party
on Saturday ahead of municipal elections scheduled next
year.
Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister and senior leader of
the AAP Manish Sisodia welcomed them into the party
with a cap and patka. He said
that the politics of the country
is evolving. “Those who want to
do something for the public and
the country are joining the
AAP, noticing the party’s work
in the interests of the public,” he
said. On this occasion, Mukesh

Goyal said “The model of
development developed by
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
in Delhi is being discussed
today not only in Delhi but
across India. He said that whatever the AAP is doing in Delhi
is commendable and the public is receiving its benefits.”
Along with Mukesh Goyal,
more than a dozen office-bearers joined the party.Meanwhile,
Congress senior spokesperson
Dr Naresh Kumar said “Delhi is
suffering from acute pollution,
the education system is in doldrums, health facilities in Delhi
are crumbling, doctors are being
appointed on contractual basis,
not a single day passes by when
doctors or nurses are not resorting to strike.
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am Aadmi Party (AAP)
staged a sit-in at the
A
municipal corporation’s head-
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am Aadmi Amid the ongoA
ing ban on construction
and demolition activities in

Vikas Goel said that despite
having full information, the
mayor left the office ahead of
time without receiving a memorandum. “We demand that
MCD release the salary of the
entire staff as soon as possible.
The BJP has been ruling in
MCD for the last 15 years and
now they are exposed in the
entire field. The corruption
and the mismanagement that
the BJP has done in the last 15
years are now coming out in
the open and people are suffering,” he said.

Delhi due to air pollution, the
city Government on Saturday
announced assistance to all
seven lakh registered workers
as C350 crore has been sanctioned for this.According to the
Delhi Government, C5000 has
been transferred in the account
of each worker.The assistance
amount was deposited in the
accounts of 2.95 lakh construction workers on Saturday.
In the accounts of the other
workers, the assistance amount
will be sent in the next 2
days.Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said that the
Delhi Government is standing
with construction workers at
every step. Workers are the
spinal cord of the country,
which strengthens the country.
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ith an aim to deal with
any emergency situation,
W
Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Anil Baijal instructed senior
officials to ensure strict adherence to Covid appropriate
behaviour at public places and
preparedness at hospitals.
The Delhi Disaster
Management
Authority
(DDMA), in its meeting on
Monday, is likely to take a call
on RT-PCR testing of passengers deboarding from international flights, and quarantining
of passengers from South
Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe
and Hong kong and other

countries where a new variant
of Covid has been reported,
they said.
The meeting chaired by the
Lt Governor will be attended by
experts and civil aviation ministry representatives, sources
said.
Earlier, Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal urged
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to stop flights coming to India
from those countries which are
affected by the new variant of
the coronavirus.In a tweet, he
emphasised that the country
had “recovered” from the
Covid-19 pandemic with “great
difficulty”.
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NEW DELHI: The Delhi
Police Commissioner Rakesh
Asthana has issued a standing
ordering according to which
the Inspector (Anti-Terrorist
Operations) has been re-designated as "Inspector (Law and
Order)" while Inspector
(Investigation) remains as
Inspector (Investigation)". The
CP has instructed that the
issued order shall be strictly
complied with in order to
ensure segregation of investigation duties from law and
order.Anil Mittal, the
Additional Public Relation
Officer (APRO) of Delhi Police
said that the standing order
exemplifies the need for
focussed approach to crime,
investigation and law and order
and is an indicative categorisation of the professional charter of the S.H.O., Inspector
(Investigation) and Inspector
(Law and order) with the overall aim of enhancing specialisation and professionalism.
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ast Delhi residents now can
get free routine tests done
E
with India’s leading super specialized laboratory inaugurated at Preet Vihar on Saturday.
Speaking on the occasion
Ravinder Deep Singh Sethi,
Chief Operating Officer,
Oncquest Laboratories Ltd said
“Oncquest has a highly skilled
and globally reputed team of
qualified doctors whose reports
are highly trusted by the medical fraternity. I am sure this lab
will be as successful as other
branches and we will be able to
fulfil our motive with sincerity”. We dedicate our expert testing solutions to the people of
Delhi-NCR. We will provide a
single stop solution for all
national and international
tests,” he said.Customers can
get any tests done for free
sugar, cholesterol, creatinine on
every Saturday and Sunday, a
senior lab official said.
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he Delhi Police has arrested Former Congress MLA
T
Asif Mohammad Khan for
allegedly abusing and assaulting on-duty staff of the South
Delhi Municipal Corporation
(SDMC) and obstructing
Government work.The arrest
comes after a video surfaced,
purportedly showing Khan
abusing SDMC staff for
allegedly removing hoardings
and posters put up by
him.According to Esha Pandey,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Southeast district, a case was registered
against the former Okhla MLA

on Friday based on a complaint
by Ram Kishore, Inspector,
MCD Lajpat Nagar Zone.The
complainant accused Khan of
abusing and assaulting onduty MCD staff and obstructing Government work.The case
was registered under sections
186 (obstructing public servant
in discharge of public functions), 353 (assault or criminal
force to deter public servant
from discharge of his duty), 332
(voluntarily causing hurt to
deter public servant from his
duty) and 34 (acts done by several persons in furtherance of
common intention) of Indian
Penal Code at the Shaheen
Bagh police station.
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Jaunpur (UP): Defense
Minister Rajnath Singh here on
Saturday said Uttar Pradesh
does not want "bua or babua",
apparently referring to BSP
supremo Mayawati and
Samajwadi Pary chief Akhilesh
Yadav.
The state wants only
"baba", he added referring to
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
at a convention of BJP booth
presidents here, just months
ahead of the UP Assembly
polls.
On the occasion, Rajnath
also slammed the Congress,
accusing it of not taking any
strict measure to check terrorism after the Mumbai attack on
November 26 in 2008.
"The state does not want
'bua' and 'babua'. It only wants
'baba'," he said addressing BJP
workers.
About the Congress, he
said its senior leader Manish
Tewari has written in his book
that his party's government
did not take the required action

after the Mumbai attack.
"After our government
was formed, terrorism is completely under control. Terrorists
are being killed on the border,"
Rajnath claimed.
"We will
not disturb anyone, but if
someone disturbs us, we will
also not leave them," he said
speaking on the country's security.
He also praised the tenure
of Yogi Adityanath for development, employment genera-

tion, social harmony and
crime-free environment.
On this occasion, Adityanath
said people should not forget
the elements responsible for the
Partition of the country.
"These are the same people who attacked the faith
through riots when they were
in power before 2017.
They had hindered the
development of the state by
spreading corruption," he
alleged.
PTI
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argeting Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh
Yadav, Union minister and BJP leader Anurag
T
Thakur on Saturday said there were "dange" (riots)
in Uttar Pradesh under the SP rule whereas "dangal" (wrestling matches) are being organised now.
The minister attended the 'Sansad Khel
Mahakumbh' organised in Baraut in Baghpat district of the poll-bound state. Addressing the
event, he said, "If we are giving the youth a chance
to progress in sports, then what is the harm.
Akhilesh Yadav complaining that these MPs
organise 'Khel Mahakumbh'. Brother Akhilesh,
you orchestrate riots and we organise 'dangal', so
what is wrong in it."
"I know that the people of Baghpat do not
know about riots, they believe in 'dangal' only. If
a politician promotes sports, what can be better
than this," he said.
Thakur is the BJP's co-incharge for the Uttar
Pradesh assembly elections slated for early next
year.
In a tweet later, the minister said, "Akhilesh
Yadav, the difference is that under SP rule there
used to be riots in UP and now 'dangal' are being
held."
Talking to reporters at the sporting event,
Thakur said BJP MPs have carried forward the
idea of Prime Minister Narendra Modi because
since the Olympics, the country now wants to promote sports and sportspersons.
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Srinagar: The Centre should conclude the delimitation
process in Jammu & Kashmir by February and hold
Assembly polls immediately after the winter, Congress
leader Ghulam Nabi Azad said on Saturday.
Addressing a workers' meeting in Devsar area of
south Kashmir's Kulgam, about 75 kms from here, Azad
also said it was not feasible to conduct polls during the
next four months of winter.
“The next four months are not feasible for elections
and even if they (Centre) wanted, we would have said
no. We all had said in the all-party meet (called by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in June) that the statehood
be restored first and then the delimitation be taken up.
“But, the government did not accept that. So, they
should conclude the delimitation process till February
and once the winter gets over, conduct the elections in
April,” he told reporters.
The senior Congress
leader said the priority was not who becomes the chief
minister but how to restore the August 4, 2019 position in J-K.
“The priority is not about the chief minister, it is
not the issue. The priority is how to restore the August
4, 2019 position... Which will happen by restoring the
statehood and then having the assembly elections,” he
said.
Azad said the demand for the restoration of the
statehood was not Kashmir-centric.
“There is no
fight on the statehood. Hindu brothers in Jammu, Sikhs,
Muslims in Kashmir and even Pandits want statehood.

No one should presume that only Kashmiris want the
statehood, I have said it continuously and even in the
all-party meet that even BJP leaders want statehood,”
he said.
About the questions being raised over encounters
conducted by the security forces, the Congress leader
said the forces should take precautions in the civilian
areas so that there are no civilian casualties.
He
also appealed the politicians to visit the militancy-infested areas of the valley to encourage the people.
“There is militancy in three districts of Kulgam, Shopian
and Pulwama. They have witnessed militancy earlier
also. This meeting was organised here after three years
to encourage them, to boost their morale and so that
they do not think they have no one.
“It is important that leaders should visit the
areas where there is militancy. Whichever party they
are, I will not go into it because the atmosphere in the
state is not such that we talk against any party. I request
all the political parties that rather than pointing fingers at other parties, they should try to create such an
atmosphere in J-K so that people are assured that politics or elections can happen here,” he said.
Azad said there is a need to create an atmosphere
in the militancy-infested areas as people in such areas
were “worried and have become disappointed”.
“There is one type of disappointment here where as
there is another type in Jammu, Katra or Udhampur,”
he said without elaborating further.
PTI
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Jammu: Unlike Pakistan which
uses drones to drop weapons
and further terrorism in Indian
territory, India uses its drones
to serve humanity, Union
Minister Jitendra Singh said on
Saturday at the launch of operations of an unmanned aeriel
vehicle to deliver COVID-19
vaccines to areas along the
international border in Jammu
and Kashmir.
The indigenously
built medium-class multicopter
unmanned ariel vehicle (UAV)
took off from the CSIR-Indian
Institute of Integrative Medicine
Complex here and successfully
delivered 50 vials of COVID-19
vaccines along with syringes to
a public health centre in
Jammu's Marh area near the
India-Pakistan border.
"Pakistan is using
drones to drop explosives to
cause harm to human life and
further terrorism, but our drone
will act as a carrier of
'Sanjeevani Boti' for the betterment of humanity and is going
with a message of peace," Singh,
who is Union minister of state
in the Prime Minister's office,

said.
He said health workers
engaged in COVID-19 vaccination are facing problems in
reaching families in remote
and mountainous regions, and
difficult terrains of Jammu and
Kashmir,
Uttarakhand,
Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal
Pradesh and elsewhere.
The use of this type of
drones will be of great help and
also aid in fulfilling the government's resolve of 100 per
cent vaccination, Singh said.
The GPS-guided beyond
visual line of sight (BVLOS)
Octacopter UAV has been
developed by the National
Aerospace Laboratories (NAL),
a constituent of the Council of
Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR), and has a
range of 55 kilometres, an official said, adding that it can carry
a payload of 20 kilograms.
The UAV is integrated with a powerful on board
embedded computer and latest
generation sensors for versatile
applications like agricultural
pesticide spraying, crop monitoring, mining survey and mag-

netic geo-survey mapping, he
said.
On restrictions on
use of drones in Jammu and
Kashmir, the minister said there
is no need to be concerned as
all necessary security measures
have been taken and permissions sought from authorities
concerned.
The civil aviation ministry
had granted conditional permission to CSIR-NAL for conducting BVLOS flight trials on
September 13.
Jammu and Kashmir witnessed a spurt in drone activities from Pakistan over the
past one year with terrorists
using the technology to drop
bombs at an Indian Air Force
(IAF) station in Jammu in June.
Following the bombing,
authorities ordered ban on storage, sale or possession, use and
transport of the flying machines
in various districts. Singh, who
is also the vice president of
CSIR, said it is a proud moment
for the country as the
Mangalore-born drone will be
used as a new "Covid-warrior"
in the fight against the pan-

demic.
"After the country
reached the successful milestone of 100 crore vaccinations under the leadership of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
he came out with the 'Har
Ghar Dastak' Covid-19 inoculation campaign. This device
will prove very beneficial in this
direction as we will be successful in reaching families which
are living in the remotest region
and mountainous areas," the
Union minister said.
He said some days back, a
trial of the BVLOS UAV was
conducted in Bhaderwah valley
of the hilly Doda district of
Jammu and Kashmir, and "vaccines were dropped successfully within half an hour which
otherwise would have taken
three hours".
The UAV is made out of
light weight carbon fiber and is
a foldable structure that allows
ease of transportation. It has
unique
features
like
autonomous guidance with
advanced flight instrumentation systems, the official
said.
PTI
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Mumbai: Two people have been taken into custody for the rape and murder of a young woman
whose body was found on the terrace of a vacant
residential building in Kurla in Mumbai, a
senior police official said on Saturday.
The decomposed body was found on
the top of the 13-storey building on Thursday
evening by some boys who had arrived there
to shoot a video, Vinoba Bhave Nagar police had
said earlier in the day.
A case of rape and murder had been
registered on the basis of the post mortem
report and special teams with personnel from
neighbouring police stations as well had been
formed to identify the woman and crack the
case. Late Saturday evening, Joint
Commissioner of Police (Law and Order)
Vishwas Nangre Patil said the rape and murder case had been solved and both the accused
were in custody.
PTI

Bhopal: Madhya Pradesh minister Bisahulal Singh on Saturday
expressed regret over his statement
about `upper caste' women, but it
did not mollify the Shree Rashtriya
Rajput Karni Sena which staged a
protest and demanded his resignation.
The minister, a tribal leader,
claimed his statement had been
misconstrued and he did not
mean to offend anyone.
Hours later, activists of the
Karni Sena showed black flags to
him by laying siege to his car outside the state BJP office here and
demanded his resignation.
The protest continued for
nearly half an hour following
heated arguments between BJP

and Karni Sena activists.
Congress MLA Jaivardhan Singh,
who belongs to the Thakur community, lashed out at the BJP
leader.
“You are talking about
pulling out women from homes,
the history stands witness that we
have not forgiven those who had
raised their eyes at us," he said.
Notably, Bisahulal Singh was once
known as a loyalist of Congress
veteran and Jaivardhan's father
Digvijaya Singh before he crossed
over to the BJP last year.
At a function to felicitate
some women in Anuppur district
on Wednesday, the tribal leader
had said, "Big people like Thakur,
Thakar and some other big people keep their women confined to

homes and don't let them go out,"
while "women (from the lower
strata of society) in our villages
work in the fields and also do
household chores". "Pull out the
women of big people - Thakur
from their homes. Will this not
make them march ahead?" he had
said.
Taking offense, the Karni
Sena on Friday staged a protest
and torched the minister's effigy.
On Saturday, Bisahulal Singh
issued a statement saying he had
no intention to hurt the Rajputs or
any other community and claimed
that some of his sentences were
misinterpreted as he speaks in a
mix of Hindi and a local dialect to
his constituents.
PTI
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From Page 1
The Government could not have taken the risk of
using force to stop the farmers, and this could have created an unpredictable situation in the national Capital.
The farmers decided to defer the march to Parliament
after a meeting with unions on Saturday. “The farmer
groups have decided to put their proposed Parliament
march on November 29 on hold as of now, but the ongoing protest will continue. We had written to the Prime
Minister for withdrawal of cases against farmers, allotment of land for building a memorial for farmers who
lost their lives (during the protest), suspension of Ajay
Mishra ‘Teni’ from the Union Cabinet over the
Lakhimpur Kheri violence, along with other issues,”
farmer leader Darshan Pal Singh said after a meeting of
farmer groups.
He said that a reply is awaited and farmer groups will
hold another meeting on December 4. The farmers also
demanded that the Government should initiate a dialogue with them in a respectful way. Another farmer
leader said, “PM Modi should direct State Governments
and Railways to withdraw the cases registered against
farmers during the protest”.

?`hdefSS]VSfc_Z_X
From Page 1
Farmers believe that the three agriculture laws
passed in September 2020 would benefit large corporations and immensely hurt their livelihood. The
Government wanted to implement the laws to
loosen rules around sale, pricing and storage of farm
produce.
Observing that there is no point in continuing
the farmers’ protest after the announcement of the
repeal of three farm laws, Tomar urged the protestors to end their agitation and return to their
homes.
The Minister also informed that the Centre has
agreed to the farmers’ demands to decriminalise
stubble burning. He said another demand of the
farmers was to have a discussion on the minimum
support price (MSP) and crop diversification. This
demand will also be fulfilled with the setting up of
a panel as announced by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on November 19 on the day of Gurupurab.
“The farmers’ demand was to decriminalise
stubble burning. The Government of India has
agreed to this demand,” the Minister said.
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From Page 1
Officials briefed Modi about the new variant of concern “Omicron” along
with its characteristics and the impact seen in various countries. Its implications
for India were also discussed. Modi spoke about the need to be proactive in light
of the new variant. He said in light of the new threat, people need to be more
cautious and the need to take proper precautions like masking and social distancing. The PM highlighted the need for monitoring all international arrivals,
their testing as per guidelines, with a specific focus on countries identified “at
risk”.
“The PM was given an overview of the sequencing efforts in the country
and the variants circulating in the country. The PM directed that genome sequencing samples be collected from international travellers and community as per norms,
tested through the network of labs already established under INSACOG and early
warning
signal
identified
for
Covid-19
management.
PM spoke about the need to increase the sequencing efforts and make it more
broad-based,” said PMO.
Modi also directed officials to work closely with State Governments to ensure
that there is proper awareness at the State and district level.
He directed that intensive containment and active surveillance should continue in clusters reporting higher cases and required technical support be provided to states which are reporting higher cases presently. The PM also asked
that awareness needs to be created about ventilation and the air-borne behaviour of the virus.
The meeting was attended by Rajiv Gauba, Cabinet Secretary, Dr VK Paul,
Member (Health), NITI Aayog, AK Bhalla, Home Secretary, Rajesh Bhushan,
Health Secretary Dr Rajesh Gokhale, Secretary (Biotechnology, Dr Balram
Bhargava, DG ICMR; Vaidya Rajesh Kotecha, Secretary (AYUSH, Durga Shankar
Mishra, Secretary (Urban Development), RS Sharma CEO NHA; Prof K Vijay
Raghavan (Principal Scientific Advisor to Govt. of India) along with other senior
officials.

From Page 1
From the list, the officials will segregate the passengers arriving here from at least 10 “high risk countries”
South Africa, Botswana, Brazil, China, Israel, Belgium,
Hong Kong, Mauritius, New Zealand and others where the
new and more dangerous Omicron had been detected.
Kakani said the BMC had taken all precautions to deal
with Omicron. “Institutional segregation would be made
compulsory for passengers who landed at the airport and
they would not be segregated at home under any circumstances.
“If any patient of Omicron is found in any building
of the city, the entire building will be sealed as a precaution,” Kakani said.
Meanwhile, Maharashtra Urban Development Minister
Eknath Shinde directed all hospitals and their Intensive Care
Units (ICUs) “to inspect and ensure that all treatment infrastructure is working well”, with sufficient number of beds,
stocks of liquid medical oxygen and ventilators to tackle
any eventuality.
An emergency meeting, called by Shinde, was attended by several top officials including Principal Secretary UD
Bhushan Gagrani, Kakani, Collectors of Thane, Raigad,
Palghar and other districts, all municipal commissioners
and civic heads in the State.
Coming as it does on the heels of recession of a severe
Covid-19 wave, the new Omicron variant has triggered a
global scare with many countries clamping fresh air travel restrictions, world stock markets crashing and several
nations imposing fresh curbs on passengers coming from
these countries.

From Page 1
The police had told the court that the
punishment provided a solace to the victims of the tragedy and reinforced their
faith in the justice delivery system, that
too after 24 years.
If the jail terms awarded to the convicts are suspended within a month of
incrimination, it will further erode the
faith of the country’s common citizens in
the criminal justice system, Additional
Public Prosecutor A T Ansari had told
the court.
The case is related to tampering with
evidence in the main fire tragedy case, in
which the Ansals were convicted and sentenced to a two-year jail term by the
Supreme Court.
The apex court had, however,
released the Ansals, taking into account
the prison time they had done, on the
condition that they pay a fine
of C30 crore each, to be used for building a trauma centre in the national
Capital.
The magisterial court had also sentenced former court staff Dinesh Chand
Sharma and two others — P P Batra and
Anoop Singh — to seven years in jail and
slapped a fine of C3 lakh each on the
them.It had imposed a fine of C2.25 crore
each on the Ansals.
The tampering was detected for the
first time on July 20, 2002 and a departmental enquiry was initiated against
Sharma, who was suspended subsequently.
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Later, he was terminated from services on June 25, 2004.The prosecution
said after the termination of his services,
the Ansal brothers helped Sharma get
employment on a monthly salary of
C15,000.
When the case was registered, the
documents of the company where
Sharma was employed were further tampered with by its chairperson Anoop
Singh.
According to the chargesheet,
the documents alleged to have been tampered with included a police memorandum giving details of recoveries immediately after the incident, Delhi Fire
Services records pertaining to the repair
of a transformer installed inside the
Uphaar
cinema
hall,
minutes of the managing director’s meetings and four cheques.
Of the six
sets of documents, a cheque for Rs 50
lakh, issued by
Sushil Ansal to himself, and minutes
of the MD’s meetings, proved beyond
doubt that the two brothers were handling the day-to-day affairs of the theatre
at the relevant time, the chargesheet had
said.
The fire had broken out at the
Uphaar cinema hall during the screening of Hindi film “Border” on June 13,
1997, claiming 59 lives.
The case was lodged on the direction
of the Delhi High Court, which was hearing a petition filed by AVUT chairperson Neelam Krishnamoorthy.
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he Delhi High Court has
rejected CRPF DG Kuldiep
Singh’s plea for waiver of the
C20,000 fine imposed on him
in a contempt plea.
Earlier this week, Justice
Najmi Waziri in an order said,
“This application seeks waiver
of the cost imposed vide order
dated 29.10.2021. Since no
ground is made out, the application is dismissed.”
“An order is stated to have
been passed on the petitioner’s
representation and the same
has been communicated to
him. However, costs of C20,000
has not been paid in terms of
the previous order. Let the
same be paid within two weeks.
List for compliance on
21.12.2021,” reads the latest
order.
The contempt plea was
filed by a serving deputy commandant for non-compliance
of the court order dated June 9
on a writ petition filed by a
group serving CRPF officers
aggrieved by the discriminatory provisions and differential
policy for promotion for medical officers and combatant
officers.
Through an order on
October 29, the Delhi High
Court had slapped a fine of Rs
20,000 on CRPF Director
General Kuldiep Singh in
response to a contempt petition.
Through its order in June,
the court had directed the
CRPF chief to address the
grievances of the combatant
officers within 12 weeks.
The petitioners were
aggrieved with the anomalies
in the promotional entitlement of the medical cadre
officers of the paramilitary
who were getting a faster promotion than the combatant
officers.
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eviewing the Himachal
Pradesh bypoll debacle
R
where it lost one Lok Sabha and

“Since the petitioner had to
approach this court on account
of non-compliance of the
aforesaid order, costs of
C20,000 is imposed upon the
respondent (CRPF DG) to be
paid to the petitioner on or
before the next date,” the court
had said in its October order.
The petitioner Ranjeet
Kumar Singh, a combatant in
the rank of Deputy
Commandant, and other serving officers had filed a contempt petition against CRPF
Chief and had sought exemplary costs to be imposed on
him on account of non-compliance of the court order.
The court posted the matter of the contempt petition
after four weeks on November
24 and sought a compliance
affidavit to be submitted by
CRPF, Director General.
However, the fine was not
deposited as ordered by the
court.
A division bench of the
court had on June 9 directed
the petitioner’s representation
dated March 28, 2020 to be
disposed-off by the respondent
(CRPF DG) within 12 weeks
and failure of compliance led
to the contempt plea..
“However, there is not
even a whisper of compliance
of the said order, thereby constraining the petitioner to
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approach this court by way of
instant contempt petition for
which he has expended
monies,” the court had noted
in its order while slapping the
fine on the CRPF, DG.
Through the writ petition
filed last year, the petitioner
had sought quashing of a
CRPF order dated June 10,
2010 and signal (internal message) dated February 21, 2019
relating to assignment of rank
and badge to Medical Officers
of CRPF in accordance with
CRPF (Medical Officers
Cadre) Rules.
But the CRPF, through its
order in June 2010 and a Signal
(internal communication platform of CRPF) message in
February 2019 diluted the
position postulated by the
Ministry and made provisions
to grant promotion to the
medical officers without any
link to the cadre officers getting a promotion.
After being slapped a fine
of C20,000 by the Delhi High
Court for failing to pass a reasoned order on discriminatory promotion policy of medical
and cadre officers, CRPF DG
Kuldiep Singh had subsequently trashed the petitioner’s
February 2020 plea to remedy
the differential promotion of
the two cadres in grant of
badge and uniform.

o r m e r
Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi on
Saturday termed
the new Covid-19
variant as a "serious threat" and
said bad vaccination figures
can't be hidden for long.
"New variant is a serious
threat. High time the
Government of India gets
serious about providing vaccine security to our countrymen. Bad vaccination figures
can't be hidden for long
behind one man's photo," the
Congress leader said in a
tweet.
Rahul had on both the
occasion, first wave and pre
second wave claimed to have
alerted the government to
take preventive and precautionary measures against the
covid. His party also on several occasions remarked that
Rahul was the first one to have
alerted the government on
the the pandemic.
According to the Ministry
of Health and Family welfare,
till now, 121.06 crore vaccine
doses have been administered
so far under Nationwide
Vaccination Drive.

and draft 'agreement for sale' has
already been prescribed under
the provisions of RERA, which
seeks to balance the rights and
interest of home buyers and promoters in an accountable and
transparent manner.
The Centre has filed
an affidavit in the top court on
a plea seeking direction to to
frame model pacts for builders
and agent buyers to protect
customers and bring in transparency in the realty sector in
line with the Real Estate
Regulatory Authority (RERA)
Act, 2016.
"There is a robust
regulatory mechanism and a
draft 'agreement for sale' has
already been prescribed under
the provisions of RERA, which
seeks to balance the rights and
interest of home buyers and promoters in an accountable and
transparent manner," it said.
It said that according
to section 84 of RERA, the
appropriate government that is
state government save in the
instances involving its application in the territory of union territories has to notify rules for
carrying out the provisions of
this Act. The union government said that it has shared the

draft 'agreement for sale' in
2016 itself after the enactment
of RERA with all the states and
union territories and currently,
all the states and union territories have notified rules under
RERA except Nagaland with
which the Centre is in discussion.
"It must be brought
before the consideration of
this court that prior to 2014
Real Estate Sector was largely
unregulated. Under the regulatory regime of RERA, the ongoing projects which have not
received the completion certificate; need to get registered
under RERA," it said, adding
that RERA ensures transparency, accountability, and
financial discipline in the real
estate sector.
The affidavit said
that RERA mandates for registration of projects before adver-

tising, marketing, booking, selling and the law ensures the
timely delivery of real estate
projects and the entire fund
flow is also subject to strict
monitoring by the regulator to
avoid diversion of funds, which
will also secure the interest of
home buyers.
"The RERA seeks to
address vital issues of fair
transactions, timely delivery,
and quality construction
through speedy adjudication of
disputes, thus empowering the
home buyers," it said.
The Centre said that
under the provision of RERA,
if the developer fails to complete
the project as per terms of
agreement for sale, a home
buyer can either seek a refund
of paid amount along with
interest or ask for interest for
every month of delay, till the
handing over of the possession.
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Government on Saturday of
surrendering Indian territory to
China and said the BJP has
transformed itself into the
"Beijing Janata Party".
"In Arunachal Pradesh,
BJP government lets China to
build villages. In Uttar
Pradesh, BJP government
showcases Chinese airport as
its own. In Ladakh, government surrenders and cedes our
territory to Chinese. BJP has
transformed into Beijing

of demanding a bribe.
It was alleged that in
September, 2020, the complainant had submitted a complaint to SHO, Bishnah for
registration of an FIR against
certain persons who were trying to encroach and sell his
land, the CBI said in a statement.
It was further alleged that
the said ASI initially threatened
and pressured the complainant
to compromise with the
encroachers and later, demanded a bribe of C50,000 for taking
action on the complaint and for

clearing all disputes related to
the complainant's land, it said.
Later, the bribe amount
was allegedly negotiated at
C20,000.
The CBI laid a trap and
caught the accused red-handed
while demanding and accepting
negotiated bribe money of
C20,000 from the complainant.
Searches were conducted at
the premises of the accused at
Jammu.
The accused is being produced before the Court of
Special Judge, CBI Cases,
Jammu.

day of 'Hunar haat' here on
Saturday that it registered sale
of indigenous products worth
crores of rupees and enormously encouraged artisans
and craftsmen from across the
country for whom more such
'Haats' will be organised across
the States on a "continuous
basis".
Over 550 artisans and
craftsmen from more than 30
States/UTs participated in the
33rd “Hunar Haat”, organised
at India International Trade
Fair at Pragati Maidan from
14th to 27th November 2021.
Talking to newspersons
Naqvi said that while people
purchased indigenous exquisite handmade products worth
crores of rupees at the “Hunar
Haat”, the artisans and craftsmen have also received orders
worth crores of rupees from
national as well as international
buyers.
“Hunar Haat” received
IITF2021 Silver Medal for
strengthening commitment to
“Vocal for Local” and its strong
presence at Trade Fair.
Naqvi said that Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s

“mantra” of “Vocal for Local”
and “Swadeshi to Swavlamban”
has encouraged and promoted
India's traditional and ancestral
legacy of handloom-handicraft.
With 300 stalls, this was
the largest participation by
the Union Ministr y of
Minority Affairs in India
International Trade Fair this
year. Canara Bank had set up
a stall in the “Hunar Haat” to
provide easy loans to artisans
and craftsmen for employment and self-employment.
Renowned artists such as
Annu Kapoor, Vinod Rathore,
Sudesh Bhosale, Roop Kumar
Rathore and Sonali Rathore,
Suresh Wadekar and Padma
Wadekar, Amit Kumar, Mohit
Khanna, Prem Bhatia, Osman
Mir, Rekha Raaj, Vivek

Mishra, Ankita Pathak, Priya
Mallick, Bhupendra Singh
Bhuppi, Mirza Sisters, Posh
James and others made memorable spectacular performances every evening at
“Hunar Haat”.
The next "Hunar Haat"
will be organised at Surat (11
to 20 December) and JLN
Stadium, New Delhi (22
December 2021 to 2 January
2022).
“Hunar Haats” will also be
organised in Mysuru,
Guwahati, Pune, Ahmedabad,
Bhopal, Patna, Puducherry,
Mumbai, Jammu, Chennai,
Chandigarh, Agra, Prayagraj,
Goa, Jaipur, Bengaluru, Kota,
Sikkim, Srinagar, Leh,
Shillong, Ranchi, Agartala and
other places in the coming
days, the ministry said.

Construction Pvt Ltd was
awarded the contract for constructing the vice-president
enclave
In October, Larsen &
Toubro Limited had won the
tender work for the con-

struction and maintenance
of the first three buildings of
the C ommon C entral
Secretariat under the Central
Vista redevelopment project.Tata Projects Limited is
constructing a new parlia-

ment
building
while
Shapoor ji Pallonji and
Company Limited is executing the redevelopment work
of the Central Vista Avenue
from the Rashtrapati Bhavan
to India Gate.

he Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has
T
arrested an Assistant Sub
Inspector, Police Station
Bishnah, Jammu (Jammu and
Kashmir) for demanding and
accepting a bribe of C20,000
from the complainant who had
approached the SHO for registering a case against certain persons who were trying to
encroach and sell his land.
A case was registered on a
complaint against the accused
ASI Sham Lal on the allegations

nion Minister for Minority
U
Affairs Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi said on the conclusion
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eader of Opposition in the
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Janata Party," Kharge said.
The Congress has been
criticising the government
over Chinese incursions in
Ladakh and Uttarakhand and
now in Arunachal Pradesh.
The opposition party has
also been demanding that
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi take action against
China and reclaim Indian territory.
A meeting of parliamentary party group chaired by
Party president Sonia Gandhi
also decided to corner the
government on this Chinese
loopholes during the Winter
Session beginning Monday.
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he Centre has told the
T
Supreme Court that there is
a robust regulatory mechanism

Amid rising concern
about a new COVID-19 variant 'Omicron' first detected in
South Africa, India has also
added several countries to
the list from where travellers
would need to follow additional measures on arrival in
India, including post-arrival
testing for infection.
The Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare adds
Hong Kong and Israel to the
list of countries from where
travellers would need to follow
additional measures on arrival
in India, including postarrival testing considering the
detection of the new COVID19 variant 'Omicron' in South
Africa.
This variant is reported to
have a significantly high
number of mutations, and
thus, has serious public health
implications for the country,
in view of recently relaxed visa
restrictions and opening up of
international travel.
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three Assembly seats, the BJP
has blamed wrong choice of
candidates selection and "internal resentment" as the main
causes for the Congress making a stunning comeback in the
State.
The State BJP that reviewed
the reasons of poll defeats this
week from November 24 to
November 26 also listed factionalism for the party's defeats
in all four byelections held on
October 30.
BJP president J P Nadda
who hails from the State also
addressed the BJP unit after the
latter carried-out an extensive
postmortem of the poll reverses.
The BJP lost the four
Himachal seats that held
bypolls — the Mandi parliamentary seat, and the Assembly
constituencies of Arki,
Fatehpur and Jubbal-Kotkhai
The reports prepared by
the State BJP said the party
failed to gauge the sympathy for
Pratibha Singh, the Congress
candidate for the Mandi seat
and widow of former Chief
Minister Virbhadra Singh.
Selection of candidates for
assembly bypoll "without ascertaining their local base" and
and internal resentment were
assessed to be the factors weakening BJP's challenge to the
Congress.
Besides pocketing the prestigious Mandi Lok Sabha seat,
the Congress also bagged
assembly seats of Arki, JubbalKotkhai and Fatehpur in the
state and managed to resurrect
itself where the BJP held its
sway for over one decade.

Chief Minister Jai Ram
Thakur, BJP state president
Suresh Kashyap, former chief
minister Prem Kumar Dhumal,
and state-in-charge Avinash
Rai Khanna participated in
the review meeting.
BJP is also in the process of
reviewing party's performance
in the byelections in the states
like West Bengal and Rajasthan
where it did not perform to the
expectations and is likely to
affect major changes in these
state units in coming month.
The BJP lost the two
bypolls in Rajasthan and ran
third and fourth in the
Dhariawad and Vallabhnagar
seats in Rajasthan.
The feud of former Chief
Minister Vasundhara Raje's
differences with state unit president Satish Punia seem to
have played a negative factor
in the bypoll debacle that went
on to strengthen hands of a
'shaky' Congress Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot facing 'dissidence' from within his own
party.
In West Bengal it Lost all
four assembly seats including
the one it held in the North
Bengal
The remarkable comeback
of the Congress in Himachal
Pradesh had put question mark
on the leadership of the Chief
Minister Thakur who put
blame on the "price rise" for the
defeat instead of 'owning-up'
the bypoll reverses in the state.
According to sources,
Thakur would be allowed to
make suitable changes in the
party structure in the state
and "continues" to enjoy the
confidence of the central leadership.
Assembly polls are due in
Himachal Pradesh in
November, next year.

he Modi Government
T
constituted a five-member
committee to ensure timely
completion of various projects
executed under the Central
Vista Redevelopment Plan.
The five-member committee
will be headed by former
finance secretary Ratan P
Watal. Other members of the
panel are Deputy CAG P.K.
Tiwari, former director of
L&T Shailendar Roy and IIT
Delhi professor Mausam and
the ministry’s joint secretary.
The terms of reference of
committee stated that the

panel will ensure continuous
monitoring of the pace of execution of various projects of
Central Vista with respect to
targeted milestones to ensure
their timely completion. The
committee has been formed
for next two years or next
order (whatever is earlier) by
the government.
The redevelopment of the
Central Vista, the nation's
power corridor, envisages a
new parliament building, a
common
central
secretariat, revamping of the
3-km-long Rajpath from the
Rashtrapati Bhavan to India
Gate, new office and resi-

dence of the prime minister,
and a new vice-president
enclave. The ministry said
that the five-member committee will meet regularly
and
under take
site
inspections for an independent review.
It will submit its reports
and recommendations to the
HUA ministr y on a
regular basis. Apart from this,
it will also ensure that project
is executed according to the
approved scope of work and
prescribed standards and
specifications.
Earlier this month, infrastructure firm Kamladityya
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riday’s decision by the Government
of Kerala to fully reopen schools and
do away with online classes have
shocked the medical fraternity in the
State. Kerala is yet to come out of Covid19 as doctors diagnose 6,000 new persons on an average every day inflicted
with the pandemic. On Friday itself,
4,677 persons were tested positive
despite the Health Department bringing
down the number of samples to be tested to 56,558.
Neighboring Tamil Nadu where
the daily cases have come down below
the 800 mark is yet to fully open the
schools. Parents are free not to send
their wards to schools and the
Government is continuing with the
online classes.
According to officials in Department
of School of Education, online courses
would be in place till the end of academic year 2021-22.
22 November 2021 marked the
reopening of the professional colleges in
Kerala after the pandemic induced lock
down for more than a year. Campuses
all over the State came alive with vari-

F

ous student unions staging demonstrations and rallies in colleges to impress
the new comers about their money and
muscle power.
A union owing allegiance to the ruling party in the State made the best of
opportunities by organizing a massive
demonstration in Government Law
College, Thrissur, with a demand to
open college canteen which they claimed
was of paramount importance in academic life. College Principals in the State
have made it known in parent-teacher’s
association (PTA) meetings that they
were under tremendous pressure from
student union leaders and politicians to
resume physical classes though the
Covid-19 situation in the State was not
conducive for the same. Students have
the college union election and university youth festivals in their mind as they
were the ideal arenas to exhibit their
influence and power to the newly
enrolled students.
Interestingly students admit privately that they prefer on-line classes to
direct classes. “You save on time, money
and energy,” said Mohan, a second year
law student in Thrissur. He said it is time
the authorities switched overt profes-

sional courses like law and post graduate programmes in literature, economics and humanities to the online mode.
“ Teachers can address the students
online without any hassles. Talks about
such courses preventing the development of personality is nothing but nonsense. The syllabus we have to learn is
heavy and there is no space for extra curricular activities in professional courses,” said Mohan hailing from Palakkad.
One of the senior government doctors in Ernakulam told The Pioneer on
condition of anonymity that he was
against the re-opening of schools and
colleges at this stage. “It is almost
December and there are just three
more months for the academic year to
get over.
The ideal choice would have been to
wait till June 2022 and make arrangements for implementing Covid-19
protocol effectively,” said the doctor who
also disclosed that there were many cases
of memory fog among those who were
infected with the pandemic. “We should
not take risk with the future of our children to claim everything is fine in the
State,” said the doctor.
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Jamui (Bihar): A dead man has won a Panchayat poll held on
Wednesday riding on a “sympathy wave” generated by his own
death. The real-life tragicomedy was detected in this impoverished district, situated about 200 kms from the state capital, when
officials were handing over certificates to candidates who won
the polls held on November 24. Sohan Murmu, who won ward
no. 2 of Deepakarhar village, falling under Khaira block, was
nowhere to be found.
“On enquiry, we learnt that Murmu had died on November
6, more than a fortnight before voting took place”, Khaira BDO
Raghavendra Tripathi said with a sense of bewilderment.
Deepakarhar happens to be a remote hamlet situated along the
state's border with Jharkhand, which perhaps explains the
demography of the village which has a predominantly tribal population.
Old residents also recall that it was this village which was
first hit by Naxal activity, in the 1990s, in the district that later
became one of the worst infested by ultra-Left insurgency,
according to a list published by the Union Home Ministry a few
years ago. Nonetheless, Tripathi's account of what has happened
suggests that the village and its residents retain an amazing simplicity, bordering on downright sentimentality.
“Family members of Murmu, who defeated his rival by 28
votes, said it was the last wish of the deceased, who had been
ailing, to win the election. So they kept quiet. No resident of
the village informed us either. It appears that they all voted in
his favour to honour his last wish”, said the BDO. The naivete
of the bereaved family members and fellow villagers, nonetheless, has meant more work for the officials.
“The winner's certificate cannot be issued to anybody. We
are going to write to the state election with the request that election for the ward concerned be nullified and fresh polls held”,
said Tripathi in a matter of fact way.
PTI

Mumbai: The Maharashtra State
Road Transport Corporation
(MSRTC) on Saturday suspended
another 3,010 striking employees
and terminated the service of 270
daily wages workers, while over
18,000 employees reported to
work, officials said. An MSRTC
spokesperson said operations
resumed at 50 out of 250 bus
depots in the state.
As many as 937 buses including 728 ordinary ones were operated as of 5 pm. The strike of
employees who want the cashstrapped corporation to be merged
with the Maharashtra government
continued on the 31st day. So far,
the corporation has suspended
6,277 employees and terminated
services of 1,496 daily wage workers for remaining absent from
work. Ten bus depots in Sangli
division and five each in Ratnagiri
and Raigad divisions remained
functional.
Stone-pelting on MSRTC
buses was also reported at 13
places in Nashik, Dhule, Jalgaon,
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Solapur and other districts.
Windshields and window panes
were damaged in some cases while
a driver sustained a minor hand
injury in Nashik, officials said,
adding police cases have been
filed.
As many as 18,090 out of
92,266 employees joined duty on
Saturday, including 2,130 drivers
and 2,112 conductors. At some
depots like Mangaon in Raigad district all the employees joined duty.
On Friday, after a meeting with the
action committee of MSRTC
labour unions, Maharashtra
Transport Minister Anil Parab
had appealed to the employees to
resume duty and warned of stern
action if they continued to remain
absent from work.
PTI
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L u c k n o w :
Opposition BSP and
SP on Saturday condemned the recent
murder of four
members of a Dalit
family in Allahabad
and termed it
"shameful" and "a
blot on anti-dalit"
BJP government in
Uttar Pradesh.
In a series of tweets in Hindi,
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) president
Mayawati said, "Very sad and shameful
murder of four people of a Dalit family in Prayagraj, UP recently. This incident also shows the poor law and order
of the government. It seems that the BJP
is also following in the footsteps of the
SP government in this matter."
"After this incident, a BSP delegation led by Babulal Bhanwra that had
reached there said 'dabangs' (musclemen) in Prayagraj are terrorising the
people due to which the murder happened," she said in another tweet.
The BSP demands that the government should take strict legal action
against all the strongmen who are guilty
of this crime, the former Uttar Pradesh

chief minister said.
Samajwadi Party (SP) chief
Akhilesh Yadav also took to Twitter to
condemn the killings.
"The killings of 4 Dalits by 'dabang'
in Allahabad's Phaphamau is another
blot on the anti-Dalit BJP government.
Highly condemnable! Hope these criminals can be seen even without glasses,"
Yadav said in a tweet in Hindi.
Four members of a Dalit family
were brutally killed in Gohri village
under Phaphamau police station area of
Allahabad district on Wednesday night.
The head of the family, an approximately 50-year-old man, his 45-year-old
wife, 16-year-old daughter and 10-yearold son were sleeping in the house when
the incident took place.
PTI

New Delhi: The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Saturday slammed the Uttar
Pradesh government over the recent
killing of four members of a Dalit family in Allahabad, and demanded a
speedy trial into the case and capital
punishment to the culprits.
Addressing a press conference at
the party headquarters, AAP MP
Sanjay Singh announced that his party
will hold protests across all districts of
Uttar Pradesh on Sunday demanding
justice for the victims.
He alleged that the horrific incident, in which a minor girl of the family was allegedly gangraped and killed,
was the outcome of the Yogi
Adityanath administration's "negligence and a police-criminals nexus in
the state".
Four members of a Dalit family
were brutally killed in Gohri village
under Phaphamau police station area
of Allahabad district Wednesday
night.
The head of the family, an approximately 50-year-old man, his 45-yearold wife, 16-year-old daughter and 10year-old son were sleeping in the

house when the incident took place.
"This is bigger than the Hathras
case. Hooliganism and savagery against
the poor and deprived sections have
got a free run in the state under Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath," Singh said.
He said the victims had been beaten up by the accused in September,
however, the police lodged an FIR only
after a week following pressure from
the locals and the media.
"The family had been begging for
justice since they were beaten up but
the police did not take any action and
finally they were brutally murdered,"
Singh claimed.
He said the police did not move
until the entire family was "eliminated" as the Yogi Adityanath government's action is driven by "casteist
hatred".
"We demand that the trial be
completed in a fast-track court in six
months and the culprits be handed
down death sentence,” he said.
Singh said he has written to
President Ram Nath Kovind asking for
an appointment to seek his intervention in the matter.
PTI
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Mahoba (UP): Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on
Saturday attacked PM Narendra Modi,
saying he flies in an aircraft worth Rs
8,000 crore to address a rally but can't
waive debt of farmers.
Addressing her party's "Pratigya
Rally" in this Bundelkhand district, she
also promised debt waiver for farmers
and free gas cylinders to women if the
Congress comes to power in next year's
Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls.
Targeting the PM, she accused him
of doing nothing for farmers.
"Do you know the income of PM's
big industrialist friends? They earn Rs
10,000 crore daily and you are earning
Rs 27 a day, and this government is
doing nothing for you, she alleged.
"Do you know the cost of the aircraft used by him? It is Rs 8,000 crore.
He comes here to give a speech but your
income is not raised. He comes in that
aircraft but cannot waive debt of farmers," Priyanka said apparently referring
to the PM's recent visit to Mahoba.
If they have money to buy aircrafts,
then why not for you, she asked.
"If the Congress government is
formed in Uttar Pradesh, then the
entire loan of farmers will be waived and

women will be given three domestic gas
cylinders free of cost in a year," she
added.
On promises made by the
Congress if it comes to power in the
state, she said a Bundelkhand development board having its own budget will
be set up while promising a policy for
mandis, industry and tourism.
Priyanka, who recently visited the
region to meet families of the farmers
who died in queues for fertilisers, said

mounting debt on them has added on
to their woes.
Even the fertilizer distribution system here is not working properly, she
claimed. Promising to deal with the
stray cattle menace, she regretted that
this problem is yet to be recognised by
the government.
This problem existed in 2019 but
nothing has been done to redress it, she
said.
She also recalled the migration after

the coronavirus outbreak, saying when
her party arranged buses for people, the
government did not take help.
"Now, when they have meetings,
they bring crowd in buses. When your
brothers and sisters were walking back
home, where was this government?
Where were the buses," she asked.
She further accused UP Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath and PM
Modi of indulging in false publicity.
During the foundation laying ceremony of an airport in Noida's Jewar,
its advertisement carried a picture of a
Chinese airport without caring for
truth, she said.
Stressing that the people of
Bundelkhand have the right over the
resources in the region, she accused the
PM and Adityanath of betraying them,
alleging that the government has no
plan for the development of the area.
Priyanka also cited various works
done by her party's governments in the
past, stressing that the Congress is
answerable to people and its intention
is honest.
"You have seen the BJP, they made
false promises, SP looted and the BSP
did nothing. Their intention has not
been clear," she added.
PTI
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Mathura: An Army personnel
has been booked on charges of
drugging and raping a 21-yearold woman, police here said on
Saturday.
The accused, Tejveer, was
arrested on Wednesday and was
booked for raping a woman he
befriended through social
media.
On Saturday, he was
slapped with a few more charges,
including section 376 D (rape by
more than one person) and 328
(drugging a person) of the
Indian
Penal
Code,
Superintendent of Police (SP)
rural Srish Chandra said.
He said a process to book
them under Gangster Act has
also been started.
The officer said that since
the initial FIR was registered by
the brother of the woman, it had

Bhadohi (UP): A 40-year-old
woman was allegedly raped
by a man in a village here in
Suriyawan area, police said on
Saturday.
The incident had taken
place in the first week of
September when the victim
was alone in her house and one
Bhagwan Das Bind (50)
allegedly raped her, Suriyawan
SHO Bhuvneshwar Pandey
said.
When the local police
allegedly refused to file an
FIR, the victim's family
approached the court, which
directed instructions in the
matter.
Bind was arrested on
Saturday and was sent to judicial custody, police said, adding
the matter is being investigated.
PTI

a few shortcomings.
However, on the basis of the
woman's statement the accused
was charged with section 161,
164, 376D, and 328 of the IPC,
he said. The incident took place
on November 23, when the victim was accompanied by Tejveer
and another man named
Digamber, to Agra for a Sub
Inspector exam.
According to her testimony, she was drugged and raped
by Tejveer, and molested by
Digambar, during their return
journey to Mathura in the moving car. After the act, the accused
abandoned the woman in outskirts of Kosi Kalan area.
Digambar was arrested by
police on Friday from Kotban
that comes under Kosi Kalan
Police Station of Mathura, officials said, adding that he has

been sent for judicial custody.
Both accused are residents
of Manpur village in Palwal,
Haryana. Police is scouring
Facebook and other social media
accounts of both the accused.
District Magistrate Naveen
Chahal said the family of the
woman - who lost her father
recently in an accident - is being
provided every possible help.
He said the woman's family will receive Rs 12 lakh in
assistance - Rs 700,000 under
UP Rani Laxmibai Mahila Evam
Bal Kalyan Kosh and Rs 500,000
under Mukhyamantri Krashak
Durghatna Kalyan Yojna.
In addition, the woman will
receive Rs 3000 per month
under several other schemes,
Chahal, who met the family
along with SSP Dr Gaurav
Grover, said.
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wenty months after it
imposed a slew of CovidT
19-induced protocols in line
with the directives from the
Centre, the Maharashtra
Government on Saturday lifted all the lockdown restrictions,
thus paving way for normal
economic, social, cultural,
sports and entertainment activities that prevailed in the state
prior to the pandemic days,
subject to Covid Appropriate
Behaviour (CAB) and other
conditions.
“All economic cultural,
sports and entertainment activities will now be allowed as per
the normal timings decided by
various local or other competent authorities before the
advent of the Covid-19 pandemic,” Chief Secretary Sitaram
Kunte stated in a 5-page order
issued here.
Apart from adherence to
CAB, the other conditions that
will continue are: requirement
of full vaccination, entry norms
for passengers arriving in the
state from international destinations and compliance to protocols relating to attendance in
any programme or event held
in closed places like cinema
halls, theatres, marriage halls
and convention halls where
utilisation of 50 per cent of the
capacity is allowed.
The CAB norms include
wearing face-masks, maintaining at least 6 feet physical distance, ensuring hygiene, sanitising/washing hands frequently
and
greeting
people without physical contract.
The CAB applies to all citizens, including the service
providers, owners of premises,
oprganisers, visitors, service
takers, guests etc. As part of the
order, the state government
notified CAB guidelines, under
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which the violators shall be
fined Rs 500 for each instance
of default. “If an organisation
or establishment fails to follow
CAB or SOP itself, it will be
liable for a fine of Rs 10,000 for
each instance,” the government order stated.
The CAB defaulters in
public transport like buses or
taxis shall be fined Rs.500
along with the driver, conductor, etc, while the operators will
be slapped with Rs.10,000
penalty, or withdrawal of
licence till the disaster norms
remain in force.
In case the total number of
people attending events or programmes exceeds 1,000, then
the organisers must inform
the
District
Disaster
Management Authority which
will send its officials to ensure
compliance of CAB, and if the
same are violated may order
closure of part or full
venue.
As part of the vaccination
requirement, the state government has decided to allow
only fully vaccinated people to
use public transport, while all
shops, establishments, malls,
event and gathering venues
where people frequent shall be
fully vaccinated and it is necessary for all visitors to such
places to have been administered two doses of vaccines.
Similarly, it is mandatory
for all those visiting/ performing at various programmes,
events or shows to have been
vaccinated fully.
The Universal Pass created
by the Maharashtra government shall be valid proof for
status of full vaccination.
Alternatively, the people can
carry Cowin certificate with a
valid ID photo proof. For those
below 18 years, they can carrying ID proofs issued by their
schools.
All those arriving in
Maharashtra from any international destination shall be
governed by the Government
of India rules, but all domestic
passengers must be fully vaccinated or carry a RTPCR test
report with 72 hours
validity.
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Kolkata: Border guarding
forces of India and Bangladesh
have decided to enhance cooperation to check transboundary
crimes and better management
of the international boundary,
according to a BSF statement.
The decision was taken in
a conference of IGs of the
Border Security Force and
Region Commanders of the
Border Guard Bangladesh, it
said. "Both the border guarding
forces decided further to
enhance sharing of information
and cooperation in all fields to
ensure an effective border management system to fight the
menace of transborder crimes,
smuggling of drugs etc," the
BSF said in the statement.
The four-day border coordination programme of the
BSF and the BGB concluded
here on Friday. "While appreciating efforts made by each
other that resulted in a decline
in transborder crimes, both
sides agreed to pursue the construction of developmental projects in the respective border
areas. They also agreed that the
confidence-building measures
had improved the understanding between the two forces," the
statement said.
The 16th Border
Coordination Conference of
IG BSF and BGB Region
Commanders was held days
after two Bangladeshis were
killed along the Indo-Bangla
border in West Bengal's Cooch
Behar district during an operation by the BSF to thwart an
alleged cattle smuggling bid.
A ten-member Border
Security Force delegation led by
its South Bengal frontier inspector general Anurag Garg held
talks with a team of BGB personnel. Both sides discussed
various issues related to border
management and adoption of
more non-lethal methods, a
senior BSF official said.
"During the conference,
several issues of mutual interest were discussed for effective
border management, including
joint efforts against transborder
crimes, measures to check illegal cross border movement
and better management of the
international boundary," he
added.
PTI
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outh Africa complained on
Saturday that it is being
S“punished”
for detecting a new
Covid-19 variant Omicron
which the World Health
Organization has termed a
“variant of concern” and is
more transmissible than the
dominant Delta strain.
The decision by a number
of countries around the world
to ban flights from southern
Africa following the discovery
of the variant “is akin to punishing South Africa for its
advanced genomic sequencing and the ability to detect new
variants quicker,” the foreign
affairs ministry said in a statement.
“Excellent science should
be applauded and not punished,” it said.
The ministry pointed out
that new variants had been discovered in other parts of the
world.
“Each of those cases have
had no recent links with
Southern Africa, but the reaction to those countries is starkly different to cases in Southern
Africa,” it said.
Israel and Belgium
announced after South Africa
that they also had detected
cases of Omicron.
Government insisted that
South Africa’s “capacity to test
and its ramped-up vaccination
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7KHGHFLVLRQE\DQXPEHURIFRXQWULHVDURXQGWKH
ZRUOGWREDQIOLJKWVIURPVRXWKHUQ$IULFDIROORZLQJ
WKHGLVFRYHU\RIWKHYDULDQWµLVDNLQWRSXQLVKLQJ
6RXWK$IULFDIRULWVDGYDQFHGJHQRPLFVHTXHQFLQJ
programme, backed up by a
world-class scientific community should give our global
partners the comfort that we

are doing as well as
they are in managing the
pandemic”.
With more than 2.95 mil-
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he travel bans imposed on
T
South Africa by a growing
number of countries due to the
new potentially highly-transmissible variant of Covid-19 in
this country is “draconian” and
“misdirected”, Health Minister
Joe Phaahla has said.
The new Covid-19 variant
B.1.1.529, first detected in
South Africa this week, was on
Friday designated as a “Variant
of Concern” by the World
Health Organisation (WHO),
which named it “Omicron”.
“We feel that it’s a wrong

approach. It is misdirected and
it goes against the norms as
advised by the WHO. We just
feel that some of the leaderships
of (these) countries are finding
scapegoats to deal with what is
a worldwide problem,” Phaahla
said at a news briefing late
Friday evening.
A “variant of concern” is
the WHO’s top category of
worrying Covid-19 variants. It
was first reported to the WHO
from South Africa on
November 24, and has also
been identified in Botswana,
Belgium, Hong Kong and
Israel.

lion cases and 89,783 deaths,
South Africa is the worst-hit
countr y in Africa by
the pandemic.

apanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida, at his first
Jtroop
review Saturday, renewed
his pledge to consider “all
options,” including acquiring
enemy base strike capability,
and vowed to create a stronger
Self-Defence Force to protect
the country amid growing
threats from China and North
Korea.
Kishida said the security
situation around Japan is rapidly changing and that “the reality is severer than ever,” with
North Korea continuing to
test-fire ballistic missiles while
advancing its capability, and
China pursuing a military
buildup and increasingly
assertive activity in the region.
“I will consider all options,
including possessing so-called
enemy base strike capability, to
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pursue strengthening of
defense power that is necessary,” Kishida said in an address
to hundreds of Ground SelfDefense Force members in
olive-colored helmets and uniforms.
Kishida, who took office in
October, served as top com-
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African President Cyril
Ramaphosa has advanced
San outh
urgent meeting with the
National
Coronavirus
Command Council (NCCC) to
Saturday, amid growing global concern about the potentially
more contagious new Omicron
variant, which was first detected in the country.
The meeting was originally scheduled for Sunday.
The meeting comes as a
growing number of European
countries are following UK’s
lead in banning travel to and
from South Africa and neighbouring countries of Namibia,
Zimbabwe and Botswana, as
well as Lesotho and Eswatini
(formerly Swaziland), both of
which are landlocked within
South Africa.
The latest to impose the
ban are Mauritius, the US,
Israel, Sri Lanka and the
Netherlands.
Speculation is rife that
Ramaphosa will announce a
stricter lockdown and other
measures to curb the spread of
the new variant.
The new Covid-19 variant
B.1.1.529, first detected in
South Africa this week, was on
Friday designated as a “Variant
of
Concern”
by
the World Health Organisation
(WHO), which named it
“Omicron”.
A “variant of concern” is
the
WHO’s
top
category of worrying Covid-19
variants.
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he UK on Saturday detectT
ed two cases of the new
Covid-19 variant, Omicron,
according to health secretary
Sajid Javid as he added four
more African countries to
Britain’s travel red list.
The patients were detected
in
Chelmsford
and
Nottingham, Javid was quoted
as saying by the BBC.
He said that the cases are
linked and the two people are
self-isolating alongside their
households while further tests
and contact tracing takes place.
“We have been made aware
by @UKHSA of two UK cases
of the Omicron variant. The
two cases are linked and there
is a connection with travel to
southern Africa. These individuals are self-isolating with
their households while further testing and contact tracing
is underway,” Javid said on
Twitter.
“As a precaution we are
rolling out additional targeted
testing in the affected areas Nottingham and Chelmsford and sequencing all positive
cases. This is a fast-moving situation and we are taking decisive steps to protect public
health,” he said in another
tweet.
The new variant has also
been identified in South Africa,
Botswana, Belgium, Hong
Kong and Israel.
On Friday, the UK placed
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ith each passing hour,
new restrictions were
W
being slapped on travel from
countries in southern Africa as
the world scurried on Saturday
to contain a new variant of the
coronavirus that has the potential to be more resistant to the
protection offered by vaccines.
A host of countries, including Australia, Brazil, Canada
Iran, Japan, Thailand and the
United States, joined others,
including the European Union
and the U.K. In impose restrictions on southern African countries in response to warnings over
the transmissibility of the new
variant — against the advice of
the World Health Organisation.
Despite the shutdown of
flights, there was increasing

mander for the first time at
Saturday’s Self-Defense Force
troop review held at the main
army base Camp Asaka, north
of Tokyo. About 800 troops
gathered for the inspection,
according to the Defense
Ministry.
“The security environment
surrounding Japan has been
rapidly changing at an unprecedented speed. Things that used
to happen only in science-fiction novels are today’s reality,”
Kishida said. He said his government will lead “calm and
realistic” discussions to determine what is needed to protect
people’s lives and gain their
understanding.
The possibility of possessing so-called enemy base strike
capability has been a divisive
issue because opponents say it
violates Japan’s war-renouncing
Constitution.
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evidence that the variant is
already spreading. Cases have
been reported in travellers in
Belgium, Israel and Hong
Kong, and Germany also has a
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probable case. Dutch authorities are checking for the new
variant after 61 passengers on
two flights from South Africa
tested positive for Covid-19.
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Peshawar : Darul Uloom
Haqqania madrassa, one of
Pakistan’s largest and oldest
seminaries and dubbed as a
‘university of jihad’ by its critics for helping sow violence
across the region for decades,
has educated more Taliban
leaders than any school in the
world and its alumni now hold
key positions in Afghanistan,
according to a media report.
The seminary in Pakistan’s
restive Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
province has had an outsize
effect in Afghanistan. The seminary’s alumni founded the
Taliban movement and ruled
Afghanistan in the 1990s.
The school has argued that
the Taliban should be given the
chance to show they have moved
beyond their bloody ways since
they first ruled Afghanistan two
decades ago, The New York
Times reported on Friday. PTI
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Kabul: Taliban have killed a
young
physician
in
Afghanistan’s Herat province,
local media reported citing
sources on Friday.
According to Khaama
Press, the doctor, identified as
33-year-old Amruddin Noori
was killed in Herat city after he
did not stop at a police security checkpoint, the victim’s family members claimed while
speaking to media.
According to sources,
Noori used to have a small private medical clinic had newly
got married. The Taliban came
to power in Afghanistan after
the seizure of the capital, Kabul,
on August 15, which led to the
collapse of the previous government and triggered mass
evacuations of foreign workers
and Afghan collaborators. ANI
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ash-strapped Pakistan will
soon get USD 3 billion as
loan from Saudi Arabia as the
Cabinet led by Prime Minister
Imran Khan has approved an
agreement to keep the amount
in the country’s central bank,
media reports said on Saturday.
The Saudi government had
promised to maintain a reserve
of $3 billion at the State
Bank of Pakistan, Geo News
reported.

C

According to the agreement, the aid will remain in the
SBP’s deposit account for a year.
“The SBP has finalised all
arrangements and now everything is in place and the
amount of the agreed deposit
will be received within the
next couple of days,” official
sources told The News.
The federal Cabinet
approved the agreement to
keep the USD 3 billion aid from
Saudi Arabia in the SBP, the
reports quoted an official document as saying. The Cabinet
approved the State Bank’s
retention of $3 billion
from the Saudi Development
Fund.

South Africa, Namibia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Lesotho
and Eswatini on the list.
In his announcement on
Saturday, health secretary Javid
said Angola, Mozambique,
Malawi and Zambia would be
added to that list.
“We’ve always been very

clear that we won’t hesitate to
take further action if that is
what is required.
“Today I can announce
one thing that we are doing
immediately is carrying out targeted testing and sequencing of
positive cases in the two areas
that are affected,” he said.
“We are also adding
Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia
and Angola to the travel red list
— effective from 4am Sunday.
If you have returned from
there in the last 10 days you
must isolate and get PCR tests.
And if you are eligible for your
booster jab — now is the time
to get it,” Javid tweeted.
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he new potentially highlyT
transmissible variant of
Covid-19, named Omicron by
the WHO, is not a disaster as
vaccines are still likely to protect against the serious disease
from it, a UK scientist, who
advises the government, said
on Saturday.
Professor Calum Semple, a
microbiologist from the UK
government’s
Scientific
Advisor y
Group
for

Emergencies (SAGE), struck a
note of caution on the worldwide headlines around the new
B.1.1.529 variant detected in
South Africa.
The UK imposed travel
restrictions on six southern
African countries — South
Africa, Botswana, Lesotho,
Eswatini, Zimbabwe and
Namibia — as health authorities
said that they are investigating
the “most significant variant”
which could be potentially more
infectious and vaccine-resistant.
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olomon Islands police found
Sbuilding
three bodies in a burned-out
and arrested more
than 100 people in this week’s
violence sparked by concerns
about the Pacific nation’s
increasing links with China.
Australian media reported
the bodies were recovered late
Friday after riots and protests
subsided. No other details were
given. Authorities imposed a
curfew in the capital Honiara,
after a 36-hour lockdown
ordered by the embattled Prime
Minister Manasseh Sogavare
ended Friday.
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Sogavare blamed outside
interference for stirring up the
protests calling for his resig-

nation, with a thinly veiled reference to Taiwan and the
United States.

The global health body
has named the new variant
omicron, labelling it a variant
of concern because of its high
number of mutations and some
early evidence that it carries a
higher degree of infection than
other variants. That means
people who contracted Covid19 and recovered could be
subject to catching it again. It
could take weeks to know if
current vaccines are less effective against it.
With so much uncertainty
about the omicron variant and
scientists unlikely to flesh out
their findings for a few weeks,
countries around the world
have been taking a safety-first
approach, in the knowledge
that previous outbreaks of the
pandemic have been partly
fuelled by lax border policies.

“It seems to spread rapidly,” US President Joe Biden said
Friday of the new variant, only
a day after celebrating the
resumption of Thanksgiving
gatherings for millions of
American families and the
sense that normal life was
coming back at least for the
vaccinated. In announcing new
travel restrictions, he told
reporters, “I’ve decided that
we’re going to be cautious.”
Nearly two years on since
the start of the pandemic that
has claimed more than 5 million lives around the world,
countries are on high alert.
Dutch authorities have isolated 61 people who tested
positive for Covid-19 on arrival
in the Netherlands on two
flights from South Africa on
Friday.
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ndia has till date operationalised 395 air routes
under
the
Regional
Connectivity Scheme ‘Ude
Desh Ka Aam Nagrik’ or RCSUdan.
Under the scheme, which
was launched in 2016, airlines
are provided with a ‘Viability
Gap Funding’ to keep fares
affordable and accessible.
“Till date, 395 routes and
63 airports, including six heliports and two water aerodromes, have been operationalised under the UDAN
scheme,” the Ministry of Civil
Aviation said in a statement on
Saturday.
The statement came a day
after domestic flight operations at the newly-inaugurated
Kushinagar Airport in Uttar
Pradesh commenced with the
first flight operating between
Delhi and Kushinagar under
RCS-UDAN.
“The commencement of
the flight operations on this
route is in line with the commitment and perseverance of

I

the Ministry of Civil Aviation
and the Airports Authority of
India (AAI) to enable the country with better air connectivity under the UDAN scheme,”
the statement said.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had inaugurated the
Kushinagar International
Airport on October 20, 2021.
Kushinagar is an international Buddhist pilgrimage centre.
“The operationalisation of
the Kushinagar airport will
connect this region directly to

national and global visitors
and pilgrims,” the statement
said.
The Airports Authority of
India has developed the
Kushinagar Airport with a new
terminal building at an estimated cost of Rs 260 crore in
association
with
the
Government of Uttar Pradesh.
The new terminal is
equipped to handle 300 passengers during peak hours.
SpiceJet was awarded the
Kushinagar-Delhi route under
the RCS-UDAN 4.0.

trong domestic as well as
export demand will improve
year-on-year (YoY) sales volumes of overall textile sector in
FY22, said India Ratings and
Research (Ind-Ra).
According to the agency,
domestic as well as export
demand will sustain during
the rest of FY22.
Besides, it has maintained
the rating outlook of the sector
at ‘Stable’ for the reminder of
FY22, expecting a sustained
improvement in the sector
players’ profitability and the
continued deleveraging of their
balance sheets.
“The strong operating cash
flows will lead to an improvement in their credit metrics,
despite the likely increase in the
working capital requirement on
the back of the higher sales volumes and increased capital
expenditure.”
“The benefits of integrated
business operations, healthy
balance sheet liquidity and
operating efficiencies over
FY22 have already been factored into the ratings.”
As per the agency, the
domestic demand improved
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n Indian delegation at the
Expo 2020 Dubai on
A
Saturday described India as the

over ‘2HFY21’ before declining
marginally during ‘1QFY22’,
due to the closure of malls and
retail spaces in cities.
“The demand is likely to
improve from ‘2HFY22’ with
the easing of restrictions but
remain vulnerable to any further restriction.
Also, the demand from
spinning mills seems to be
recovering ahead of festivities
in India.”
“During ‘1QFY22’, players
witnessed a rise in volumes
YoY, although it declined marginally QoQ.”
Accordingly, segments
such as cotton yarn and fabrics
witnessed a higher YoY
demand from downstream

players during ‘1HFY22’.
“The domestic demand for
home textile has sustained,
whereas that for woven fabric
and apparels is likely to
improve with the opening up of
retail shops and malls from
‘2HFY22’.”
Furthermore, the agency
expects the export demand to
improve moderately in
2HFY22 on the back of accelerated vaccination and ‘China
Plus One’ sourcing strategy.
“The demand is likely to
improve further FY23 onwards.
Furthermore, the ongoing
impact of the sourcing restriction of China (Xinjiang) cotton,
could play an important role in
boosting the demand.”

preferred destination partner
for textiles and clothing, and
emphasised on the need for
exporters to use the UAE as the
gateway to Africa and Europe.
The delegation from
India’s textile industry gathered
here for a networking session
- Deepening Engagement with
UAE and the World - to highlight the opportunities in the
sector.
It described India as the
preferred destination partner
for textiles and clothing and
also emphasised on the need
for Indian exporters to use the
UAE as the gateway of exports
to Africa and Europe.
The Ministry of Textiles
officials also highlighted the
Government’s Production
Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme
for textiles, which aims to
boost the production of ManMade Fibre (MMF) fabric,
MMF apparel and technical
textiles. Several export promotion council officials were

present on the occasion.
Chandrashekhar Bhatia,
Chairman of the Global
Business Federation, said the
textile industry can help India
achieve its target of becoming
a 5 trillion economy.
“I request all stakeholders
in India’s textile industry here
in the UAE and back home to
play their role. With collaborations such as these, the target can definitely be achieved,”
Bhatia said.
India’s Consul General in
Dubai Dr Aman Puri said that
India has traditional strengths
in the textile sector and there
are huge opportunities for it to
grow.
“Since Expo 2020 is a sixmonth event, we would like to
see over its remaining four
months is more entrepreneurs,
innovators, start-ups and
women entrepreneurs in this
sector to come and showcase
their work,” he said.
Dr Puri also said that
Indian textile sector entrepreneurs should look at Dubai as
a gateway for their expansion
in the Middle East and North
Africa region and beyond.
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he East Delhi Municipal
Corporation (EDMC) in its
T
budget on Friday proposed to
increase property tax on residential and commercial prop-

erties and suggested dropping
taxation on cycle rickshaws,
milch animals and those which
pull vehicles.
EDMC Commissioner
Vikas Anand presented the
revised budget estimates for the

financial year 2021-22 and
budget estimates for 2022-23
fiscal at the corporation headquarters in Patparganj.
The decision to not levy
taxes on owners of milch animals like cows, buffaloes, and
those which pull vehicles like
horses, has been taken as, “it is
not appropriate with changing
times,” a senior official said.
These taxes were imposed
during the British rule, he said.
Also, a professional tax,
education cess and betterment

tax have been proposed in the
budget, the official said.
Residential, commercial
and non-residential plots are
currently divided into multiple categories in the city, there
are no residential properties in
the A-B category, officials
said.
The EDMC budget has
proposed an increase in property tax for the residential category with 13 per cent for the
C-E category and 10 per cent
for the F-H category.

he last holiday season was
far from the most wonderT
ful time of the year for the U.S.
Postal Service: Sick and quarantined workers, a flood of
packages from shoppers loathe
to set foot in stores and a lastminute dump of packages from
overwhelmed private shippers.
Postal workers who recall
packages and letters piled up in
distribution hubs are better
prepared this time as they gear
up for another pandemic
crunch. But low product inventories, and port and supply
chain disruptions are creating
new uncertainty about getting
gifts delivered.
Already, workers are seeing a surge in holiday packages
that began several weeks ago.
“A lot of the workers are saying, Oh no. Here we
go again,’” said

Scott Adams, local president of the American Postal
Workers Union in Portland.
The U.S. Postal Service
and private shippers UPS and
FedEx are bolstering their hiring — bringing in about
230,000 temporary workers —
and taking other steps to ensure
they don’t become overwhelmed by packages.
Nearly 3.4 billion parcels

are expected to crisscross the
country this holiday season,
representing an estimated
increase of about 400 million
compared to last year, said
Satish
Jindel,
from
Pennsylvania-based
ShipMatrix, which analyzes shipping package data.
When cards and letters are
included, the U.S. Postal
Service said it’ll be delivering
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emocratic countries need
D
to join hands to think
about creating safety, trust and

accountability on the internet
which has no boundaries,
Minister of State for Electronics
and IT Rajeev Chandrasekhar
said on Saturday.
Speaking at the first ever
India Internet Governance
Forum (IIGF) organised by
Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology and
National Internet Exchange of
India (NIXI), he said India is
becoming one of the largest
connected nations with 800
million people online.
With the world’s largest
rural broadband programme,
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entre’s specialised groups
will address banking chalC
lenges faced by exporters, said
Union Minister of State for
Finance,
Dr
Bhagwat
Kishanrao Karad.
Speaking at the ‘Banking
Conclave on Exports’ organised
by FIEO in Mumbai on Friday,
the minister announced formation of various groups to
address the problems raised by
exporters and other stakeholders consisting of FIEO,
leading banks, IBA, Ministry of
Commerce and Ministry of
Finance including one
on challenges of e-commerce
retail exports.
He highlighted the importance of banking sector in promoting and facilitating exports.
He informed that several
reforms related to the banking
sector have taken place in the
recent past, and all the banks
have implemented it in a successful manner.

India would soon have more
than 1 billion people on the
internet, he noted.
“Given the size of the internet and cyberspace, which
does not have boundaries, it
needs cooperation. The world
needs to think about it, especially democratic countries and
societies,” Chandrasekhar said.
He said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi launched the
Digital India Mission with 3
major objectives -- to transform
lives of Indians, expand economic opportunities with digital entrepreneurship, and
enhance strategic capabilities in
certain technologies including
the internet so that the future
of internet is shepherded by
countries that are open soci-

eties and share the same set of
democratic values and respect
citizen rights.
“IIGF in a lot of ways was
about talking and having more
stakeholders around the big
roundtable i.E. India about
how do we keep the internet
open? How do we make sure
that the internet is safe and
trusted by all those people
who use it, and safety and trust
being extremely important
attributes because there are
whole new demographics that
were not foreseen many years
ago which are children, women
and
the
elderly,”
Chandrasekhar said.
He said the government is
committed to connecting all
Indians to the internet.
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ndustry body PHDCCI on
ICouncil
Saturday urged the GST
to rationalise rates,
stating that the current rates are
not in sync with the demand
creation and employment generation in the country.
Pradeep
Multani,
President, PHDCCI, said: “We
urge the government to rationalise the GST rates into three
major slabs of 5 per cent, 10 per
cent and 15 per cent along with
a few sin goods in the slab of
28 per cent”.
Items in category of 12
per cent rate should be

reduced to 10 per cent and
goods in the category of 18
per cent rate should be
reduced to 15 per cent, he suggested.
He added that there
should not be more than 25
items in the category of sin
goods.
“The rationalisation of
the tax slabs would create
tremendous demand in the
economy, subside the inflationary pressures and enhance
the sentiments of producers for
production and create
employment opportunities for
the growing workforce in the
country,” Multani said.
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ndia’s leading digital ecosystem for consumers and merchants, Paytm announced its
second quarter earnings report.
The digital payments and
financial services platform saw
its revenue from operations
grow by 64 per cent Y-o-Y to
C10.9 billion in Q2 FY 2022,
driven by 52 per cent growth in
non-UPI payment volumes
(GMV) and more than 3 times
growth in financial services and
other revenue.
The company’s contribution profit grew to C 2.6 billion
in Q2 FY 2022, year-on-year
increase of 592 per cent. The
contribution margin jumped to
24.0 per cent of revenue from
5.7 per cent the previous year.
Paytm posted an improved
Adjusted EBITDA margin to
(39 per cent) of revenues in Q2
FY 2022 (C4,255 million), from
(64 per cent) of revenues Q2 FY
2021 (C 4,267 million), along
with increased investments in
technology and merchant base
expansion.
“The growth of non-UPI

80=BQ =4FH>A:

GMV has driven continued
payments revenue growth, and
our UPI-led payment volume
growth is translating to a significant ramp up of our financial services offering. We are
driving digital payments and
financial services penetration
and widespread adoption
across India.
Paytm has seen a strong
second quarter of FY22, which
is a testimony to the strong
two-sided ecosystem of consumers and merchants that we
have built.
We have maintained the
growth momentum in our payments ser vices business,
expanded our financial services
business aggressively and are
on our way to pre-Covid volumes for Commerce and
Cloud services,” said the com-

pany’s management on the second quarter earnings.
Paytm’s
Gross
Merchandise Value (GMV)
growth was driven by active
user engagement & adoption
across businesses. The company’s GMV for Q2FY2022
was C1,956 billion, up by 107
per cent Y-o-Y and the growth
momentum continued in
October 2021, where the GMV
at C832 billion was up 131 per
cent Y-o-Y.
The company’s average
Monthly Transacting Users
(MTU) in Q2FY2022 is up by
33 per cent Y-o-Y to 57.4 million and the trajectory has
continued in October 2021
with 63 million MTUs, growth
of 35 per ent Y-o-Y compared
to 47 million MTUs in October
2020.

he US dollar recorded a
deep decrease in late tradT
ing on Friday as demand for a
safe haven shot up.
The dollar index, which
measures the greenback against
six major peers, decreased 0.75
per cent at 96.0468 in late
trading.The discovery of a new
Covid-19 variant in South
Africa sent jitters across global markets on Friday, Xinhua
news agency reported. Surging
demand for a safe haven drove
10-year Treasury bond yield to
1.479 per cent on Friday, down
16.2 basis points from the previous trading session.
Commodity-based currencies
were in a free fall on Friday
morning as the price of commodities plunged with global
equities, said a note by foreign
exchange and international
payment solutions provider
Tempus, Inc.

more than 12 billion items.
“The pandemic is still
here. The supply chain is a
challenge that’s going to
impact how people shop and
how products move,” said
Mark Dimondstein, president
of the American Postal
Workers Union, which represents more than 200,000 postal
workers.
Despite the precarious situation, the Postal Service, UPS
and FedEx are in better shape
to handle the peak volume, and
several trends could work in
their favor, Jindel said.
More people are shopping
in stores compared to last year,
and people have been placing
online orders earlier because
they’re keenly aware of supply
chain problems, Jindel said.
Also, with workers returning to
offices, there are fewer office
supply shipments being made
to homes, he said.
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FIT FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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n alarming research
came to light a couple of
weeks back. Plastic
waste from the COVID19 weighing 25,900
tonnes, equivalent to more than
2,000 double decker buses, has
leaked into the ocean. But what is
even worse is that it doesn’t end
here. At the COP26, there were six
facts linking the plastic lifecycle to
climate change that must be taken
into account. The most immediate
being that South Asia is one of the
largest generators of plastic waste;
the region discards more than 26
million tons of plastics every day!
This means that there is immediate need for action and reduce,
reuse and recycle is the only way forward. Hence, the under the present
situation, the success of any business
is dependent on its sustainable
development factor. In other words
resource conservation protecting
the environment is the need of the
hour. Manufacturers and producers
have to give importance to the sustainability factor while supplying
products and services.
One such company that is trying its best to follow eco-friendly
model is Carpets Inter. The company that originally started doing
business in the 1950s is today recycling plastic to make carpets. From
manufacturing all kinds of carpets
in 1974 to relocating to Thailand in
2004 and getting acquired in 2017,
the company is known for its customisation and innovation.
Richard Morris, global business
director, Carpets Inter tells you
that since their factory in the green
field zone, they have had to be very
environmentally conscious from
the very beginning.
“Back in the 1990s also, we had
adopted measures that were environment friendly. By the 2000s we
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had started suing recycled material to manufacture our carpets. Over
the years, recycling and sustainability has been a necessity because of
the land where we are which has
today become a residential area.
This means that the factory has to
be self-contained and that no waste
goes into the landfill. We recycle our
water through catchment area. All
the wastage is also treated,” Morris
says.
The shift to sustainable manufacturing has not been as easy task.
To run initiative one has to run for
long period of time and learn along
the way, Morris tells you.
“When it comes to conformity,
there is a lot of investment. We are
in a commodity-driven market.
This means that we have had to keep
the prices low. What has happened
over the years is that several leading brands have raised their benchmark when it comes to conformity.
Ten years back carbon foot print was
not a term that was being used. It
was all about recycle and reuse. This
means that one has to look for recycling material and make a product.
As we started recycling plastic
bottles to make carpets, the question
staring at us was what happens to
the carpets once they are past their
shelf life? There is a challenge here.
Thailand doesn’t allow entry of
refuse from another country. We
have therefore had to look for ways
to repurpose and recycle the product in the countries where we
export. The good part is that within the country, we have been able to
take back not only our product but
our competitors and recycle it to
make clean energy,” Morris explains.
To manufacture one square
metre of carpet, the company uses
55 reused 500 ml plastic bottles.
These are either sources from within Thailand or China. To make plas-

tic carpets, the used plastic bottles
are melted in a machine. It is then
reverted into the pellet form. From
the pellets, thin strands like a fishing line is made which is then cut
up. This is then needle-punched into
a fine felt. This is then lamented
onto the carpets forming the base.
The recycle plastic is the entire packing system that forms the entire
layer under the modular carpet.

“What we using to manufacture
the carpet itself are carbon-neutral
nylons. We don’t manufacture this
nylon but source it from very large
companies that are themselves recycling plastic like fishing nets. They
use the similar process that we do
and make filament and spin it into
carbon-neutral fibres,” Morris tells
you.
There are several benefits of

using such carpets. First, they
increase the life of the product.
Usually, modular carpets come with
hard packing because it is cheaper
to use it. Today, the idea is to look
for packing made from recycled
material. The tile is going to be
impacted by the foot fall and whatever is placed on top of the modular carpet. But if there is a cushioning, the underfoot impact is

absorbed by what is underneath
increasing the longevity. The cushion packing has other advantages as
well. There is cost-saving benefits —
from the installation firm to the
investor to the manufacturer. There
is benefit at the users’ end too.
Second, the felt acts as a thermal barrier. It can withstand very
high to low temperatures. In other
words, if you live in a hot region it

will help to keep the room cooler
reducing depending on the air conditioning. In cold climate, it prevents
the heat from escaping keeping the
room warm. Not only does it reduce
the electricity bill but one is also
reducing carbon foot print.
The felt also takes care of the
accoustics. There are several organisations that are looking to reduce
noise pollution. The eco-soft material acts as an accoutic barrier. It will
increase the noise reduction by 150
per cent.
“A typical tile is 50x50 cm or
25cmx1m tiles. But we can customise it and manufacture up to 2
metre sq tiles that are 20 cm long.
They are rolls of modular tiles.
Hence there are several benfits of
using ourproduct,” Morris says.
In India, the company has its
presence is in Gurugram. The focus
here is to cater to the hotel and hospitality industry and MNCs. The
good part is that the prices are competitive since there are several companies already in the industry.
“While we are aware that our
product is expensive, the advantages
that our modular carpet has outweigh the slight increase in the price.
Our carpets are also aesthetically
pleasing and colourful which gives
us an edge. Till now we have sold
carpets that would fit 25-30 buildings from top to bottom and we are
growing steadilty in the market,”
Morris says.
For now, the company is concentrating only on the commercial
side of business in India.
“Unfortunately, there is no demand
at the retail level in the country. This
is because of the saturation and
hand-knotted carpets have been in
the country for centuring. In the
retail sector, the company is working through distributors in countries
like Australia.
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WPcTgPRc[hXbR[X\PcTRWP]VT.FWPcXb
RPdbX]VXc.7^fXbXcPUUTRcX]VcWT
_[P]TcaXVWc]^f.2[X\PcTRWP]VT
aTUTabc^P[[cWT[^]VcTa\RWP]VTbX]^da
R[X\PcTX]R[dSX]V4PacWbaXbX]VbdaUPRT
cT\_TaPcdaTbTP[TeT[aXbTTgcaT\TfTPcWTa
P]S^RTP]PRXSXUXRPcX^]CWTRPdbT^URdaaT]c
R[X\PcTRWP]VTXb[PaVT[hWd\P]PRcXeXch[XZT
Qda]X]VU^bbX[UdT[b]PcdaP[VPb^X[P]SR^P[
1da]X]VcWTbT\PcTaXP[baT[TPbTbVaTT]W^dbT
VPbTbX]c^4PacWbPc\^b_WTaT
6[^QP[fPa\X]VP]SR[X\PcTRWP]VTPaT
cf^cTa\bdbTSX]cTaRWP]VTPQ[hX]R^[[^`dXP[
[P]VdPVTQdcV[^QP[fPa\X]VfWXRWaTUTabc^
cWT4PacWbaXbX]VbdaUPRTcT\_TaPcdaTXbYdbc
^]T^UcWT\P]XUTbcPcX^]b^UR[X\PcTRWP]VT
2[X\PcTRWP]VTXb_^bX]VPbTaX^dbcWaTPc
c^Wd\P]WTP[cWP]S_dccX]V^da[XeTbPcaXbZ
CWTTUUTRcb^UR[X\PcTRWP]VTRPdbT[Tbb
_aTSXRcPQ[TfTPcWTa_PccTa]bP]SX]RaTPbTcWT
]d\QTa^U]PcdaP[SXbPbcTabcWPc^RRda
f^a[SfXSTbdRWPbWdaaXRP]TbP]SfX[SUXaTb
0]SXcV^TbQTh^]ScWPcQhP[cTaX]VfWTaT
b_TRXTb[XeTW^fcWThX]cTaPRcP]ScWTcX\X]V
^UQX^[^VXRP[TeT]cbfWXRWR^d[S
Ud]SP\T]cP[[hcaP]bU^a\RdaaT]cTR^bhbcT\b
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FWX[TTeTah^]TPa^d]ScWTf^a[SUTT[b
cWTTUUTRcb^UR[X\PcTRWP]VTcWT\^bc
ed[]TaPQ[TPaT_T^_[T[XeX]VX]cWT_^^aTbc
R^]SXcX^]b°FTbTTcWXbTeTahSPhX]
<d\QPXPRXchfWXRWXbQTR^\X]VfPa\Ta
P]SUPRX]VTgcaT\TP]Sd]_aTSXRcPQ[T
aPX]UP[[±BcTUP]^5d]PaXP]d_RhR[X]V
T]caT_aT]TdacT[[bdb
FWPcPaTfTS^X]VPQ^dcXc.°<h^_X]X^]
XbcWPcfTPaTS^X]VP[^cQdcd]U^acd]PcT[h
]^cT]^dVWCWXbXbPRWP[[T]VT^UT_^RWP[
_a^_^acX^]bcWPcRP[[bU^aTgcaP^aSX]Pah
\TPbdaTbUa^\P[[cWT\PY^abcPZTW^[STab
6^eTa]\T]cbP]S[PaVTR^a_^aPcX^]bX]cWT
UXabc_[PRTCWT[^]VcTa\aXbZ^UR[X\PcT
RWP]VTXbQXVVTacWP]cWT^]T_^bTSQh
2>E83 (QdccWTaTb^daRTbX]eTbcTSPaTQh
UPa]^cPccWTbP\T[TeT[5X]P]RXP[X]cTaTbcb
PaTbcX[[PQb^[dcT[hSXRcPcX]VcWTPVT]SPP]S
fTPaTad]]X]V^dc^UcX\T±WTPSSb
hTPabPV^5d]PaX[TUcWXbY^QX]4da^_T
P]S\^eTSPRa^bbcWTf^a[Sc^cWTb[d\b^U
<d\QPX1TRPdbTWT]TTSTS_da_^bT
F^aZX]VX]cTRW]^[^VhfPbYdbc]^cRdccX]VXc
U^aWX\7T]TeTa[^^ZTSQPRZP]S
d]STabc^^SUa^\cWTeTahQTVX]]X]VcWPccWT

^][hfPh]^cc^QTR^]bcP]c[h[^bcX]
caP]b[PcX^]fPbc^aT[h^]PcadbcTSVa^d_^U
[^RP[_T^_[T°CWTRd[cdaP[VP_XbQXVP]S8
]TTSPR^]bcP]cSXP[^VdTfXcWUaXT]Sb
_Pac]TabP]SR^[[TPVdTbc^aTPScWTbXcdPcX^]b
P]S\PZT\hSTRXbX^]b<hQXVVTbcRWP[[T]VT
WPb_a^QPQ[hQTT]c^RaTPcTcWXbcadbcTS
Va^d_±bPhb5d]PaX
5d]PaXXbP]d_RhR[X]VT]caT_aT]Tda7Xb²8
fPbPBPaX³_a^YTRcXbP<d\QPX\TTcb<X[P]
UPbWX^][PQT[\PZX]VQ^[SPRRTbb^aXTbP]S
aTPShc^fTPaUa^\_aT[^eTS8]SXP]bPaXb
CWThf^aZbfXcWf^\T]Ua^\\PaVX]P[XbTS
R^\\d]XcXTbb^cWPccWThRP]RPaeT^dcP
QTccTaUdcdaTU^acWT\bT[eTbF^\T]P]S\T]
P[[^eTacWTf^a[SPaT]^fSaTbbTSX]bPaXb
BPaXbX]SXUUTaT]cPePcPabaTX\PVX]TSPb
[^d]VTfTPabW^TbP]SQPVb°8]b_XaTSQhcWT
f^aZ^U1P]V[PSTbWX=^QT[;PdaTPcTP]ScWT
U^d]STa^U6aP\TT]1P]Z?a^UHd]db8fPb
PBPaXXbX\_[T\T]cX]VPbdbcPX]PQ[TTR^
UaXT]S[h\^ST[fWXRWU^RdbTb^]P²caX_[T
Q^cc^\[X]T³R^]bcP]c[hP]P[hbX]VXcbb^RXP[
T]eXa^]\T]cP[P]SUX]P]RXP[X\_PRcP]S
eXPQX[XchP]Sd]STabcP]SX]VcWTaT[PcX^]bWX_
TPRWWPbfXcWcWT^cWTab±5d]PaXTg_[PX]b

D_RhR[X]VP[b^Z]^f]PbRaTPcXeTaTdbT
XbcWT_a^RTbb^UcaP]bU^a\X]VQh_a^SdRcb
fPbcT\PcTaXP[bdbT[Tbb^ad]fP]cTS
_a^SdRcbX]c^]Tf\PcTaXP[b^a_a^SdRcb
_TaRTXeTSc^QT^UVaTPcTa`dP[XchbdRWPb
PacXbcXReP[dT^aT]eXa^]\T]cP[eP[dT
°D_RhR[X]VRP]QTR^\_PaTSc^cWT
9P_P]TbTcTRW]X`dT^UFPQXBPQXcda]X]V
b^\TcWX]VSXbRPaSTSX]c^b^\TcWX]VeP[dPQ[T
P]SSTbXaPQ[T±bPhb5d]PaX7TbPhbcWPc
cWa^dVWbdRWP_a^RTbbcWTXaV^P[Xbc^aTSdRT
cWTX\_PRc^]^da_[P]Tc1dcX]cWTXaRPbT
cWThWPeTPbTR^]SX\_^acP]cV^P[c^^8]
UPRccWThT\_[^hf^\T]Ua^\<d\QPXb[d\b
c^\PZT_a^SdRcb0]SfWPc³bQTPdcXUd[XbcWPc
cWTbTf^\T]VTcd_RhR[TScWT\bT[eTbPb
cWThcaP]bU^a\cWTXa[XeTbX]b^\P]hfPhb
CWThbcPac^UUPbd]bZX[[TSP]Sd]T\_[^hTS
P]SQTR^\TcP[T]cTSPacXbP]bcWTSTbXV]Tab
^UcWTXa^f]UdcdaT
CP[ZX]VPQ^dccWTT]eXa^]\T]cP[QT]TUXcb
^Ud_RhR[X]V5d]PaXcT[[bdb°8]cWTcTgcX[T
UXT[Sd_RhR[X]VaT_[PRTbcWT]TTSc^_a^SdRT
]TfUPQaXRQhdbX]VcTgcX[T_a^SdRcbcWPc
P[aTPShTgXbcB^fTbPeTcWTfPcTaP]S[P]S
dbTSU^aVa^fX]V\PcTaXP[b[XZTR^cc^]0]S

fTbPeT^X[P]SfPcTadbTSU^a\PZX]V
bh]cWTcXRUXQaTb[XZT_^[hTbcTa0[[cWXb\TP]bP
WdVTaTSdRcX^]X]^daRPaQ^]T\XbbX^]b±
C^RaTPcTSTbXaPQ[TP]Sb^d[Ud[_a^SdRcb
cWPcT\_^fTa_T^_[TP]SaTb_TRc^da_[P]Tc
P]SP_[PcU^a\U^abdbcPX]PQ[TUPbWX^]QaP]Sb
cWPcbWPaTb^RXP[P]ST]eXa^]\T]cP[eP[dTb
5d]PaXbTcd_Pb^RXP[QdbX]TbbRP[[TS!]S
8]]X]Vb7P]SXRaPUcb°CWTeTahaTPb^]fT
TgXbcXbc^T\_^fTaf^\T]Ua^\]^cb^
_aXeX[TVTSQPRZVa^d]Sbc^QTR^\TcWT
PaRWXcTRcb^UcWTXaUdcdaT1dbX]TbbQTR^\Tb
\^aTQTPdcXUd[fWT]f^\T]bcPaccWaXeX]V±
bPhb5d]PaX
7TbPhbcWPccWTaTXbPQTPdcXUd[
caP]bU^a\PcX^]cWPccPZTb_[PRT®Ua^\
QT]TUXRXPaXTbcWTbTf^\T]QTR^\TPacXbP]b
PbcWTh[TPa]cWTbZX[[P]SbcPaccaP]bU^a\X]V
bPaXbX]c^R^]cT\_^aPahUPbWX^]_XTRTbCWTh
f^aZfXcW_aT[^eTS^a_^bcR^]bd\TafPbcT
P]S]^ceXaVX]\PcTaXP[bfWXRWWT[_bdb
aTSdRT^daRPaQ^]U^^c_aX]cP]SbPeTVP[[^]b
^UfPcTaCWTXaPX\Xbc^f^aZfXcW\^aT
f^\T]b^cWPccWThRP]\PZTPR^]bXSTaPQ[T
b^RXP[X\_PRcfWX[TcWThR^]cX]dTc^RaTPcT
QTPdcXUd[_a^SdRcbcWPc\X]X\XbTfPbcT
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xar Patel continued
his golden run in
favourable home conditions, grabbing
another five-wicket haul to put
India in the driver’s seat after
New Zealand were bowled out
for 296 despite an opening
stand of 151 on the third day
of the first Test here on
Saturday.
The left-arm spinner had a
couple of dream sessions when
he finally found the ideal pace
and turn off the surface to completely derail New Zealand’s
steady first innings. His final
figures read 34-6-62-5 as India
got a crucial 49-run first
innings lead, which
increased to 63 at
stumps.
Ravichandran
Ashwin was also
on the money

A

as he bowled 42.3 overs to finish on 3 for 82, inching closer
to becoming the third highest
Indian wicket-taker in Test
cricket.
Gujarat man Axar has been
terrific since he donned the
India whites at the start of the
year and now has as many as 32
wickets in just three and
half Tests.
The five-for was his fifth
having already got four in the
three Tests against England.
However, he will cherish
this one a bit more considering
that the track was not as diabolical as the ones in the England
series (second Test in Chennai
and the Pink Test in
Ahmedabad).
At stumps, the hosts were
14 for 1 after losing Shubman
Gill (1) for the second time to
Kyle Jamieson, who again
found a gaping hole between
his bat and pad.

With the deliveries keeping
wickedly low, New Zealand’s
chances of fighting it out in the
fourth innings will be pretty
low unless skipper Kane
Williamson produces one of his
steady knocks.
On the day, however, he
managed just 18 and when
Umesh Yadav’s in-cutter brought
about his downfall at the stroke
of lunch, the wheels of fortune
turned in favour of India.
This was after openers Will
Young (89 off 214 balls) and
Tom Latham (95 off 282 balls)
added 151 for the opening
stand but both, despite their
dogged display, missed out on
hundreds.
It was the second new
ball that did the trick
just before lunch as
Umesh (1/50 in 18
overs) pitched one
on off-stump,
which cut back

enough to find Williamson’s
pads.
The next two sessions
belonged to India as they got
eight wickets for just 99 runs.
Axar’s perseverance paid
off as he changed his line from
leg-middle to off-middle and
the release was at a greater
speed when compared to what
he did on the second evening.
He removed Ross Taylor
(11), Henry Nicholls (2) and
Latham within a space of 13
runs to completely upset Black
Caps’ rhythm.
It was in the post-lunch
session that Axar finally sent
down a classical left-arm spinner’s delivery.
There was a delivery that
had a bit of air and pitched on
length drawing Taylor forward
and then turned enough to take
an outside edge which went to
substitute keeper K S Bharat.
Bharat came in after regular

stumper Wriddhiman Saha
complained of a stiff neck.
Nicholls also tried sweeping a much fuller delivery
which turned back in and he
was found leg before.
Having understood that
on a slower track like this one,
the pace off the pitch needed to
increase, Axar gave it a tweak
at decent clip which saw
Latham beaten all ends up.
Bharat fumbled before he could
effect the stumping.
Prior to that, Latham hardly had any lapse of concentration as he played 47 overs of the
New Zealand innings.
Later on, Axar got Tom
Bundell (13 off 94 balls), who
looked to merely survive and
finally got a ‘shooter’ that
cleaned his defence.
Southee became his fifth
victim trying to play inside an
arm ball which turned enough
to hit the off-stump.

The pitch on the third day
didn’t change its character as it
stayed low and slow but the
Indian spinners did better as
the time progressed by varying
the pace of their deliveries.
During the session, Ashwin
was seen involved in an animated discussion with umpire
Nitin Menon after he decided
to come round the wicket
against Williamson and cautioned for walking on the dangerous area on his followthrough, which also obstructed the umpire’s view.
The intention was to create
a few roughs with his bowling
spikes in the region.
Menon, having understood
the motive, had a word with
Ashwin and skipper Ajinkya
Rahane and after some discussions, normalcy prevailed.
Later at the fag end of the
of day, Ashwin cleaned up the
visiting team’s tail.
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hirty two
wickets in
T
only seven Tests
innings is no mean
feat and Axar Patel
says the secret of his
success lies in enjoying his craft and
believing that he
can’t be ‘pigeonholed’ as a T20 specialist.
The left-arm
spinner took 5 wickets for 62 runs to
bring India back in

the first Test against New
Zealand.
It was his fifth fifer in
just seven completed Test
innings, an incredible feat in
its own way even if he bowled
in spin-friendly conditions.
“Whenever I have played
first-class or India A, I have
done well. I have never seen
myself as a white ball specialist,” Patel made it clear that he
doesn’t like being bracketed.
For the left-arm orthodox
from Gujarat, it’s all in the
mind. “It’s all in mind-set as
to what you perceive yourself
as - a white ball specialist or
red ball specialist. I always had
the belief that whenever I get
a chance I will do well.
“Obviously, I give credit to
team members for having
faith in me and I have been
able to stand up to their
expectations.”

But does he feel extra
pressure that two world class
spinners in Ravichandran
Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja
are also in the same eleven?
“Whenever I go to the ground,
I try and enjoy and not think
about whether Ashwin bhai
and Jaddu are there,” he made
his thought-process clear.
“When I have ball in my
hand, I just try and see to it
that I am enjoying my bowling, trying to read the wicket
and understand what’s happening, how it’s behaving and
plan accordingly,” he elaborated.
He is not at all bothered
whether he has a lead role or
a supporting one. “I don’t
think about whether my role
is a lead one or whether there
are senior bowlers around
me, I only think about my
bowling and what is required

to be done in that particular
spell,” he added.
USING THE CREASE
Axar made subtle changes
while bowling on Saturday
compared to his first spell on
the second day and the key
was to play with varied angles,
mixing the pace of his deliveries. “I used the crease much
more today and I didn’t use
the crease a lot in the 10 overs
that I bowled yesterday. “I was
using the crease by going
wide and coming near the
stumps, creating various
angles, and that helped me get
a lot of purchase,” he said
when asked about what kind
of changes he brought about
on Saturday.
CRACKS HAVEN’T
OPENED MUCH
Patel assessed that the

pitch isn’t as difficult as it may
seem as only the odd ball is
turning or keeping low but at
the same time reminded that
patience will be the key.
“Our batters were present
at the ground and they also
have a fair idea. We were discussing that cracks haven’t
opened much and only the
odd ball is doing a bit, if you
play the ball on its merit,
there won’t be much trouble,”
he said.
“There isn’t any uneven
bounce as such. An odd ball
is either turning or keeping
low. If they start bowling a
disciplined line and keep
patience then only our batters
can face some trouble. I will
advise our batters to keep
patience and put the bad balls
away,” he said.
RAHUL SIR, AJJU BHAI
WERE CALM
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WHEN WICKETS
WEREN’T COMING
Patel is happy that standin captain Ajinkya Rahane
and head coach Rahul Dravid
helped in keeping a calm
dressing room when the team
did not get any wicket for 67
overs.
“Obviously, if you don’t
get wicket for 67 overs, it’s

6WDUSOD\HUVQHZWHDPVDQG$XFWLRQ
rom the 2022 season onwards, the IPL is going to be a 10-team affair after the inclusion of two new teams from Lucknow and Ahmedabad. But before the action begins on the cricket field, the ten teams will
battle against each other on the auction table to get the star players in their ranks. And the process of it has started, with the existing eight franchises having the option to retain as many as four players from
the previous squad. While the two new teams will have the right to pick three players before the mega auction. The Pioneer’s DRITI ATRI tells about the players that can be retained by their sides.
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he Mumbai Indians are the
irat has represented RCB since the inaugural season of the
espite struggling for form in the previous two
C, in all likelihood, will retain local lad
most successful IPL team,
T
V
IPL and, despite his decision to step down from the cap- Dseasons, the Chennai Super Kings have all but
D
Rishabh Pant ahead of Shreyas Iyer, who is likehaving won five trophies and two
taincy, he is the most important player for Bangalore.
confirmed that MS Dhoni will play for the fourly to go in the auction pool, as he is looking for an
back-to-back titles in 2019 and
2020.They will have to let go
many star players like Quinton de
Kock, Trent Boult, Suryakumar
Yadav, or even Hardik and
Krunal Pandya from that winning squad. But they will retain
skipper Rohit Sharma, Jasprit
Bumrah, Kieron Pollard and,
most likely, Ishan Kishan. Rohit
and Bumrah are irreplaceable
players in the MI line-up and
have played a big role in the
Mumbai Indians’ success over the
years. Pollard has represented MI
for 12 years now and is one of the
most experienced 3D players in
T20 history. As for Ishan, he is a
young, explosive batsman who
can serve the franchise for many
more years to come.

With Ab de Villiers’ retirement from cricket, Australian
all-rounder Glenn Maxwell, on the back of his strong IPL 2021
performance, could be retained by the franchise. Apart from
the duo, Yuzvendra Chahal, Devdutt Padikkal, Mohammed
Siraj, and 2021 edition purple cap winner Harshal Patel could
be retained.

:>;:0C0:=867CA834AB
ndre Russell, Sunil Narine, Varun Chakravarthy, Shubman
A
Gill, and Venkatesh Iyer. KKR will have to choose between
the five, and the rest of the previous season’s squad is likely to
go to auction. Shubman is a young, talented Indian batsman
who is one for the future and could also be the next captain for
the Kolkata side. While Venkatesh Iyer has impressed everyone in the second phase of the IPL 2021, he has also been selected to represent India in the New Zealand T20s.
While Sunil Narine and Andre Russell are KKR legends and
have served the franchise for almost a decade now, they have
played a major role in two title wins.

A090BC70=A>H0;B
anju Samson is the first player the inaugurSupcoming
al champions would like to keep for the
season, and they can only choose
two from the English trio of Ben Stokes, Jos
Buttler, and Jofra Archer.
All three are among the best players in T20

cricket and it will be a tough call to decide
between them. But RR can go with Buttler and
Archer over Stokes because of the impact they
had on the franchise during their stint.
Both Archer and Stokes are struggling with
injuries at the moment, and the RR management will keep a keen eye on that injury development as well ahead of making any decision.

time IPL champions again in the upcoming season.
Another player who Chennai would like to
keep is Ravindra Jadeja.The ace all-rounder is one
of the best finishers in world cricket at the moment
and is also an exceptional fielder.
Also, the 2021 season’s leading run getter,
Ruturaj Gaikwad, and his opening partner, Faf du
Plessis, could be retained by the yellow army. Sam
Curran and Moeen Ali’s names are also in the fray,
but Suresh Raina is likely to part ways with CSK
now after more than a decade of bonding.

?D=901:8=6B
L Rahul is the most in-form batsman in
the IPL since he joined the Punjab Kings
in 2018. He scored 659 runs in 2018, 593 in
2019, 670 in 2020 and 626 in 2021 for the
Mohali-based side. But despite that, the team
has failed to make any major impact in the
tournament and is still struggling for its
maiden IPL title.
If KL Rahul decides to leave Punjab, it will
be a huge blow for the team.
In the event that KL leaves, Punjab can
retain Mayank Agarwal and Mohammed
Shami. Apart from being Indian players, the duo
have performed well in the last few seasons and
are the key players in the PBKS setup.

K

opportunity to lead an IPL team and he will not be
short of suitors as well, particularly after his
impressive stint as DC captain in the 2019 and 2020
seasons.
According to reports, DC will retain young
opener Prithvi Shaw, all-rounder Axar Patel and
South African pacer Anrich Nortje ahead of the
mega auctions, which means Shikhar Dhawan,
Ravichandran Ashwin and Kagiso Rabada will
go to the auction pool.
Shaw and Axar are young and have made a
name for themselves in the IPL circuit and can
serve DC for many more years to come.

BD=A8B4AB7H34A0103
unrisers Hyderabad finished last in the 2021
Sin their
IPL and are likely to undergo major changes
team combination ahead of the new season.
With the BCCI stating that only two overseas players can be retained, one of David Warner,
Kane Williamson, or Rashid Khan must depart,
and it is most likely that David Warner will be
the one to go, especially after being dropped from
the squad during the second phase of the 2021
IPL.
Even though he redeemed his pride by being
the Man of the Tournament in the 2021 T20
World Cup, SRH is unlikely to retain him.
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tough but the dressing room
was calm as Ajju bhai and
Rahul sir kept a calm environment. They said we have to
keep patience because if we
get one, we will get a few
more and then we can make
inroads,” he said. “We got the
reward for our persistence in
the first and second session,”
he signed off.
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he ICC on Saturday
called off an ongoing
qualifier for next
year’s Women’s ODI
World Cup in Harare following the emergence of a new
COVID-19 variant in the
African region, paving the
way for Pakistan, West Indies
and Bangladesh to make the
cut on the basis of rankings.

T

Travel restrictions have
been introduced from a number of African countries after
detection of the new variant
in South Africa stoked fears
around the world.
The ICC said the decision
to stop the event was based
on its concerns about how the
participating teams would
head back in the wake of
Omicron variant’s rise.
The decision was taken
during the preliminary league
phase of the nine-team tournament, that was to decide
the final three qualifiers for
the World Cup 2022, to be
played in New Zealand, as
well as two additional teams
for the next cycle of the ICC
Women’s Championship.
“The qualifiers will now
be decided according to the

team rankings as detailed in
the tournament playing conditions.
Therefore, Bangladesh,
Pakistan and the West Indies
will now progress to the event

in New Zealand,” said the
ICC in a statement.
Play in two of the three
matches s chedu led for
Saturday – Z imbabwe v
Pakistan and USA v Thailand

– started as scheduled but the
third fixture of the day,
between the West Indies and
Sri Lanka, could not be staged
as a member of the Sri Lanka
team support staff tested pos-

itive for COVID-19.
“We are incredibly disappointed to have to cancel the
remainder of this event but
with travel restrictions from
a number of African countries being imposed at such
short notice there was a serious risk that teams would be
unable to return home,” ICC
Head of Events Chris Tetley
said.
“We have explored a
number of options to allow us
to complete the event but it
isn’t feasible and we will fly
the teams out of Zimbabwe as
soon as possible.
The teams who have
qualified for the World Cup
are Australia, England, India,
South Africa, New Zealand
(hosts), Pakistan, West Indies
and Bangladesh.
The mega event will be
held in New Zealand from
March 4 to April 3.
“The number of teams in
the third cycle of the ICC
Women’s C hampionship
(from 2022-2025) has been
increased from eight to ten,
and these teams will be
Australia, England, India,
South Africa, New Zealand,
Pa kist an, West Indies,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and
Ireland,” the statement added.
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World Cup in Qatar is sure to be witheither Italy or Cristiano Ronaldo.
Theout
Italy and Portugal, the current and previous
European champions, were drawn into the same
qualifying playoff bracket on Friday, meaning
at least one will fail to qualify for next year’s tournament.
Italy will first face North Macedonia at home
in a playoff semifinal next March, and the winner will play away at either Portugal or Turkey
for a spot at the World Cup.
Four-time champion Italy failed to qualify
for the 2018 World Cup, missing the tournament
for the first time since 1958 after losing in the
playoffs to Sweden. Now, after winning Euro
2020 in July, it may have to beat Euro 2016 champion Portugal to avoid a second straight failure.
“It’s not a great draw and it could have gone
better,” Italy coach Roberto Mancini acknowledged.
“Just like we wanted to avoid Portugal, they
would have wanted to avoid Italy.”
Ronaldo has led Portugal to every World
Cup since 2006 and this could be his last attempt
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akistan made a strong reply and reached
P
145 for no loss after fast bowler Hasan
Ali claimed 5-51 to dismiss Bangladesh for
330 on day two of the opening test on
Saturday.
Openers Abid Ali and debutant
Abdullah Shafique played out the second and
third sessions comfortably in a good batting
track to cut the deficit to 185 runs.
Abid, who reached the 1,000-run mark
in his 15th test, closed in on his fourth century, remaining unbeaten on 93 at stumps,
owing to bad light. Shafique overcame a
nervy start to finish the day on 52 not out.
“We are in good position now and will
try to take it session by session,” Ali said.
“Our first target is to go past Bangladesh’s
330 and then we will try to take a big lead
to give our bowlers an advantage.”
Abid struck the first three boundaries
when Shafique struggled to get off the mark.
Shafique flicked through midwicket for

four off pacer Abu Jayed and grew with confidence.
Abid was fluent in his approach and
glanced offspinner Mehidy Hasan for a couple to reach his third half-century off 84 balls.
Shafique brought up his half-century in
style, clubbing occasional bowler Mominul
Haque for the maximum.
Bangladesh’s hope of racking up a substantial total was dashed by fast bowler
Hasan Ali earlier.

Ali broke Bangladesh’s resistance in the
first session as the home side resumed on
253-4.
He alone took four wickets on day two
with Bangladesh adding just 77 runs for the
rest of the six wickets.
Ali’s sixth five-for was well-complemented by his new ball partner Shaheen Shah
Afridi who returned figures of 2-70 and
medium pacer Faheem Ashraf, 2-54.
For Bangladesh, Liton Das top-scored
with 114 after hitting his maiden century and
Mushfiqur Rahim added 91. Mehidy Hasan
was not out on 38.
Liton, starting the day with 113, added
just one run before Ali had him leg-before,
which the umpire disagreed, only for the
decision be overturned on review.
“At this moment, Pakistan is dominating the game but we still have the chance to
hit back,” Liton said. “We need to take some
wickets quickly tomorrow and only then we
can keep pressure on them.”
Debutant Yasir Ali spent some nervy
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ce Indian shuttler P
V
Sindhu’s
A
impressive campaign
at the Indonesia Open
came to an end after
she lost her hardfought semifinal to former world champion
R atchanok Intanon,
here on Saturday.
Third seed Sindhu, a
two-t ime Olympic
medallist, lost 21-15
9-21 14-21 to world
number eight and second seeded Ratchanok
in 54 minutes for her
third semifinal finish
on the trot.The 26-yearold Sindhu had made it to
the last four in Indonesia
Masters last week
and also at the
French Open in
October.
World number
11 men’s doubles

pair of
Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty, seeded sixth, lost exited the
Super 1000 tournament
after a 16-21 18-21 defeat
to top seeded Indonesian
combination of Marcus
Fernaldi Gideon and
Ke vin
Sanjaya
Su kamu lj o in t he
semifinals.
It was 10t h
straight defeat for the
Indian pair against
the world number one
pair, a two-time former All England Open
champions and reigning
Asian Games gold medallist.
It was thus curtains for India at the

USD 850,000 tournament.
Sindhu, ranked seven in
the world, came into the
match with a 4-6 head-tohead count, having lost to the
Thai player in the last two
meetings.
The Indian made a good
start, slowly moving to a 8-3
lead early on. Ratchanok narrowed it down to 9-10 before
Sindhu entered the break
with a slender one-point
advantage.
Sindhu grabbed three
straight points to march
ahead and didn’t look back as
she pocketed the opening
game.
Ratchanok got her
bearings back and came back
roaring into the match as she
build up a lead of 11-7 at the
interval in the second game.
The Thai shuttler grabbed
nine of the next 10 points
from 12-8 to leave Sindhu
gasping.
It was Sindhu who hand-

ed 11 game p oints to
Ratchanok after going to the
net and the Thai shuttler
sealed it with a smash on her
opponent’s forehand.
The thai player continued
her impressive run in the
decider as she ran to a healthy
11-6 lead with Sindhu committing too many errors.
Sindhu resumed with a
cross court drop but a misjudgement at the backline
and then an error at the net
meant Ratchanok continued
to move ahead.
The Indian had a good
run of four points as she
reached 13-16 but Ratchanok
once again snapped the run
of points and moved to seven
match points.
A net error delayed the
inevitable as R atchanok
sealed the contest with a precise return at the forecourt.
Sindhu, the reigning world
champion, last reached the
finals at the Swiss Open.

moments in the crease and survived a legbefore review by Pakistan.
However, he got off the mark in international cricket with a cover-drive four off
Afridi on the 14th ball he faced.
But Ali tested him with short balls and
finally rattled him stump with a delivery that
jagged in sharply.
Bangladesh relied on overnight unbeaten Mushfiqur to take the side to safety and
he grew with confidence, hitting Afridi for
a boundary through backward point.
Medium pacer Ashraf moved the ball
nicely to coax an edge from him as
Mushfiqur, who reviewed the decision in
vain, fell nine runs short of his eighth century.
After losing three wickets for just 23
runs, the much-needed resistance came from
Mehidy Hasan who guided lower order amid
the well directed short ball barrage of
Afridi and Ali.
Hasan Ali cleaned up the tail to bring an
end to the innings.

at winning international soccer’s biggest trophy.
He will turn 37 before next year’s tournament
starts.
Ronaldo helped Portugal get through the
playoffs for the 2014 World Cup, scoring a hat
trick in a 3-2 win over Sweden that featured an
epic duel between superstars, with Zlatan
Ibrahimovic netting twice for the Swedes.
“It’s not worth thinking about (Italy),”
Portugal coach Fernando Santos said.
“It’s important that we concentrate on beating Turkey.”
Also in the 12-team draw, Scotland will face
Ukraine at home, and the winner will play at
Wales or Austria in the final of their bracket.
Russia will host Poland for the right to face
Sweden or the Czech Republic in their bracket
final. Russia or Poland will host the final.
Scotland looks to end a 24-year wait to play
at the World Cup while Wales’ only appearance
was in 1958.
“At the moment, the way the team is playing, the confidence the boys have got, we would
be happy to play anyone, anywhere,” said
Scotland coach Steve Clarke, whose team has
won six straight since September.
However, Ukraine won at Hampden Park in
June, in the Euro 2020 round of 16 against
Sweden, and went unbeaten through a World
Cup qualifying group won by France.
Sweden will not have Ibrahimovic for its
semifinal against the Czechs. The 40-year-old
forward has a one-game ban for getting yellow
cards in the qualifying group.
“We already did it last time (in 2018) and
we of course (know) that we can do it again,”
said Sweden coach Janne Andersson.
The six playoff semifinals will be played as
single-leg games March 24. The three finals are
played five days later.

India in quarters of women’s doubles,
mixed doubles at World Championships
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anika Batra has reached the
quarterfinals in the mixed and
M
women’s doubles events at the World
Table Tennis Championships, putting
India just one win away from a historic
medal.
Manika and Archana Kamath
defeated Hungary’s Dora Madarasz

and Georgina Pota 11-4 11-9 6-11 117 in the women’s doubles round of 16
here on Friday.
They face Luxembourg’s Sarah de
Nutte and Xia Lian Ni for a place in
the semifinals. Bronze medals will be
awarded to all the losing semifinalists
in the competition.
In the mixed doubles, Manika and
G Sathiyan scripted a valiant comeback against USA-China combine of
Kanak Jha and Wang Manyu after losing the first two games to reach the
quarterfinals.
The Indian pair won 15-17 10-12
12-10 11-6 11-7. They will meet
Japan’s Harimoto Tomokazu and
Hayata Hina in the quarterfinals.
However, the mixed doubles pairing of Sharath Kamal and Archana lost
their round of 16 match to France’s Jia
Nan Yuan and Emmanuel Lebesson.
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pep talk from Olympic
bronze medal-winning
captain Manpreet Singh and
star dragflicker Harmanpreet
Singh helped defending champions India to turn the tables
after a disappointing outing
against France in their opening
match of the FIH Men’s Junior
Hockey World Cup here.
Tournament favourites
India were stunned by underdogs France 4-5 in their opening match of the premier junior
tournament before the title
holders bounced back in style
to thrash Canada 13-1.
India will play Poland in
their must-win last Pool B
match here on Saturday to
qualify for the quarterfinals.
“I just told them to believe
in themselves and play as a
team.
They have a lot of fighting
spirit. I just said to focus on
their own game. We have been
speaking continuously with
them,” Manpreet said during a
virtual media interaction on
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Saturday.
“I spoke to (skipper) Vivek
(Sagar Prasad) after the first
match and told him to lead
from the front in the ground.
I advised him to improve communication between the players which was lacking against
France. Important is to enjoy
win or loss as a team.”
Manpreet’s
deputy
Harmanpreet also passed on
his experience to the dragflickers and India’s backline after the
France match.
“I have been talking to
them about positioning and

basics. The positioning of freeman is very important and I
discussed that with the junior
players in detail,” he said.
Haramanpreet said he also had
elaborate
discussion
with vice-captain of the junior
team and dragflicker Sanjay
Kumar, who scored two consecutive hat-tricks in the tournament so far.
“He (Sanjay) is doing very
well. I just told him to stay
focussed on the chances he
gets. He plays as a freeman so
I advised him about his positioning,” he said.
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op-ranked Novak Djokovic secured a
victory for Serbia, 40-year-old Feliciano
T
Lopez got defending champion Spain off to
a solid start, and a young Italian team rolled
past the 32-time champion United States in
the Davis Cup Finals here.
Djokovic beat Dennis Novak 6-3 6-2
to give Serbia a 2-0 lead over host Austria
after Dusan Lajovic had defeated Gerald
Melzer in three sets to open the best-of-three
series in Group F on Friday.
The victory extended Djokovic’s
winning streak in Davis Cup singles matches to 15.
“It feels great to play for Serbia again,”
said Djokovic, who helped his country win
the Davis Cup in 2010 but more recently
failed to win a medal in either singles or
mixed doubles at the Tokyo Olympics.
“It’s been a long year but you always find
motivation playing for your country.”
Djokovic won seven consecutive games
from 3-3 in the first set to take control.
“I’m really pleased with the way I ended
the match today,” he said.
Djokovic had also been scheduled to
play in a potentially decisive doubles match

but then was replaced by Nikola Cacic after
winning his singles match.
Lopez gave Spain an early lead over
Ecuador in Group A with a 6-3 6-3 win over
Roberto Quiroz at home in Madrid. Then

Pablo Carreno Busta edged Emilio Gomez
5-7 6-3 7-6 (5).
Lopez was thrust into singles action
when Carlos Alcaraz had to be dropped from
the team after testing positive for the coro-
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navirus on Thursday, as Spain was already
without injured Rafael Nadal and Roberto
Bautista Agut.
The United States, meanwhile, got off to
a rough start against host Italy in Turin.
Lorenzo Sonego beat Reilly Opelka 6-3 7-6
(4) in his home city in Group E and then
Jannik Sinner dominated against John Isner
6-2, 6-0.
Rajeev Ram and Jack Sock beat Fabio
Fognini and Lorenzo Musetti in doubles 76 (5) 6-2 to make the final score 2-1.
Still, for an Italian team missing its top
player, Matteo Berrettini — who is injured
— it was quite a start.
“There were a lot of firsts today: Sonego
and Sinner made their Davis Cup debuts, I
made my debut as captain, Musetti also made
his debut and played with Fognini for the first
time,” said Italy captain Filippo Volandri. “But
this is only the first step.”
Each matchup on indoor hard courts is
a best-of-three series featuring two singles
and one doubles match. The six group winners plus the two second-place teams with
the best records based on sets and games will
advance to the quarterfinals.
The semifinals and final will be played
in Madrid.

Lopez, who was once ranked as high as
No. 12, has fallen outside the top 100 in both
singles and doubles. His career has gone on
for so long that he has already started his
post-playing career, having been named the
Madrid Open tournament director.
“I still have the passion for the game. This
is obvious,” Lopez said.
“I’ve been waiting for an opportunity like
this. I didn’t expect to be playing but many
things happened this week. … I ended up
playing a great match.”
The big-serving Opelka double-faulted
to hand Sonego the only break of their match
and then made a few more errors in the
tiebreaker as the Italian closed it out with a
volley winner on his first match point.
Isner, who is also one of the biggest
servers on tour, held serve only twice against
the 20-year-old Sinner, a new top-10 entrant.
“I can’t remember a match that I lost that
easily,” Isner said.
“Maybe this is the first time. ... I wasn’t
getting any free points.
It made it very tough for me. He was
locked in. He’s hitting the ball extremely well
and has a lot of confidence. ... Even if I played
at my absolute best, I don’t know if I could
have beaten him today.”
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aryana’s Sarabjot Singh was
crowned the National
H
Champion for the first time in
his short career after winning the
men’s 10m air pistol event while
young sensation Saurabh
Chaudhary finished fourth, here
on Saturday.
Going into the final two
aims of the 24-shot final,
Sarabjot trailed his state-mate
Shiva Narwal by 0.5 points.
The youngster then hit 10
and 10.5 to Shiva’s 10.1 and 9.3
to emerge victorious with 242.3
points at the Dr. Karni Singh
Shooting Range.
Shiva settled for silver with
241.7, 0.6 points behind
Sarabjot. Delhi’s Harsh Gupta
was third with 221.2, while topranked Indian and Asian Games
champion Saurabh Chaudhary
ended fourth with 200.9.
Shiva, however, picked up
the junior men’s title piping
Saurabh Chaudhary by a wafer
thin margin of 0.2 points in the
final.
His score of 246.7 was also
a national finals record, ironically previously held by Uttar
Pradesh’s Saurabh at 245.30.
Saurabh too went past his
record, winning silver with
246.5. Sarabjot settled for bronze
in this one with 225.4.
Shiva then also went on to
win the Youth Men’s title in the
discipline, prevailing over
Haryana’s Sagar Bhargava 243.1
to 239.4. Arif Malik of U.P won
bronze with 216.2.
Over 4500 athletes are participating in the 64th National
Shooting Championship in
Pistol events scheduled to run till
December 6.
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Q Your performance in Bhoot Police

earned massive acclaim. How challenging
was it to do a horror-comedy?
My character had to do more with horror than comedy. Due to COVID-19, we
couldn’t do any of the formal physical training. We did the best we could on the set itself
in terms of the physical transformation, getting the look right, and getting what the
director’s wants. With horror-comedy, you
can go overboard. But the idea was to stay
on the other side of the line. It was challenging because we had to shoot in the cold with
heavy make-up. I remember shooting in a
storm and rain with bare feet. When we
watch a film, we don’t see the struggle
behind the camera. I am glad that people
saw the honest attempt in my performance
and the project.
Q You have back-to-back hits — Uri, Bala
and now Bhoot Police. What’s the secret?
There is no secret. There are actors
who have been doing this far too long now.
Your sensibilities as an actor grow with
time. They get better as you gain more
experience. Your understanding of cinema
and perspective widens, and that really
matters. I like to lean on my instincts. Of
course, some projects don’t resonate with
the audience but that’s okay. My attempt
will always be to look for that substance in
a film. I want to choose a script where there
is an honest attempt and some purity in it. I
don’t want to be a part of a project making.
I want to be a part of the cinema.
Q You have a string of releases in the
pipeline in different genres. How difficult
or easy was it to switch from one character
to another?
It is not easy, and it takes a little time.
Unfortunately, the way the pandemic hit
us, it did change the narrative of work
style. Because we had to be cautious, we
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T^_[TfW^R^^ZPTP[fPhb
[^^ZX]VU^acX_bP]ScaXRZb
X]R^^ZX]VcWPcfX[[\PZT
WTXacPbZTPbhCWThP[fPhb
S^]³cfP]cc^fPbcTcWT
eTVVXTbcWPccWThWPeTQ^dVWc
0bX\_[TcaXRZc^T]bdaTcWPc
cWTRPd[XU[^fTaXbUaTT^UP]h
f^a\bP]SSXaccPZTfPcTaPSS
P[Xcc[TbP[c2dcU[^aTcbRWTRZ
U^aP]hX]bTRcbf^a\b
AT\^eTcWT\P]SVXeTcWT
_XTRTbPQ^X[0[[cWTSXacfX[[
R^\T^UUP]Sh^dfX[[QT[TUc
fXcWR[TP]RPd[XU[^fTU[^aTcb
0[^c^U_T^_[TS^]³cTPc
\dbWa^^\bQTRPdbTcWThUX]SXccTSX^dbc^R[TP]CPZTPa^dVW
R[^cWP]ScWT\dbWa^^^\bR[TP]fXcWcWTR[^cW0]P[cTa]PcXeTXb
c^cPZTb^\TfWTPcU[^daP]SR[TP]\dbWa^^\bfXcWXc6T]c[h
adQcWT\dbWa^^\bfXcWcWTU[^da;^P]SQTW^[Sh^dfX[[WPeT
R[TP]\dbWa^^\bfXcWX]PR^d_[T^U\X]dcTbCahP]SPe^XS
fPbWX]VcWT\bX]RTcWThPQb^aQfPcTaP]Sh^dfX[[QT[TUcfXcW
[^cb^UfPcTafWT]h^dR^^ZcWT\
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^h^dfP]c
h^daQTSc^
[^^Z[XZTXc
fPbb^\TcWX]V
cWPch^dbPfX]
P]X]cTaX^a
STbXV]Ta³b
\PVPiX]T.5aTc
]^cCWTZThc^
\PZX]VXcUTT[
[dgdaX^dbP]S
W^cT[[XZTXb
bX\_[TDbTRaXb_
fWXcT[X]T]bP]S
_[d\_QTSSX]VP]S_X[[^fb5aTbWfWXcTQTSSX]VXbTPbhc^UX]SPc
\^bc\PY^aW^\TV^^Sbbc^aTbCWT]bX\_[h[PhTaX]cf^^acWaTT
^UcWTbP\TPRRT]c_X[[^fbX]Ua^]cfWXRWXbTPbhc^RWP]VT
bTPb^]P[[h
DbTPR^\U^acTa^aSdeTcX]Pb^[XSR^[^da^abdQc[T_PccTa]*
_dcR^^aSX]PcTS_X[[^fbWP\b^]cWTQTS_X[[^fbP]SPSSP]^cWTa
STR^aPcXeT_X[[^f^acf^U^aP]d_SPcTS[^^ZcWPcfX[[\PZTh^dUTT[
[XZTh^dYdbcbcT__TX]c^PQTSa^^\cWPcXbf^acWUX]SX]VXcbfPh
X]c^PRaTPcXeT\PVPiX]T8cfX[[P[b^WT[_h^dTPa]Qa^f]XT_^X]cb
fXcWh^dab_^dbT4]cTaX]VPQTPdcXUd[QTSa^^\PUcTaP[^]VP]S
cXaX]VSPhRP]QTaT[PgX]V
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PbWX^]YTfT[[TahXb[PSXTb\^bc
X\_^acP]cR^\_P]X^]c^R^\_[TcT
P]h[^^ZFWT]XcR^\Tbc^caPeT[
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R^[[TRcX^]^UCaPeT[0RRTbb^aXTbc^PSS
cWPcV^[ST]c^dRWc^h^da[^^Z;PhTaX]V
]TRZ[PRTbPaTP[fPhbPcaT]SbTccTa[XZT
5XUX6^[S?[PcTS[PhTaTS]TRZ[PRTbTc
fWXRWXbPUPbWX^]bcP_[TP]SXSTP[U^aP[[
caPeT[[^^Zb0dbcaXP]2ahbcP[BcdSSTS
7^^_4PaaX]VbRP]QTcTP\TSd_fXcW
\PgXSaTbbTbc^PSSP]T[T\T]c^Ubch[T
P[^]VfXcW0]PQT[[T<d[cX2WPa\b=TRZ[PRT:[XbbPP³b0RRTbb^aXTb
PaTP]PQb^[dcT\dbcWPeTX]h^dafPaSa^QTPbcWThPaTR[Pbbh
\X]X\P[PRRTbb^aXTbfWXRWRP]QTPS^a]TSUa^\SPf]c^SdbZCWT
'ZV^[S_[PcTSCaX]XchQaPRT[TcbP]SRWPa\QaPRT[TcbPaT_TaUTRcU^a
[d]RWT^]b2^\_[TcTh^da0<c^?<[^^ZfXcWT[TVP]cIT]XcW<d[cX
2WPa\6^[S2dUU1P]V[TP[^]VfXcWU[PccTaX]V6^[S4eX[4hT2^X]
=TRZ[PRT;TbbXb\^aTfXcW:[XbbPP³b\X]X\P[caPeT[PRRTbb^aXTbU^a
bcd]]X]VW^[XSPh[^^Zb
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had put health first. So, it required more
work. For instance, when I was shooting
for Dasvi and A Thursday, I was working
back-to-back. The day I landed from Agra,
I went to the sets of A Thursday to get the
feel of it. I am extremely thorough with my
scripts and homework. I wish I had gotten
more time to prep.
Q You have explored various genres. What
kind of roles interest you?
I would play a real-life character and be
a part of an inspiring story. I would love to
do a costume drama, play a warrior princess,
or essay a strong political figure. I don’t
know if it is even possible, but I would love
to essay Madhubala on screen. There are so
many inspiring stories and stories that you
would love to experience. I would love to do
comedy again.
Q From where do you get the inspiration of
essaying such varied roles?
The motivation comes from within. It
lies in your instincts and what you gravitate
towards. I feel you never know what you
can do until you try. Hence, I have given
these films as examples. You got to be free
and uninhibited to let yourself explore. I
look up to some actors who are brilliant in
whatever they do and are so diverse. I feel
inspired when I watch a good film or performance. I start imagining myself in that
idea.
Q People call you the girl with a Midas
touch. How does it feel?
That's really sweet if someone thinks
that. I want to keep working in the right
direction and hopefully get more interesting
projects. That’s the only reason why anyone
would like to know about me or write about
me. This relationship is based on the good
work that I do. And that’s only possible when
I do a project that I like rather than something that is working.
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strong beauty activist
and mental health advocate, Shree Saini is a
resilient fighter with
indomitable spirit, she
battled all unforeseen circumstances
in her life, and in a short span of
time she won millions of hearts and
became America’s sweetheart. Born
in Punjab and raised in Washington,
Saini was crowned Miss World
America 2021 at the Miss World
America headquarters in Los
Angeles to represent the country at
the prestigious global platform.
She is the winner of three significant awards at the beauty
pageant —Miss Hope Heart
Washington, Miss India USA and
Miss India Worldwide.
As the current Miss World
America, she is preparing for Miss
World preliminaries and contributing her time for social work
with organisations such as CRY,
UNICEF and her own Shree Saini
Foundation, a non-profit.
“Being bedridden after my heart
surgery and accident caused a lot of
emotional trauma. I understood
that emotional well-being is even
more important than physical
health. I read books and my parents
encouraged me to share my life
story to inspire others,” says Saini.
It is true that it is you who
makes the decision of living a
happy life or a sad one and people
around you just make it better or
worse. Saini says that though she
grew up in a small town, people
with her were very encouraging and
loving.
People in small towns do have
big dreams but it doesn’t come easy
for them, adversities take over. It is
important that you reach out and

A

seek help, seek mentors and counselling. “I spent suffering in my own
home and mind, reach out and seek
help, seek mentors, seek help from
counselors, we have a lot of
resources, speak to your pastor,
apply for extra curricular activities,
find motivational videos and listen
to audio books, challenge yourself
to face fears and grow while facing
fears, when you do the things that
you fear the most, fear has no power
on you, you have conquered fear,”
says Saini.
Saini’s adversities helped her to
have a bigger perspective. “I do not
get consumed by my challenges
now, I find solutions. I ask myself,
what are the top five solutions to
this problem, will I have the courage
to apply them or stay stuck in indecision? I challenge myself to be decisive and rise up from a set back
quickly,” says Saini.
Growing up, Saini’s favourite
thing to pass time was by going to
the library with her mom and
brother. She also grabbed the Most
Books Read Award and silverwood
tickets. “I had a lot of treat cards or
free shirts because I read a lot of
books. My mom would take me and
my brother to the library almost
ever y day and pay us some
allowance to read books and discuss
with her. Our home library now has
over 1000 books,” she says.
Miss World is the biggest and
the oldest beauty pageant in the
world, completing its 70th year in
December, 2021.
It is a charity-based pageant
where more than 125 countries
compete. “I was fascinated by the
work done by contestants all over
the world. I wanted to be a part of
Miss World since I was six, I have
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Y How did you end up being a
producer?
Being software engineer I
always wanted to be an entrepreneur. I never thought that I
would work for someone. I wanted to be my own master. This is
when I decided to starta company. Under this we were producing TVC, digital commercials
films and brand promotions. I
gaines a lot of experience and was
confident to take on bigger challenges. This is when I decided that
I took one step ahead produced
a feature film.
Y Was a career in the entertainment industry always for
you?
Yes, in some ways it always on
the cards. Once I completed my
programme in engineering, I was
looking for avenues where I could
unleash my creative side. . The
entertainment industry is full of
creativity. The industry gives you
the oulet to express yourself. It is
a place where you can follow your
passion.
Y What are the challenges you

face as a woman producer?
We all know that the entertainment industry is male dominated. As a woman in the industry, yes, it comes with its set of
challenges. There are few struggles here and there. I always look
at the bright side thatlife has to
offer. Therefore, I always like to
focus on positive side of life.
Y How you end up doing
Marathi films?
The concept thrilled me. It
was the first that a Marathi film

my photo from age six dressed as
Miss World,” Saini tells us. Being
crowned as Miss World America
didn’t stop Saini from lending a
helping hand to the society. Her
favourite part about it is that it
helps her with meeting nonprofit heads and working with
them, serving them and talking
about their projects on social
media. “Each non-profit has a
noble goal, all work is important.
I especially feel grateful to the
American Heart Association
(AHA), I am alive because of the
inventions done by the medical
professionals. I love serving
AHA, my pacemaker is a very
recent invention, I am fortunate
to serve AHA,” says Saini.
For Saini, success is being at
peace with yourself and others.
“In life we will face many kinds
of challenges, our emotional
management, our wise responses, our emotional well-being,
our behaviour choices and our
ability to choose calm over chaos
is success,” she shares.
“We can't keep creating stress
in response to any stressful situation, we need to stay grounded and ask ourselves if this is
worth my peace of mind. I am a
peacemaker with a pacemaker,”
Saini adds.
An important lesson that
Saini learned in the pandemic is
that human beings do well when
together, people mistake social
distancing as social isolation.
“We were told to stay distant but
we were not told to stay away,
while maintaining health guidelines, we can still meet outside in
parks and bring joy and support
to each other,” Saini tells us.
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was shot in four European countries of Europe and cruise. I love
to travel. I wanted to make a film
where you can see the journey. My
debut as an actor in the song Tu
Jahaan Phir Mile also a travel
song.
Y From a producer to an actor.
How did this happen?
There was never any plan as
such. It just happened. Mohit
Chauhan song director Lucky
Hansraj were looking for fresh
face. I was lucky that they asked

me. I was surprised and quite hesitate initially. But both gave me
confidence that I can act. So here
I am.
Y Why choose a song to make a
debut?
Again there was no plan; it
just happened organically. Mohit
Chauhan’s name is more than sufficient for me.
Y What changes have taken
place in Marathi industry?
People will say I am biased.
But the industry is making some
very brilliant and really beautiful
films.. The industry has made
giant leaps and bounds and stands
tall today.
Y Is it different from
Bollywood?
As I have got more experience in producing TVC and
advertising digital films, I find that
every industry is same. All you
want to do is deliver a good product where audiance will appreciate the hard worl that you have
put in. As long as the viewers are
happy with the kind of work you
do, you are good to go.
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TIME TO AWAKEN
CORPORATE SOCIAL
CONSCIOUSNESS?
he 2019 Global Wealth Databook
from Credit Suisse reports that 73
percent of Indians have a net worth
of less than $10,000 (compared to just
19 percent in China), while 2.3 percent have a net worth of over $1 million. India
ranks fourth in the world in ultra-high-networth individuals (4,593), making us one of the
fastest-growing yet unequal nations.
Private sector corporates often do not see
addressing developmental inequities as their
problem. Access to food, water, healthcare, and
education is commonly understood as ‘poor
people’s problems that the government and
social sector organisations must solve. No doubt
that the poor are the first to be hit, that too very
hard, as we saw in a mass exodus of the migrant
workers during the first wave of the pandemic.
The middle class and above believe that they
can access basic necessities by private means
and from the private sector. The second wave of
the pandemic showed us how false that sense of
security is! With the relatively well-off scrambling for medical care, medicines, oxygen, and
ventilators, it was apparent that none of us
would be spared from the ill effects of our
developmental shortcomings.

T
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If we were to survive together, the corporate
sector organisations must enact social consciousness. This mindset understands and
accepts the interconnectedness of the economic,
social, and natural worlds. Socially conscious
organisations do not come into existence without socially-conscious managers. We see such
managers as ‘Impact Champions’ having the
intent and capabilities to help their organisations positively impact the economy and society,
and the environment.
Enamored by the glitz of the corporate
careers in the liberalized Indian economy, MBA
aspirants in the 1990s readily bought into the
mantra of ‘profit maximisation. But many Gen
Z and Millennial MBA aspirants are a little
more skeptical about whether that is the best
way forward, as it has become apparent that
their generation would bear the consequences of
the social and environmental damage left by the
unbridled pursuit of profits. Many of them harbor pro-social inclinations during their student
days; however, they are unsure how to take it
forward once they start a corporate career. In
the ‘big, bad world of corporates’, beating competition and exceeding performance expectations are the basis for career advancement.
Hence, they feel that there is little room for
social ideals.
Time has never been more right for aspiring
Impact Champions in the corporate sector to
get into action. The UN has been driving
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 (SDGs) to
tackle the development challenges and climate
change. SDGs urge the private sector to collaborate with the civic society and governments, to
which influential corporates world over have

responded positively. In the global business circles, ‘Triple Bottom Line,’ with its focus on 3Ps
— People, Planet and Profit, is widely discussed
as a replacement for the traditional ‘bottomline,’
focusing singularly on ‘profits.’ With avid support from the likes of Klaus Schwab (Founder
and Executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum) and Jack Welch (ex-CEO,
GE), ‘shareholder capitalism’ has begun to make
way for ‘stakeholder capitalism,’ which gives
equal priority to the employees, customers, suppliers, and the community.
Indian corporates are slowly beginning to
catch up with this global trend. However, they
are in dire need of managers who can champion
this transition.
8?GD?251>9=@13D381=@9?>/
● Self-appoint yourself as an ‘Impact
Champion’: Most corporate jobs would demand
you to mind only the impact on profit, not people or the planet. To be an impact champion,
you have to self-appoint yourself as one and be
sure that you do not leave your social consciousness at home while coming to work.
When you operate with a ‘corporate mindset’ in
a regular day’s work, you would accept and get
on with decisions that look perfectly sensible
and acceptable from the corporate and legal
standpoints. It takes social consciousness to recognize when stakeholders or environmental
interests are being compromised among what
looks like business as usual. An impact champion not only recognises issues but also takes personal responsibility for action. New managers
aspiring to impact champions may be unsure
how to navigate organisational processes and
culture in enacting social consciousness. They
can find support in like-minded managers and
mentors at the Impact Champions Forum, a
seedbed for individuals who intend to transform
organisations into socially conscious ones at
CESI, Indian Institute of Management
Kozhikode.
P P Sukumaran (ex-HR Head, Murugappa
group) had to retrench 200 plant workers postTQM implementation. A perfectly legal decision, arrived at in consultation with the Union,
still left him worried about the ‘social debris’
that this decision would leave — what were the
chances that 200 middle-workers in a northern
Kerala village find alternate jobs; even with the
severance money will their families have financial security in a social setting where alcoholism
was rampant. P P Sukumaran was determined
to do something about it. However, he was not
required either by law or by his organisational
mandate to address this.
● Get partners: You have to do it yourself, but
you cannot do it alone. Irrespective of where
you are in the organisational hierarchy, you
would need partners. Partners are people inside
(sometimes even outside) of the organisation
committed to addressing societal or environmental problems that you seek to solve through
organisational means. In addition to moral and
emotional support (which you will need aplen-
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ty), partners bring in legitimacy to the cause
(especially if they are higher in the hierarchy or
hold formal or informal positions of influence),
knowledge and skills resources to develop a
deeper understanding of the issue from multiple
perspectives as well as potential solutions, access
to networks and organisational resources, and
political backing to elicit favorable decisions.
In the example, P P Sukumaran engaged in
active discussions with his contacts within and
outside his organisation. One of them directed
him to Dr.Nalini Gangadharan, Livelihood
Advancement Business School (LABS) of Dr.
Reddy’s Foundation. LABS had a skilling model
that Sukumaran found appropriate for retraining their redundant workers to suitably place
them in alternate jobs or start their ventures.
The model was later replicated in Chennai in
partnership with other corporates for skilling atrisk urban youth, creating a corporate consortium model for financing such initiatives.
● Explore Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR): Most corporates support CSR activities
which are perhaps the easiest way to initiate
action. If your company already has CSR
departments and programs, you can get
involved in that. If current CSR activities do not
address pressing social issues close to your
heart, you can always pioneer new activities.
Given that CSR has been mandated by law since
2013 and many companies are struggling to
identify worthwhile projects, you may not find
it too hard to get buy-in for your ideas.
You can implement them through any of
these four different formats:(a) as a foundation,
otherwise known as a Section 8 company(e.g.,
Infosys Foundation); (b) in partnership with
NGOs, trusts, or registered societies with a
proven track record (e.g., ITC and Pratham
working together in the Reach India Plus initiative; (c) in partnership with other companies
(e.g., Mphasis and Uber launched Uber Assist
and Uber Access that retro-fitted vehicles to
help Persons with Disabilities as their joint CSR
initiative); and (d) following an employee volunteer model (e.g., Calpine Technologies runs
Engage — their CSR program that builds leadership skills in school children through football
with the help of employee volunteers).
● Pursue Corporate Social Innovation (CSI):
Business models can generate societal benefits
by changing their perspective (e.g., including
marginalized groups in the supply chain, new
products for the old and disabled). As an impact
champion, you can tweak the current models in
innovative ways that generate social and/or
environmental impact while serving corporate
interests.
For example, ITC launched ‘e-Choupal,’ one
of the most extensive Internet-based interventions in rural India, enhancing earnings and
transforming the livelihoods of over 4 million
farmers in over 35000 villages through 6100
kiosks across ten states. e-Choupal deploys
information technology to virtually cluster all
the value chain participants and vertically integrate various actors in the agriculture supply

chain. Village internet kiosks set up to access
information are managed by farmers, who get
information on the weather, market prices,scientific farm practices, and risk management in
their mother tongue. They can use the kiosks to
purchase farm inputs and get them at their
doorstep. Real-time information has made it
possible for farmers to make better decisions
aligned with market demand, significantly
reducing transaction costs.
● Track ‘Impact’: Although the amount of
money and energy invested in CSR and
Corporate Social Innovation is going up each
year, ensuring that they deliver actual social
impact somehow has taken a backseat. Even
after introducing mandatory reporting of
impact, most companies focus on the inputs
(e.g., amounts spent) or outputs (e.g., the number of rooms built in a rural hospital, pieces of
equipment they bought). Some try to pass on
the number of beneficiaries that they have been
able to reach as impact. But this is not the same
as tracking if and how the initiatives have created tangible differences in the lives of the beneficiaries. Without a robust impact tracking mechanism, attempts to make an impact may not be
as effective as you would have imagined.
We conducted an impact assessment for the
Vidhyadhan Scholarship program, run by the
Sarojini Damodaran Foundation (SDF). Since
1995, SDF Foundation has provided scholarships to academically bright children, primarily
from Below Poverty Line (BPL) families who
completed high school (class 10 in India) to
pursue higher education. Thus far, the program
has provided 13,500 scholarships, with over
10,000 beneficiaries currently pursuing their
higher studies across ten states. The basic
premise of any scholarship program is that the
monetary support would enable them to build
human capital in academic qualifications, which
will help them find employment and thus lift
them out of poverty. We found that this undeniably was the case for those who were able to
find jobs. However, we also found that finding a
job and future career progression depended on
social capital in terms of networks. It was hard
for those who were low on social capital to get
jobs. This led to the realisation that in addition
to monetary support, the students from disadvantaged backgrounds also would need support
to build their social capital through mentoring
and networking.
The starting point of being an impact champion who sets the organisation on a socially oriented path is your own social consciousness and
willingness to drive transformative innovations.
If you ever feel shaken by the scale of what you
have to achieve, take a cue from a climber scaling a peak: You need to focus on where to place
your next step. Then, step by step, you would
reach there.
The writers have recently published Being an
Impact Champion: Enacting Corporate Social
Consciousness, with SAGE Publications India,
under the SAGE IIM-Kozhikode Series for New
Managers
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ou open the book to the title
piece and you are hooked. In the
first short passage, Anita Nahal
puts together the oppositions
that we live with, that we have
internalised, that we resist, that we surrender to, that we challenge and in our hearts,
rebel against. Be it the colour of the dark
skin that is abhorred though ironically people try to tan theirs, the rapaciousness of
men from which there is no reprieve, the
double speak of worshipping women as
goddesses and then tearing them down, all
this and much more does Anita forcefully,
poignantly and poetically put to the reader. And the haunting line that she repeats,
‘Don’t think she’s not watching’, stays with
you as you turn the page.
And when you turn the page, she paints
in words the picture of who really a goddess is. Fiercely alone whether among
strangers or with those she knows, fending
for her children herself, taking on a world
that would judge a divorcee, that is the
human and Hindu goddess that Anita
would want us to see. And to be.
The next piece on ‘How easy it is for a
Black life to be taken' is a slice of real life.
Real, living beings, non whites whose life
was extinguished. Just like that. Snuffed out.
As a reader your hair will stand on end and
your eyes will prick with unshed tears even
as your heart will smoulder with rage. Anita
makes you think of the dead. And with
them. In this piece of writing as well as the
next when she wonders what happens to the
clothes of those who died. Especially now,
of Covid. How quickly they are bundled
away while their clothes hang in the cupboards, mute testimony to the existence of
their wearers.
Watching, seeing, observing, gazing —
the whole idea of looking, of voyeurism,
takes on a new meaning as Anita focuses
on the jungle in Smooth operators and
questions, who is looking at whom? As a
reader, I have often wondered too. We create wild life sanctuaries and zoological
parks, what do animals, caged or free, think
of us humans. Do they see us as caged or
free? Do they know we are humans or do
they see us, in our hordes, as two legged animals? Anita prompts you to think along
these lines. Her writing about the animals
makes them so much more human than us
humans. The beautiful story about consideration rather than sex, which the male sloth
understands is touching indeed.
Anita probes with the tenacity of a
philosopher, existential questions of being
and nothingness and of identity and sub-
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jectivity. Her words reveal a quest to really go into the heart of our ‘self ’, almost particle by particle as we see in ‘Hard: Us, animals and the aliens' or in ‘Greatest warrior
is metamorphic Mother Earth’. She has a
knack of self analysis so keenly felt in some
of the poems such as ‘A sip of wine’. There
is also a sense of being pummeled by the
world, of being trapped in a space that is
claustrophobic which one comes across in
many images including the one just mentioned and the next entitled ‘Chase away
demons left behind’. A characteristic poetic device that she uses so effectively is personification as we see in the way she personifies the concept of patriarchy.
While most of the prose poems are dark
and somber, there is a playful yet serious
look at the way women deal with ageing in

the frothy piece ‘A woman’s age is kicking
and alive’.
Another poem that looks at the body,
at age, in a brief recall is ‘Mom’s shoulders’.
Anita can see the flip side of things and so
her look at the Corona struck situation
where nature blooms even as some foolish
people continue to be callous about safety
measures, is an honest review of a contemporary issue. While her engagement with
the pandemic can be seen in several of her
pieces, she is also clear that the concern for
this abnormal time can make one lose sight
of the eternal wheel of time with its larger
questions as we see in ‘Know your wheel,
Homosapiens’ or in a different sense, in
‘Breathe’ or ‘Covid 19’s inverted triangle’ or
‘Reclaim your space’.
Anita’s selfhood is clearly shaped by her

location as an Indian Immigrant and she
acknowledges that in many of her pieces
such as ‘Spilt milk in native and foreign
lands’ and ‘Fallacy of a single, immigrant
mom’. While she is alive, as immigrants are,
to the traumas of being one, and to repeat,
we see that so starkly in ‘How easy it is for
a Black life to be taken’, one does not get any
nuance of self pity or even of being forlorn.
In fact, one of her prose poems is ‘Pity, go
take a hike’— she shuns pity entirely.
Anita is alive to the choices she has
made and in her writing we see a kind of
acculturation; she is aware of the multicultural, pluralistic world she inhabits and is
absolutely unapologetic about any aspect
that shapes her multidimensional self.
In fact she points out quite assertively
that we are all in a sense immigrants in her

piece, ‘You are an immigrant too’. There is
a sense of a kind of acceptance of cultures
and thus her calm assertion that her son
would cremate her in America and scatter
a few ashes in the Ganges, as her repayment
of debt to the two lands, America and India
that she has been a part of. This we see in
‘Paying my debt to two lands’. She is critical of both, especially of the way women are
treated in both countries, either seen as easily available if found in miniskirts and dancing or outraging society for doing so
which we see in ‘Babylon, my sinful dance
music’.
Nothing escapes Anita’s eagle eye and
pen including the discomfort faced by
women during their menstrual cramps as
we see in ‘Feeling down, being down’. The
woman reader will find every word resonat-

ing. Betrayal looms in a lot of her writing,
the betrayal of democracy, the betrayal by
blood relations, and the betrayal in relationships. While it is the underlying motif in
many of the poems, ‘Family Blood,’
‘Democracy in decline’ and ‘Koala and
judases’ echo the theme more sharply. It is
interesting to point out as with ‘Koala and
judases’ that some of Anita’s writing is
inspired from Australian art and culture.
Undoubtedly then, her writing is bound to
strike a chord in the hearts of people across
the world.
The Kalis , the Durgas , the Sitas, indeed
all the Hindu Goddesses whom Anita
invokes in her writing are none other than
Anita, you and me — the modern Indian
woman, an immigrant or a persona in a
multicultural world. She questions, she
mocks, she laughs at, she rages, she refuses to ‘fit the bill’, she speaks out and will not
be silenced or choked, she breathes, dances,
sings , makes love, drinks and even while
falling into depths of despair , never gives
up on hope. And as we read Anita, we agree.
There’s nothing wrong with us Kali women.
The book is here to stay. You will find
it unputdownable. It is powerful, poignant
and of course, exquisite prose poetry.
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omeone asked Swami Vivekanand:
“Can we become Godlike?” “First
become a man,” he answered. It literally implies that if full human potential (mind-power) is unfolded, one would
know no limits. And it is very much
achievable through conscious efforts, as
did Ancient India’s learned masters, to
have captured subtle realities of life
operative at even intangible level. So, raising human capital is more important than
exploring and seeking God. That remains
the real human calling, is how the book
concludes, which makes the book an
interesting read.
God or No God: Awareness Enriches
Life is a ratified statement claimed by
many but understood by very few. Bharat
Bhushan Padmadeo is amongst those few
who dared to accept the challenge and
demystify the basic system of enquiry.
In modern times or precisely in this
industrial age, every idea or belief
demands an objective explanation. In this
new framework of understanding, the
concept of GOD is a most vulnerable
idea. Leaning to some particular idea or
school to rationalise existence is a matter of abandoned schools. Science sets up
new logic and premises of rationals to
support or reject conceptual realities.
Whole discussion of existence is evolving around uncertainty, probability and
unpredictable circumstances and tools to
gauge them perfectly.
This book is remarkable because it
changes the very basis of argument
about existence from uncertainty to
probabilities. It states that the process of
understanding is far more important than
the modes of happening or object itself.
Writer argues that perception itself lies
within the realm of being and awareness
about it.
Significant character of twentieth
century philosophy was departure from
any faith unexplained or underexplained.
It was rated as blind faith or fundamentalism to a large extent. Renowned
philosopher J Krishnamurti argues, if you
are free from sorrow and hate you don’t
require God. Whereas Gandhi’s whole
philosophy of non-violence is centered
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around God. So the space of argument
is divided between the two premises:
“God or No God”. Many more fell in line
either rejecting or accepting the existence
of a super controller as GOD.
Padmadeo in this book argues that
precursor to both is the same. The bearer of belief is consciousness, and understanding its existence is awareness. So, it
is not important whether you believe or
not, important is that you are aware or
not. He wrote: “Consciousness, in fact,
rightly deserves to be marked as fourth

dimension, vital to creation. It should not
be seen as being in conflict with the perception of modern science, which assigns
the fourth dimension to space and time.
This particular fundamental element
has been named as consciousness because
it grants us with the power of knowing,
besides granting necessary intelligence to
other functional aspects of our individual and collective organism.”
While frequently quoting scientists
like Max Plank and excerpts from
Kashmiri Shaivism, he kept on building

necessary bridges between science and
theology. In other words, instead of
dividing the argument into science or
believing, he is indicating the science of
awakening.
Explaining uncertainty and unpredictability, the book postulates that mind
which itself is an area of study by itself
creates most paradoxical results. It
explains explicitly that consciousness is
the prime mover. While exploring the
construct of mind and body-mind connect, writer explains its extra cerebral

existence as an interactive phenomenon
which comprehends undiscovered psycho-landscapes. Dr. Karan Singh writes
precisely in the foreword of the book that
writer has reinterpreted our ancient
spiritual verities in the light of contemporary intellectual scene, paying attention
to the infinite potentialities of human
mind, which if unfolded in full would
know no limits The basic take home message of the book may be comprised as
raising level of consciousness leads to the
fact that “Existence is God”. This process
may be called as enriched awareness.
As conclusive remark this extremely engaging book demands an independent and fearless conviction to internalize the source and negating the fundamentalism of believes and faiths. It sets
a new mode of enquiry within. This book
is an invitation to quite undulating and
challenging experience like awakening
itself might be.
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ongolia is all set to build
M
its nuclear energy. With
the ascendance of the
Mongolian People’s Party
(MPP) and the rise of
Ukhnaagiin Khurelsukh as the
leader of this hermit nation, the
nuclear future of Ulaanbaatar
has become more pronounced.
Khurelsukh, a former Prime
Minister, is currently the sixth
democratically
elected
President of this East Asian
nation. His longstanding interest in generating nuclear power,
backed by the country’s abundant uranium deposits, is gaining more political and economic currency in recent times.
Barely a month of his victory in July 2021, Khurelsukh
had an agreement with Chinese
President Xi Jinping to continue the already existing
strategic relations between the
two nations, especially in critical sectors like the mining.
Known as the “Land of the
Horse and the Land of the
Eternal Blue Sky”, this East
Asian nation has a rich reserve
of uranium. The country is
large and sparsely populated. It
is the world’s second largest
land-locked country just
behind the Central Asian
republic of Kazakhstan.
Mongolia has proven uranium reserves of about 80,000
tons which ranks the country
among top ten in the world.
This is also making the nation
one of the top mining giants in
the world, and it has been
attracted by others for having
world-class deposits like the
huge Oyu Tolgoi copper gold
project. In fact, way back in
2011, Mongolia was planning
to have its first nuclear power
plant by 2020. The State-owned
MonAtom LLC had the aim to
build nuclear fuel production
capacity by tapping the country’s own uranium deposits.
However, it could not materialise. Even the Mongolian
Government had the plan to
supply nuclear power plants
across the countries of
Northeast Asia with nuclear
fuel. Ulaannbaator was expecting huge investments from top
global giants such as the US,
Russia, France and China.
As per the Vision 2050 of
Mongolia, the country is committed to shift to cleaner technologies. But leveraging its
uranium reserves to produce
nuclear energy and lessening

the continued reliance on traditional sources of energy to
cut back emission levels,
Ulaanbaatar has arrived at a
catch-22 situation. That is to
choose between Moscow and
Beijing.
The chilling new nuclear
arms race has already begun in
Asia. China is quietly building
nearly 250 nuclear silos along
the border of Mongolia mostly in Xinjiang, Gansu and
Inner Mongolia Province.
Independent analysts reveal
that these silos are in close
proximity to some of the richest uranium deposits on the
other side of the Mongolian
border. This seems to be one of
the biggest nuclear expansions
of Beijing in recent years under
Xi Jinping, the man who is
known for his gargantuan
agenda. This nuclear build up
revives the rivalry between
Soviet Russia and the People’s
Republic of China under Mao
Zedong when the latter
deployed about 60,000 to
70,000 troops near the border
of Mongolia. Then China on
one hand was apprehensive
about Soviet social imperialism
and on the other, from of the
brutal Japanese militarism.
However, today China is
different from Cold War days.
Primarily China’s economic
might accompanied by continued decline of the Western
powers, particularly the might
and engagement of the US, has
largely emboldened the country to surge ahead.
Way back in September
1992, Mongolia unilaterally
declared herself as a Nuclear
Weapons Free Zone (NWFZ).
Then Mongolia’s decision was
hailed both by the nuclear
weapon and non-nuclear
weapon
states
alike.
Subsequently, in 1993 and
1994, the five nuclear weapon
states made unilateral statements in support of this
announcement by Ulaanbaatar.
Ironically, this support was
not a clear recognition of its
single-state nuclear weapon
free status, nor did it provide
the legally binding security
assurances that are normally
provided to traditional nuclearfree zones. This has forced
Mongolia to consistently pursue its goal to institutionalise
herself as a single state nuclear
weapons free zone since then.
Again, non-nuclear weapon
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states at the UN expressed full
support not only for Mongolia’s
policy in general but also for its
efforts to institutionalise that
status. It was believed that
unless the five nuclear weapon
states accepted the concept of
a single state nuclear weapon
free zone, Mongolia could well
be considered as a state with a
unique nuclear weapon free
status. Thus, it was agreed to
use the word “status” instead of
zone. And the content of the
status could be defined by the
states concerned.
Now what role China can
play in Mongolia going nuclear
power? Being its closest neighbour, China is in full force to
influence Mongolia to grab
the opportunity to develop its
nuclear industry. With Xi,
China is fast building its capabilities as an economic and militar y juggernaut. Hence,
Ulaanbaatar would certainly
fall into the clutch of Xi and his
Communist cronies in no time.
China has been consistently increasing its nuclear
capabilities. This entire nuclear
build-up must be estimated in

the context of the Chinese
Communist Party’s ambition to
have, in Xi’s own words, “a
world class military”. And
Beijing is harbouring a wild
dream of achieving global
domination, especially to torpedo US leadership from the
global governance system.
Further, several recent reports
indicate that China is constructing 120 missile silos for
Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles (ICBMs) near Yumen
in Gansu, up to 110 silos near
Hami in the eastern part of the
restive and Uighur-Muslim
dominated Xinjiang province,
and up to 40 silos in Ordos in
Inner Mongolia. This rightly
shows that China is pushing its
nuclear agenda right up to the
border of its quiet neighbour
Mongolia.
How reliable Russia would
be in developing Mongolia’s
nuclear future? Putin while
whipping up nationalist frenzy within Russia and its neighbours is simply undermining
the power of the declining
global liberal order. He
absolutely misjudged the West’s

resolve in imposing effective
financial sanctions on the
Russian corporate sector and
NATO’s strategic plans in
Europe. Hence, moving closer
to Putin and allowing the state
owned Russian Atomic Energy
Corporation Rosatom to develop Mongolia’s nuclear apparatus would be a dangerous game
for the latter.
Who would be more reliable — Xi or Putin? It seems,
both Putin and Xi are equally
risky. Both are equally greedy,
and they are just waiting for a
power grab in Mongolian
nuclear development industry.
Lurching between opportunity
and crisis, Mongolia is forced to
anchor a clear policy about the
engagement of its only two
power-hungry neighbours —
Russia and China — in the
development of its nuclear
power capability.
Chinese offensive is looming large. Its outreach in the
form of subtle economic diplomacy supported by adventurous military is on the top
agenda of the Communist
Party of China under Xi. His

approach is to reach out to the
critical geopolitical points within a very short span of time. His
intention is ever clear: simply
fend off the US primacy in
global corridors of power.
Therefore, it is quite clear why
Beijing wants to grab the
opportunity of developing
nuclear projects in its neighbourhood.
Further, Xi is also wary of
Russia’s traditional influence
over Ulaanbaatar for long.
Moscow’s old linkages with
Ulaanbaatar are on the wane.
But the Communists in China
do no way want to take any
chance. With China’s massive
nuclear build-up supported by
wolf warrior diplomacy, one
can easily make out that this is
nothing but the display of dysfunction, naivete and dogmatism of Xi who is already
thinking about the great
decline of the global firepower of the US.
Consequentially, Mongolia
is walking a tightrope.
Khurelsukh’s nuclear ambitions may push this East Asian
nation into the arms of age-old

rivalry of big and competing
powers. Already, Khurelsukh
has been accused of turning the
nation into heavy militarisation
fully funded by the
Communists in Beijing.
Considering the recent pledges
made at COP-26 at Glasgow in
the UK, the global trend is to
stay away from using more fossil fuels so as to reduce carbon
emissions. So, the road ahead
for Khurelsukh is to go nuclear
to reduce the choking environment in its Capital city
Ulaanbaatar. But then,
Mongolia will have a hard
choice between two anti-West
big powers — aggressive China
and a resurgent Russia.
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ommand, control, communications and intelligence, surveilC
lance and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
are becoming a most essential element in modern military operations.
Countries with artificial intelligence
powered drone have baffled their
enemies in the war zone. AI powered
drone swarms are the new tool of
warfare and as of now are unregulated by weapons control regulations.
Though Israel and Turkey have
successfully used them, India too is
not far behind. On November 17,
2021, the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO)
demonstrated offensive capabilities
of its drone swarms at a three-day
“RashtraRakshaSamarpanParv” in
Jhansi. It was impressive.
The countr y that makes
advances quickly joins an elite club
that might evade future restrictions.
“The DRDO demonstrated fully
operational decentralised UAV
(unmanned aerial vehicle) swarm
comprising 25 drones flying coherently with minimal human intervention, during Rashtriya Raksha
Samarpan Parv during Jhansi Jalsa,”
reported PTI.
In mid-May 2021, the latest developments on these weapons systems
occurred when the Israel Defense
Forces (IDF), during the recent clashes in Gaza, used a swarm of AI drones
for the first time to geolocate, target,
and strike Hamas members.
Israel is making major advances
in AI-driven technology.
The IDF did debut “drone
swarms to seek and attack hidden
targets” in the May war in Gaza. The

Ghost Unit, which is part of the
Paratroopers Brigade, has been using
“packs of drones”. The IDF used a
swarm of AI-guided drones and
supercomputing to comb through
data and identify new targets within the Gaza Strip. It is thought this
is the first time a swarm of AI drones
has been used in combat.”
The drones used so far are navigated in two ways — either remotely piloted or autonomously
piloted with GPS and inertial navigation systems.
Autonomous drones have terrain
matching capability. They use information from the cameras along with
AI for navigation without being
dependent on GPS, which is vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
A drone swarm can be modelled
as a flying wireless grid, where each
drone is capable of using and sending information to the others in the
swarm. Converting data into actionable real-time information is done
using AI. The reaction time in a battlefield must be less than the reaction
time of the enemy elements.
Therefore, swarm drones assess the
threat to the swarm and at the same
time identify the target to manoeuvre to achieve the desired strike,
adjusting according to any losses they
suffer.
There can be some sort of task
sharing, where some of the drones
would undertake target detection,
others to counter the enemy air
defence, some more counter the
interference of enemy radars and
electronic signals, and others will
carry out the attack by bombing. In

a dynamic environment, this
autonomous coordination is done
with the help of AI technologies.
Some inferences:
1. Drone warfare is asymmetric
and is almost mainstream. A bit like
guerrilla warfare as it is low cost.
Drones are dispensable, off the shelf
commercial technology can be used.
2. Autonomous drone systems
separate the big boys from the rest.
A study in the USAF found that
remote drone piloting for long hours
induces fatigue. Fatigue leads to
suboptimal performance. Fire and
forget autonomous drone systems are
therefore huge force multipliers.
3. Real-time systems using AI for
navigation and guidance, coordina-

tion, self-healing, target identification
and acquisition & munition delivery
systems are therefore a strategic asset.
Jyoti Sinha, CTO at Omnipresent
Robot Technologies Pvt. Ltd,
explains how DRDO’s demonstration
is significant. Omnipresent
leverages and augments its experience of working on DARPA
LANdroid programme to develop
palm size ground swarm robots
while working in the US.
“I congratulate DRDO for developing the first fully functional swarm
drone network for tactical and real
time support to our armed forces. We
would be happy to collaborate with
DRDO and leverage our experience
of swarm robotics where we have

extensively tried to provide solutions
to the swarm formation, ad hoc network and drone autonomy piece.”
She adds, “In tactical warfare, AI
powered swarm drones can carry out
simultaneous destruction and dismantling of multiple targets using
precise swarm configurations and
hover localisation even when less
sophistication is available with guided defence equipment. In other situations, it can even be an ‘omnidirectional attack’ where the swarm
drones can target one attack from
numerous angles. While targeting
enemy frontlines, even if some of the
drones are attacked, the cognitive AI
algorithms kick in and reconfigure
the drone network positioning to

maintain situational awareness and
aid in completion of mission. Using
AI, any individual drones in a swarm
network can be trained to operate in
offensive or defensive mode by
switching roles such as decoy, sensor, attacker or just communicator
depending upon its positioning and
remaining resources.”
(Bhargav is an ex-IAF officer from
the Aeronautical Engineering
(Electronics) branch, and is now an
M&A adviser for tech companies.
Aveek Sen is an independent journalist working on cyber security and
the geopolitics of India’s neighbourhood, focussing on Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran and Bangladesh.
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CWXbfTTZh^daRPaSU^aTbTTbWTP[X]VP]S
aTYdeT]PcX^]CW^bTbdUUTaX]VUa^\P]X]YdahfX[[
aTR^eTaCWTaTPaTcX\TbfWT]fT\dbcPRRT_c
X]TeXcPQ[TRWP]VTP]SP[[^fcWX]Vbc^R^\Tc^P
]PcdaP[T]S4eTah]TVPcXeT]^cTWPbXcb_^bXcXeTT]S
>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cPV^^S\TbbPVTXb_aTSXRcTS0
R^\TQPRZ^Uh^da^[SP]ScadbcTST\_[^hTTfW^fPb
bd__^bTSc^QTcWTQPRZQ^]T^Uh^da_a^UTbbX^]Xb
X]SXRPcTSET]dTbPaT^_T]U^acW^bTc^^fW^fP]cc^
Tg_P]ScWTXaQdbX]Tbb^abcPacP]TfeT]cdaTCX\T
b_T]c^]PRPST\XR_dabdXcbfX[[_PhV^^SaTbd[cb]^f
>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]c[^eTXbSXUUXRd[cP]S
R^]UdbX]VcWXbfTTZBcXRZX]Vc^^[SQT[XTUb\Phb_^X[
h^daaT[PcX^]b0e^XSX]cTaeT]cX^]^UPcWXaS_Pach

CW^bT_dccX]V^]fTXVWc]TTSc^VTcWTP[cW
R^]bRX^dbH^dWPeTh^da_[P]bc^QTX]WPa\^]h
fXcW]PcdaTc^\PX]cPX]V^^SWTP[cWFP[ZX]V
QaTPcWX]VP]S_aPhTabU^a\T]cP[P]S_WhbXRP[
WTP[X]VPaT^]cWTRPaS>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cb^\T
^cWTaXbbdTbcWP]RPaTTafX[[cPZT_aX^aXchcWXbfTTZ
H^dTXcWTaWPeT[Xcc[TcX\T^aUTT[[TcWPaVXRX]h^da
_a^UTbbX^]7PaSf^aZP]STUU^acb_dcX]cWT[Pbc
fTTZPaT]^cb^aTfPaSX]VCWXbXbPcT\_^aPah
_WPbT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]cb^\TcWX]Vb_TRXP[Xb
[XZT[hc^QTRT[TQaPcTScWXbfTTZH^dUTT[
T\^cX^]P[[hR^]cT]STSP]SUX]SPWTP[cWh
aT[PcX^]bWX_H^dWPeTUd[[UPXcWX]h^da_Pac]Ta
BcaT]VcWT]X]V^UaT[PcX^]bWX_XbX]SXRPcTS

H^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWT]cWdbXPb\P]SYTbcU^a[XUTH^dfX[[
UTT[WTP[cWhP]STg_TaXT]RTPRWP]VT^U_Tab_TRcXeT
=TVPcXeXchaT_[PRTb^_cX\Xb\=Tf_^bbXQX[XcXTbPaT
U^aTbTT]H^dVTcc^Z]^fcWTX\_^acP]RT^Ub^[eX]V
h^da_a^Q[T\bfXcWaPcX^]P[P]ScW^a^dVWcWX]ZX]V
CWXbXbP[b^PcX\Tc^dcX[XbTh^daRaTPcXeTT]TaVXTb
?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dUTT[bdRRTbbUd[X]h^daRPaTTa
?a^\^cX^]^aWXZTXb[XZT[hH^dPaTbT[USXbRX_[X]TSP]S
T]TaVTcXRCW^bTX]QdbX]Tbbh^daXSTPbP]SeXTfbPaT
QTX]VaTb_TRcTSP]SU^[[^fTSCWXbXbcWTcX\TfWT]
h^daX]cT[[XVT]RTfXbS^\P]STg_TaXT]RTfX[[_Phh^d
aXRWSXeXST]Sb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_
PaTPXbV^^Sc^^H^dPaTa^\P]cXRP]S[^eTXbX]cWT
PXa>cWTaaT[PcX^]bWX_bc^^PaT]dacdaX]V
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;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 1[dT
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^daX]]TaP]S^dcTaR^]U[XRcb\PhQaX]V
]TVPcXeTTUUTRcb^]h^daWTP[cWh[XUTbch[TP]Sa^dcX]T
H^dWPeTSXUUTaT]c^_X]X^]b^]W^fh^dbW^d[S
P__a^PRWh^daRdaaT]cRXaRd\bcP]RTb2PaTTabTT\b
RWP[[T]VX]VcWXbfTTZCWXbXbP_TaUTRccX\Tc^R[TPa
PfPhcWTU^VCWXbXbP[b^PV^^ScX\Tc^bTch^da
V^P[bP]Sf^aZX]cWTbhbcT\CWTfX]fX[[R^\TPUcTa
PbcadVV[TH^daVaTPcX]bXVWc\Phf^aZX]h^da
UPe^da0QaTPZcWa^dVWXb_aTSXRcTS8]aT[PcX^]bWX_
h^dfX[[U^[[^fcaPSXcX^]X]bcTPS^Uh^daWTPacCWT
R^]eT]cX^]bP]ScaPSXcX^]bPaT^eTa_^fTaX]Vh^dP]S
h^dbTTZcWTP]bfTaUa^\PVdad ^abT]X^a_Tab^]
CWXbfTTZh^d\PhQTb_XaXcdP[[h\^aTX]R[X]TSP]S
f^a[S[h_[TPbdaTb[^eTP]ST\^cX^]bcPZTPQPRZbTPc

CWXbfTTZcWTaTXbPQP[P]RTQTcfTT]\X]SQ^ShP]S
b^d[H^dPaTeTahT]TaVTcXRT]cWdbXPbcXRP]SUd[[^U
[XUTH^daUPabXVWcTS]TbbfX[[_Phh^daXRWSXeXST]Sb
CWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^T]Y^hV^^SU^^SP]S[XeTPWTP[cWh
[XUTQ^cW\T]cP[[hP]S_WhbXRP[[h>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
]TfY^Q^UUTabP]S^__^acd]XcXTbX]QdbX]TbbfX[[
Qa^PST]h^daW^aXi^]8UTg_P]bX^]X]cWTQdbX]TbbXb
cWT_[P]cWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\T6^^SUX]P]RTbX]R^\T
P]SVPX]bcWa^dVWcWTP]RTbcaP[_a^_TachPaT
X]SXRPcTS>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccW^bT
R^]cT\_[PcX]V\PaaXPVT\PhbcPacQa^fbX]VcWT
\PaZTcU^aPbdXcPQ[TQaXST^aVa^^\1TVdPaS^U
h^dacT\_cPcX^]bP]SPSSXRcX^]0bcT_c^b_XaXcdP[Xb\
\Ph_a^eTc^QTcWTbPeX^da

CWXbfTTZh^d\PhT]Y^h]PcdaT³bQ^d]chP]SQ[TbbX]Vb
^UcWT0[\XVWch0RdaT^UPeTah^[S^a_a^[^]VTSX[[]Tbb
Xb^]cWTRPaSbCW^bTX]daVT]c]TTS^U\^cXePcX^]P]S
X]b_XaPcX^]c^[TPSPWTP[cWhP]S\TP]X]VUd[[XUTfX[[UX]S
P\T]c^acWXbfTTZH^dUTT[T\_^fTaTSP]ST\QPaZ^]
P]TfY^da]ThcWPcXb_a^VaTbbXeTP]S\PZTh^dUTT[
R^\U^acPQ[T>]cWTf^aZUa^]ccWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^ZTT_
R^d]cX]VcWTQ[TbbX]VbH^d\PhQTQdbh^aVP]XbX]VP]
Pdb_XRX^dbRTaT\^]hPcW^\T^UUXRTCWTRPaTTafX[[
Q^^\P]Sb^fX[[QTh^daX]cTaPRcX^]fXcWcWTf^a[S>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]cR^]UdbX^]\Xbd]STabcP]SX]VfXcWcWT
_Pac]TaXb[XZT[h6dPaSh^dabT[UPVPX]bcbT[UXbW\^cXeTb
PVVaTbbX^]P]SWPbchSTRXbX^]b?PcXT]RTXbcWTZTh
<XSfTTZcWTbXcdPcX^]XbX]R^]ca^[

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da ATS
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[_^bbTbbP]TfU^d]S_^fTaP]S
T]TaVhc^RaTPcTPUaTbW[XUTRhR[TU^ah^dabT[UH^dWPeT
R^]ca^[^eTah^daSTbXaTb[XZTTgRTbbU^^SSaX]ZbP]S
P]h^cWTaPSSXRcX^]fWXRWXbWPa\Ud[c^WTP[cWH^d
aTP[XbTcWTX\_^acP]RT^UQP[P]RX]VUPRc^abX][XUTP]S
h^daQ^ShXbX]cd]TfXcWcWTUXeTT[T\T]cb^U]PcdaT
>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^d\PhWPeTTg_TaXT]RTS
bTcQPRZbcWPc]^fh^dUTT[bdb_XRX^db^U^cWTabCWT
cda]X]V_^X]cfX[[R^\TfWT]h^dRP][TPeTcWT_Pbc
QTWX]Sh^dP]SSTeT[^_P\^aT^_T]\X]SPQ^dccWT
UdcdaTCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^cWX]Z_^bXcXeTP]S\^eT
PWTPS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]cR^]Ua^]cPcX^]Xb[XZT[h
QTcfTT][^eTR^d_[Tb3^]^c[TcT\^cX^]VTcX]cWT
fPhaPcWTadbTUPRcP]S[^VXRc^\PZTh^daSTRXbX^]b

CWXbfTTZTgRTbbXeTUTPa_W^QXPP]Sf^aahX]VPQ^dcP
bXcdPcX^]<T]cP[cT]bX^]\PhaTU[TRc^]h^daWTP[cW
7TPSPRWTX]b^\]XPP]Sb[TT_[Tbb]Tbb\XVWcQT
Tg_TaXT]RTS1TRPaTUd[^UbTPb^]P[PX[\T]cbCWXbXbcWT
cX\Tc^\TSXcPcT_aPRcXRTh^VPP]ScPZTPQaTPZUa^\cWT
WTRcXRbRWTSd[T>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cP[Xcc[TX]SXbRaTcX^]
\Ph_dch^daaT_dcPcX^]X]cWTUXaX]V[X]Tb^QTRPaTUd[
8]cWTf^aZPaTPh^d\PhUTT[d]]^cXRTSP]S]TV[TRcTS
CWXb\PhRPdbTcT]bX^]P]SWP\_Tah^daVa^fcW3^]^c
ad]PfPhUa^\aTb_^]bXQX[XcXTbP]SR^\\Xc\T]cb3^]³c
SXbR[^bTh^daf^aZX]V_[P]bcX[[h^dPRR^\_[XbWcWT\>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^da_Pac]TafX[[QTUX[[TSfXcWP]
PQd]SP]RT^UT]TaVhP]ST]cWdbXPb\P]Sh^dUTT[
ST\^aP[XiTS^afXcW[^fbT[UTbcTT\

CWXbfTTZh^dabPcXbUPRcX^]P]SR^]cT]c\T]cfX[[_[PhP]
X\_^acP]ca^[Tc^QTX]V^^SWTP[cWH^dfX[[b_T]ScX\T
T]Y^hX]Vf^a[S[h_[TPbdaTbP]SaT[PgX]VPbfT[[0[[Xb
fT[[UTT[X]VVXeTbh^dR^^[\X]S_^bXcXeTPdaPP]SP
V[^f^]cWTUPRT>]cWTf^aZUa^]ccWTaTXbVT]Ta^bXch
X]h^dacT\_TaP\T]cP]SPQX[Xchc^R^]eX]RT^cWTabfXcW
h^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]H^dRPaTU^acWTT\^cX^]P[fT[[
QTX]V^U^cWTabP]SaTb_TRch^daR^[[TPVdTbP]SYd]X^ab
CWThU^[[^fh^dPS\XaTh^dP]SaTb_TRch^da
VT]Ta^bXch>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccWTaTXb[^eTUd]
P]ST]cTacPX]\T]cH^db_T]ScX\Tc^VTcWTaP]S_aTbT]c
P]Tg_T]bXeTVXUcc^h^daQT[^eTSP]S_Pac]TaCX\TXb
aXVWcc^QaX]Vh^daa^\P]cXRaT[PcX^]bWX_b^dcX]cWT
^_T]cWTUP\X[hfX[[PRRT_ch^daRW^XRT

;dRZh]d\QTa %
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da 6^[ST]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da >aP]VT
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^d\XVWccPZTP\^STaPcTSP__a^PRWc^
[XUTP]SbcPhcadTc^h^daR^\\Xc\T]cbH^dWPeT
d]STabc^^ScWPch^d]TTSPa^dcX]TP]SPRPaTUd[
aTVX\TXUh^dfP]cc^PRWXTeTh^daV^P[b8c\Ph]^c
]TRTbbPaX[hQTPeTahTgRXcX]V_TaX^SH^dPaT]^c
WTbXcP]cX]b_T]SX]V\^]Thc^QTX]V^^SWTP[cWP]S
UXc]TbbH^daTUU^acbfX[[_Phh^dfT[[0cf^aZh^d
fX[[UTT[bcPQX[XchX]h^da_a^UTbbX^]4g_TaXT]RTP]S
bZX[[bfX[[QTcWTU^acTc^PRWXTeTh^daSTbXaTSV^P[b
0SeXRTUa^\PbT]X^a_Tab^]X]PY^QQdbX]TbbfX[[QT
eTahWT[_Ud[>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\PhVTcc^^
T\^cX^]P[P]S_^bbTbbXeTX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_cWPc
\PhQTcWTRPdbT^UXaaXcPcX^]P]SbT_PaPcX^]2PaT
P]SR^\_PbbX^]U^a]TPaP]SPaTX]SXRPcTS

BT[UZ]^f[TSVTP]S\PbcTahPaTcWTZThbc^bdRRTbb
H^dWPeTX]]Ta[XVWcP]SR^]bRX^db]TbbbWTTaUPXcWP]S
Tg_TaXT]RT^UcWT_Pbc\PZX]Vh^dPbT[UaT[XP]c_Tab^]
fW^XbaTPShc^cTPRW^cWTabCWa^dVW\TSXcPcX^]h^d
PaT^]cWT_PcW^UPWXVW[TeT[^Ub_XaXcdP[PccPX]\T]c
P]Sc^bWPaTcWXb[XVWcfXcW^cWTab>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[
Ua^]cfXcWh^dafXbS^\P]S[TPSTabWX_h^dRP]
TbcPQ[XbWP]XRWTU^ah^dabT[U?T^_[TfX[[PS\XaTh^d
P]SU^[[^fh^dH^da_[P]bPaT]^ffT[[d]STafPhP]S
h^dPaTbcPacX]Vc^R^]bXSTaTeT]\^aT^__^acd]XcXTbc^
Tg_P]Sh^daRdaaT]c_[P]b>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d
fX[[UX]Sh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_bPaTVa^fX]VP]SSTeT[^_X]V
c^PbPcXbUPRc^ah[TeT[CWTaTXbUPXcWd]STabcP]SX]VfXcW
TPRW^cWTa

FTPZ]Tbb\PhcPZTPc^[[cWXbfTTZ8bbdTb^US^\TbcXR
^a_a^UTbbX^]P[PaTWPd]cX]Vh^dP]Sh^dUTT[SXbcdaQTS
ATbc[Tbb]Tbb^a1?_a^Q[T\\PhcaXVVTah^dH^d\Ph
aT`dXaT_a^_Tab[TT_P]ScWTbd__^ac^U]TPaP]SSTPa
^]Tb0_^bXcXeTP__a^PRWfX[[bTaeTcWT_da_^bTP]S
_dc[XUTX]c^h^d>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ccWTaTXb]^cWX]V
\dRW]TfcWTcWX]VbPaT\^eX]VPbdbdP[CW^dVWcWT
UTPa^UbcPV]PcX]Vh^daRPaTTa^a_a^UTbbX^]fX[[ca^dQ[T
h^dcWXbXbPcT\_^aPah_WPbTPbcWTfTTZ_a^VaTbbTb
h^dfX[[UX]S_^bXcXeTaTbd[cbFXcWh^dafXbS^\P]S
Tg_TaXT]RTh^dZTT_^]\^eX]VPWTPSP]SPRWXTeTcWT
STbXaTSaTbd[cb>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ch^dfX[[T]Y^h
cWT`dXTc_^fTabX]WTaT]cX]h^dH^dfX[[QTPQ[Tc^
X]U[dT]RTh^da_Pac]TacWa^dVWSX_[^\PcXRR^]eTabPcX^]

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <PVT]cP
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da 8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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ll species, but for humans, are
bound by their predetermined
nature, with no scope for making
any exception. Instinctively they act upon
to serve their safety and food concerns.
There no wilful intent involved in their
actions. So, they are not subject to any
Karmic carryover. Varying environmental
conditions do impact their life. But, by
and large, they end up the way they are
born. Human beings, on the contrary,
enjoy the exclusive privilege of guiding
their action by choice. Once choice
option is there, the probability of its use
and misuse becomes equal. One has to
will upon to make a particular choice,
which evidently involves a desire oriented
intent. And there is nothing like free
lunch for them. You have to own up the
consequences of choices made. That
binds you into a cause effect chain, which
runs in succession, stretching on to even
the next birth.
Going by the ancient Indian
Philosophic perception, human beings
are structured in three layers — gross,
astral and causal bodies. With death, it is
only the gross body made out of agglomeration of different forms of matter that
becomes dysfunctional and then disinte-
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grates. The astral and causal planes being
pure energy formations, remain intact, as
would the law of conservation of energy
imply. Astral plane carries on all mind
functions, which includes our memory.
Causal plane has in store Karmic footprint carried over from the past.
Following death, the causal and astral
planes, guided by the fundamental element of consciousness, move on towards
their next reincarnation with a fresh gross
body. Freshly reincarnated body carries
as thought seeds, memory imprints from
the past. The doings and undoing, the
learning and unlearning had, the skillsets
acquired, the habit tendencies developed
during the life time, sets the premise on
which the next life takes off. Given a congenial exposure, those thought seeds successively come into play. That sets the
probable path on which the future course
of life would move. Evidently, the content
and intent of the choices made lead to the
quality of life one becomes due for. This
is the premise on which one’s destiny
stands. Destiny, therefore, does have a
role to play in life. But then it is subject to
many unforeseen variables, as discussed
in the previous issue, having the potential
to modify the course of Karma. It implies

that destiny cannot be defined in finite
terms, but it indicates a probable trajectory that one is expected to tread.
To overcome the above vulnerabilities, humans enjoy another exclusive
privilege — Buddhi (the faculty of discriminate intelligence). This grants us the
privilege to weigh the options in hand,
discriminate between ‘what one wants’
and ‘what is right’. Accordingly, one could
arrive at right judgment and make most
appropriate choices. This prerogative
would also enjoin upon us with the capability to make conscientious choices to
even modify callings of destiny indicators. It means that present Karma can
modify Karmic carryover from the past.
It is easier said than done. For, one’s
discriminatory ability doesn’t play out
involuntarily. It has to be consciously
invoked, which requires being on full
mental alert. The paradox, however, is
that by construct, human beings are born
with 6 constitutional limitations: 1.
Limited creativity 2. Limited knowledge
3. An inherent sense of want, which
breeds in sense of desires, leading to
other related obsessions such as craving,
possessiveness and the like 4. Limitation
of time, whereby we look at develop-
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ments in terms of past, present and future
5. Limitation of space, which tempts us
being self-centric and 6. Bound by causeeffect chain. Plus, we are subject to selfcreated limitations of mind, coming as
they may with different sets of experiences one goes through. Mind continuously keeps breeding random thoughts,
many of them negative and inconsequential. Consequently, mind gets so cluttered
that it hardly allows the space necessary
to objectively pursue your thoughts, and
with obvious consequences.
If that would not be enough, our
sense of ego further plays spoil sport with
our thought process. It is tempted to
identify itself with inherent desire trends,
and pursue them passionately as if that
would be its end game. Also, it gets
caught up by tempting influences of the
seeming world, and sets them as its
dream destination. In both cases, ego
takes the above influences on their face
value, not leaving any scope for the discriminatory faculty playing its part. The
result is obvious.
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